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Qfn n Branch intends to examine present-day
so.ial acrivity from a political viewpoint that
Iocuicn on the relationship of the working class
tn capitalist socinty and on social movements
that may lead to a reordering of human affairs.
The material we print will address these themes,
h\th an they relate tn the legacy of past his-
tory and In the contemporary situation flhil E

E90! L Branch has strung opinions on the analy-
i5 s of capitalism and on the forms of or aniza-Q

tion appropriate to the prolectariat's revolu-
tio ~nary task, we have no set program. We are
interested in publishing material compatible
with tho idea that the control of society must
pans into tho hands of those who produce it,
which for us means the self-determination of
the working class. Since libertarian socialists
disagree on how this may he achieved h\practice,
hoot 5 Branch plans to present these debates
with a combination of theoretical, historical,
and factual information. Finally, since we are
sympathetic to several mutually contradictory
strands of radical social thought, Hoot 5 Branch
hopes to present, criticize, debate, and elabo-
rate those ideas (whether developed by Marx,
council communists, anarchists, libertarians,
or other socialists) that offer guidelines for
analyzing the evermore dire circumstances facing
us and 'suggest strategies for creating a revolu-
tionary solution.

This issue contains three articles on
unions, articles on osaLuxamburg's Marxism
and On the economic crisis of the 1970's d, an a
review of Guy Routh's The Origin of Economic
Ideas.

During the 150 years of their existence.
trade unions have played an ambiguous role in
capitalist society. On the one hand, workers‘
efforts to improve their lot have often centered
around unions, which at times have proved quite
successful in securing economic and political
gains. on the other hand, unions have also
proved to be a source of constant frustration by
helping capitalists increase productivity,
thwart strikes, and adjust workers to periodic
layoffs. in addition to supporting reactionary
political movements, the unions, ;qg;;d1e55 of
their more or less militant origins, have becomor . . e

ganizations beyond the control of workers.

The Congress of Industrial Urqanizmtiong
(C10) has been singled out by many historians as
a federation that in its early years avoided
many °f the "eQitiV$ 5$P@Ct5 Of unionism. Only
in the l940's, it is thought, did the C10,
under the direction of its conservative 1@;der5'
return to the fold of traditional unioniam as
American society found a legitimate place for
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industrial unions. Elizabeth Jones disputesth. . . . .ls tacit periodizatlon of the CIO'5 hi t0 b5 TY Y
liberal and radical historians alike- While the

h .c anging needs and moods of capitalists work-- I
era, and the state eventually gave dominance to
wh t h 'a as seemed to many radicals d minor theme
In the 1930's, the CIO's later conservatism was
evid ' ‘ ' 'ent from its conception. Traclnq the GE-
velopment of the CIO—hrand of "business union-
i. " ' 'am, she emphasizes the often ignored contra-
dictions implied by the oxymoron, "revolutionary
unionism."

Anton Pannekoek's "Trade Unionism" is an
edited version of his article that appeared
originally in International Council Correspon-
dence 2l2): 10-20, January 1936. We are rc-
prlnting it here because we think it provides a
good summary of the purposes and roles of
unions. Pannekoek outlines in general termfi
both the benefits of union activities and the
inherent limitations on the extent of their
operations. Also, since the radical critique
of unionism has a long, but largely unknown
histor 'y, we are reprinting Pannekoek as a rep"
resentative of that tradition-

Picking up where Pannekoek left off, Don
Johnson brings these issues into the 1970's»
In particular, he disputes some of the n0tiOh5
that leftists still have about "progressive
unionism.“ As he puts it, "unions are busi-
nesses;" and, no matter how democratic they
might become, their need to survive as organi-
281110115 leads them in a conservative direction.
He suggests an alternative model of workers’
organization, which could either grow or dis-
appear depending on the needs of its members as
they respond to the changing phases of capital-
ist development. Successes would no longer be
d f ‘ ' 'e ined lh terms of survival, but in the abili-
ty of workers to generate and control their ow
organizational forms. American leftists have
limited themselves almost exclusively to the
forms of working-class organization that have
proven successful in the industrialized coun-
tries since the last world war or to vanguard
parties. as the economic crisis deepens,
interest in the critique of unions may emerge
as alternative forms of organization are
sought.

I'l

Rosa Luxemburg was one of the few Marxists
to perceive the breakdown of the European labor
movement at the beginning of this century, "er
views. COM‘-equently. put her in Opposition to
the Practices of both the social Democrats and
the Bolsheviks. In “Rosa Luxemburg in Rag;D_
EPEQI," Paul Mattick regards Luxemburg as the
most outstanding Marxist theoreticlan of the 91¢
labor movement, Mat ‘ 't1¢k dlvldcs her ideas into



three areas: economic theory, her views on
nationalism, and her conception of political
organization; and, while he disagrees on several
specific points, he praises her attempt to
uphold a le£t—wing internationalism against the
more conciliatory ideas of the Social-Democrats
and Bolsheviks alike. Because of this, her
views, if not in detail, then in intention, are
still of importance today.

Contrary to the expectations of the bour-
geoisie and the economists during the 19505 and
19605, the international market system now finds
itself in a deep crisis, and every move to
correct the problems only leads to a deepening
of some other problem. The new optimism of the
economists consists of their hoping that this
bad situation will somehow stabilize itself,
and not deteriorate further. This economic and
moral dilema of capitalism is described by
Fred Moseley in his article, ‘The Obsolescence
of Modern Economics.” As Moseley illustrates
with numerous quotes, the economists and state
planners can only hope, at this point, that the
market mechanism itself discovers a means to
recovery. The "state of the profession" is so
pathetic that the "invisible hand‘ is now being
revived as a valid economic concept, since
direct economic intervention by the state is
incapable of restoring profitable conditions.

We hope that Root 5 Branch will prove to
be a worthwhile contribution to political de-
bate. Forthcoming issues will include articles
on feminism, China, computers, and economic
theory. We will consider any articles that are
sent to us, so send what you are working on.
Also, we welcome letters on the ideas in the
articles and/or the politics put forth in the
journal.

We have been raising funds through forums,
parties, friends, and sales of past issues, but
this hasn't covered our production costs (around
$750 per issue)- Therefore we are starting a
sustainer's subscription for supporters who can
pledge to give $10, $25, or more as each issue
appears. If you cannot afford to contribute in
this way, please encourage friends, or anyone
for that matter, to subscribe. Regular sub-
scriptions are $6 for four issues, $8 for for-
eign subscriptions, and $15 for institutions.
Also, please encourage bookstores to carry use
Bulk orders of any size can be gotten directly
from us or through the CARRIER PIDGEON
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK, as Fisher Ave., Bofiton,
MA 02120.

ROOT E BRANCH
P.0. Box 236
Somerville, MA 02143
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THE OBSOLESCENCE
F MODER

The U.S. economy is now going through its
most serious crisit since the horrible days of
the Great Depression. The "recession" of 1973-
75 was the most severe decline in production and
employment since the early 1930's. Economists
nov refer to this most recent recession as “the
Great Recession." Furthermore, the 'recovery'
from the Great Recession has been the slowest
of the post-var period. as a result, unemploy-
ment remains significantly higher than the 4t
rate that is usually considered "full employe-
ment.' The most optimistic economists forecast
that the rate of unemployment will decline 1/2\
a year until we finally reach the promised land
of four percent in 1983 (just before you-know-
what). Most economists are not so optimistic.
The majority are counting the months to the
next recession (will it begin in late 1978 or
early 1979?) which will send the official

l ent rates back up to the 6-98 range"H0"? OYI
and possibly even into double digits.

Th situation in Europe is, it anything,e
worse than in the u.s. Europe already appears
to be in the early stages of another recession.
Unemployment in Europe increased last year, in
contrast to declining rates in the U.S.. and is
expected to rise still further in 1978. The
only question is by how much. A feature arti-

' (4/2/78).l in the New York Times Magazinec e
entitled “The Trouble with Europe," reported
recently that:

Europeans have a sense of being at the
beginning of a downhill slide....There
is a pervading sense of crisis....Peo-
ple are disillusioned and preoccupied.
The notion of progress, once so stirring,
now rings hollow.

One aspect of the current high levels of
uemployment that is particularly disturbing to
political leaders is that this unemployment is
highly concentrated among young people. Roughly
half of the people counted as unmployed in the
major capitalist nations are under 25. This

ECONOMICS
ta e is up from 30% in the 1950's, and ispercen g

expected to increase still further. The rate
f unemployment for those under 25 is in theO

1S—20Q range, over twice as high as the overall
average.

The problem of unemployment among young
o le was the main topic of conversation atPE P

the economic summit meeting last May (1977) in
London. This meeting ui Lnu ,gaders of the
seven largest capitalist nations took place soc
after the riots of unemployefl youg People in
several major cities in Italy in March of last
year. These events were a highly visible rem-
inder of the "explosive" nature of the current
Situation. President Valery Giscard d'Est5in
of France called upon his fellow leaders to g
"beat back the ideological challenge of pQfy°-
sive and persistent Unemploymgnt,"

The New York Times (5/9/77) described the
concern of the leaders as follows:

The lack of jobs and the frustrations of
recession have alerted these Politicians
to the menace a loss of pIO3per1ty would
be to existing political systems. Thag
is why they put such special emphasis on
the unemployment of youth, which they
feel threatens to create a whole new
generation tending toward restless dis-
content and perhaps ultimately toward
angry irresponsibility.

What is to be done to recover the Optim-
ism, the momentum, the lost sense of
secuirty of a period in which PGDPIQ
were able to take their improving well-
being for granted?

Another feature of the current economic
cris
from previous periods of prolonged high umem_
Ploymflntl is that prices are rising at the Sam,
time. The rate of price increases in the u,5

Tl

is, and one which distinguishes this crisis

has slowed somewhat from the double-digit day;
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of I973-74, but has remained "stuck" at around
6!. Moreover, most economists are forecasting
that inflation has already "bottomed out" at
this historically high level and is likely to
accelerate in the coming year, Jimmy Carter's
pleas for ‘voluntary restraint" notwithstanding.
The price index reports for the first three
months of 1978 indicate that another round of
accelerating inflation is indeed on the way.
Business Week (S/78) began a recent "Special
Report" on inflation with the warning:

Anyone who is not at least mildly
panicked about the inflation outlook
for the 0.5. does not recognize the
seriousness of the situation.

Q I I I I

This kind of serious economic crisis was
not supposed to happen anymore. Throughout
the more prosperous days of the 50's and 60's,
economists claimed that they had made B great
discovery which had solved the problem of
economic crises. Bconomits proclaimed to all
who would listen (including a generation of
undergraduates who had no choice) that "the
business cycle has been rendered obsolete."
Great depressions. they assured us, were a
thing of the past. ‘me discovery of modern
economics meant that we need never--indeed
shall never--incur the widespread suffering
occasioned by periods oi’ depression. Increas-
ingly, economists talked not only about obliter-
ating depressions, but also about "line-tuning"
economic activity to ensure a perpetual state
of full employment.

‘me alleged discovery of modern economics
was the use of government economic policies to
eliminate whatever unemployment might occur.
whenever unemployment threatened, the economists
suggested, the federal government should simply
spend more money-or reduce taxes so that con-

smers would have more money to spend. At the
same time, the Federal Reserve Board should
print more money to pay for 1-he budget deficits
resulting from the expansionary fiscal policy.
In effect, the discovery of modern economics
was to print more money and spend it. in one
way or another-

Bconomists argued that the skillful use
of these fiscal and monetary policies would
maintain a high and steady level of demand,
which would eliminate the periods of depression
that had in the past threatened.the existence
of capitalist economies. The ability of the
government to regulate and control economic
activity had ushered in a new era of permanent
posperity, the economists promised, which
would make capitalism secure, once and for
all.

Paul Samuelson, dean of economists in the
1.1.5. , likened the discovery of modern economics
to the life-saving discoveries of modern medi-
cine. Just as modern medicine had discovered
the cure for smallpox and polio, Samuelson
suggested, modern economics had discovered the
cure for the economic disease of depression.

Unfortunately, there was one undesirable
side-effect of this fiscal and monetary medicine
which soon became apparent: if the medicine
were applied in sufficient doses to bring the
economy close to full auployment, inflation
would usually accelerate as unemployment de-
clined. Charles Schultze, Carter's chief
economist, has expressed the problem as follows:

The problem is that every time we push
the rate of unemployment toward accept-
ably low levels, by whatever means, we
set off a new inflation.

(E, 7/Is/76)

The explanation of this inflationary side-
effect of modern economics, in brief, goes
something like this: when the government tries
to “push” the economy toward full employment by
spending more money and thereby increasing the
demand for the products of capitalist enterpris-
es, the businessmen who run these enterprises
respond, at least in part. by raising their
prices. rather than by expanding their output.
This perfectly obvious and reasonable response
by businessmen surprises and perplexss econo-
mists to this day. In the academic world of
the economists, prices rise only when demand
exceeds the capacity of the economy to produce;
in other words, prices rise only in a situation
of full employment and the full use of produc-
tive capacity. On the basis of this assumption,
economists conclude that in a situation of high
unemployment and substantial idle productive
capacity, businessmen will respond to the
government stimulus of demand by expanding
output and employment, rather than by raising
prices.

‘me businessmen, of course, refuse to play
the game by these textbook rules. ‘may experi-
ence the government stimulus of demand as an



increase in their sales. This increase in sales
provides the businessmen with an opportunit toY
increase their profits by simply raising their
prices, without the additional expense and risk
required to expand output. It would be bad
business to pass up such an opportunity. ‘Blue,
businessmen typically respond to the increase
in their sales by some combination of increased
output and hi¢\er prices, depending on the
particular circtssstances.

In die 50's and 60's (which the Well
Street Journal described recently as ‘the good
old days when probllss had solutions‘) nobody
worried much about this inflationary side-effect
of ldoecrn economics. ‘Rue average rate of infla-
tion during those years was less than 2\. In ‘
these favorable circumstances, econoeiste and
politicians were sometimes willing to ‘trade’
a slightly higher rate of inflation for a reduc-
tion in unaployaenh Iconoaiats called this
policy option the ‘trade-off‘ between unemploy-
aent and inflation, and argued endlessly about
the precise terms of the ‘trade-off‘ that were
acceptable in e 'd—ocrstic society.‘

lbwever, in the 1970's, the rate at which
busineenen are raising their prices has in-
creased drlnatically from the more tranquil
days of the 50's and 60's. 'lhs rats of infla-
tion in the tI-S- since 1973 has averaged B\ a
year. all nations have had double-digit rates
of inflation for at least pert of the 1970's;
some nations for most of the decade.

Very briefly, the main reason for this
sharp increase in the rate of inflation is that
the rate of profit has declined si ificantl9" Y
since the mid-1960's. ‘me many different
aeasures used to estimate the rate of profit
all show a remarkably similar decline after
1965 (more on the reasons for this in futucre
issues). msinessmen everywhere are well aware
of and much concerned about this decline in
the rate of profit. They are diligently search-
ing for ways to increase the rate of profit
back up to what they consider an ‘adequate
return‘ on their invested capital. One obvious
way to increase the rate of profit is to raise
prices whenever the opportunity arises—-and time
government stimulus of demand provides just
such an opportunity.

One leading investment banker sunssed up
the current inflationary situation as follows:

‘me industrial order of the day is this:
whenever you can, raise the price-
msinessmen are now rushing to raise
their prices because they think they
can get away with it and because they
see a chance to raise their profits.
And with unemployment still high,
they expect wages to lag a bit behind-

acceptable at a time when inflation is already
a serious problem in itself. ‘this explains why
most governments have not adopted strong expan-
sionary policies in recent years, in spite of
the highest rates of unemployment since the
Great Depression. They are too worried that
such policies would set off a new round of
accelerating inflation which would take off
from an already high level. ‘lhsy fear further
that such an inflationary spiral, like the last
one i.n 1973-74, would eventually topple the eco-
nomy back into recession, thus making unemploy-
ment worse rather than better "in the long run"
(which means next year or the year after).
This tear has been expressed most tronglybl!
Alan Greenspan, chief economic adviser to former
President Ford, and has come to be known as the
Greenspan Thesis.

‘mus, history has dealt the economists a
cruel and ironic blow. Economists Umouqht thlt
nsodern economics had rendered the business
cycle obsolete. Instead, the new form of the
business cycle, in which high unemployment
coexists with high inflation, has rendercd
modern economics obsolete-

'l‘ha obsolescence of modern economics ha!
been widely discussed in the business Press in
recent years. '1he following excerpts are Q
anall sample from this discussion-

In larch, 1976, Business Week ran a feature
article under the heading: "conventional Fiscal
Yolicies Don't Work." The article beqifl Bl
follows:

Despite encouraging news about the
strength of the U-S. economic recovery;
one critical ptoblan stubbornly persists-
Even with recovery, unploymsnt "ill
stick at a very high level: at least
S! through 1980- In Blrope, economists
and politicians anticipate that unemP1-WY‘
sent will not drop back to the rates of
the early 1970's again in this decade-
In the western world, something has
changed radically in political economics.
Economists and politicians now agree
that the traditional modes of stimulat-
ing economies by government spending or
increasing the money supply will not
end high unemployment. 'D1ese conven-
tional policies will only create
additional inflation in economies that
have suffered too much inflation for
years.

iror anyone interested in a more fliorough
analysis of all this, the best starting point is
the writings of Paul Mattick, especially Marx
and Keynes: The Limits of the Mixed Economy
(available through Root G Branch). Long before

In these less than favorable circumstances "1 the limits of the mixed economy" became so
economists and politicians are reluctant to painfully obvious, Hattick argued that those
apply the medicine of modern economi68 to the limits would sooner or later be reached, after
disease of unemployment. The inflationary which capitalism would fall once more into a
side-effect of this medicine makes it no longer period of depression Well h. , ere we are.



The fear is that high unmployment rates
will trigger severe political upheavals...-

Lbre recently, Business Week complained
about the "soporific atmosphere" of the latest
meeting of the American Economic Association and
criticized the economists for their failure to
come up with any new redies for the business
cycle:

'Ihe sessions of the ABA boringly demon-
strated to anyone who could flog himself
into listening that the economics profes-
sion faces intellectual bankruptcy. There
were simply no important new ideas for
proceeding with the nation's most pressing
economic task: pushing inflation down and
employment up at the same tine.

'1‘he New York Times is also upset about what
it has called the “bankruptcy of modern economic
theory-" In a recent editorial (9/24/77) enti-
tled "Paralyzed Economists, Stag-nant Economy,"
the Times lamented:

A decade ago if unemployment were frozen
at a high rate and the economy appeared
headed for a slowdown, a Democratic
President surely would have called for
major economic stimulus - a tax cut, a
spending increase, or both. mt not now,
Despite the unsatisfactory performance
of the economy, policy is paralyzed here
and elsewhere in the industrialized world
because economists fear that faster growth
would generate more inflation and, ulti-
mately, sink us into another recession.
We are left with uncommon inflation,
high unemployment, and fearful economists-

Perhaps the clearest expt0S8iOn of the
obsolescence of modern economics comes from the
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politicians. Chancellor Helmut Schmidt of West
Germany has confided to friends (according to
the New York Times) that ‘he feels an utter loss
in the face of a situation for which economists
no longer have solutions. Nobody, he complain-
ed, even thinks he knows what to do." -

Prime Minister James Callaghan of England
had publicly acknowledged the failure of fiscal
policies, In a speech to the British Labor
Party conference in September 1976. Mr.
Callaghan spoke frankly:

we used to think you could just spend
your way out of a recession and increase
employment by cutting taxes and raising
government spending. I tell you, in all
candor, that the option no longer exists.
It only worked in the past by injecting
bigger doses of inflation into the
economy, followed by higher levels of
unemployment as the next step....The
cozy world, which we were told would
last forever, where full employment
could be guaranteed by a stroke of the
G1ancellor‘s pen, is gone-

The New York Times reprinted excerpts from this
speech with the title: ‘Mr. Callaghan Talks
Business.‘

I I I I Q

Recognition of the obsolescence of modern
economics reveals the emptiness of the promises
contained in the Humphrey-Hawkins Pull Employ-
ment Bill, which passed the I-louse last fall and
which will soon be taken up by the Senate. '11-:1:
bill requires the President to prepare programs
designed to reduce unemployment to 4\ by 1983
and keep it there. But the bill itself legis-
lates no specific programs, 1he task of devis-
ing new strategies that will reduce unemployment
without making inflation worse is left to the
President and to future legislation. Further-
more, the bill allows the President to recommend
delays in the timetable for reaching full
employment ‘as circumstances dictate-"

As this bill was being considered in the
House last fall, the New York Times ran an
editorial entitled "The Hollow Promise of
Humphrey-Hawkins-"' In this editorial, the
Times remarked that this bill is a “mandate
without a method" and that "the problem is not
a lack of will to reduce unemployment: the
probl is that the government simply does not
know the way to reach the goal-"

A-H. Raskin, veteran commentator on "1abor
affairs" for the Times had this to say about the
Humphrey-Hawkins Bill:

This bill arrives at a time when mere
is scant public belief in the govern-
ment's ability to deal effectively

fl" - q:,-cauldron." ' with any major economic problem. This
_ ' ’_ skepticism is strengthened by the

_5_



meager accomplishments of pet attempts
to reduce uneaployulent.

knows any more uhy the economic ills of our
countries no longer respond to the game old

lhre recently, the Tiles used even stronger
language. 'lhis tine, the title of the editori la
was: “me Cruel Hoax of l-lu|aphrey-I-!awkins"--
perhaps inspired by ex-President Ford's remark
that the promise of a quick return to full
employment was a ‘cruel illusion." The editor-
ial argued that this bill

lnuld legislate wishful thlnking....
‘me bill would not create one new job;
it would merely legislate a good inten-
tion---- me riddle no one can answer
il how to use government economic
policies to drive unemployment down
in the promised land of 4 percent
without triggering a worse inflation.
and, perhaps, an accompanying recession-

lhe ll|.l|lphrey-Hawkins Bill does not
resolve that issue. It ducks it by
proclaiming a promise that no one
knows how to keep: lot the goal be
set and then someone will somehow
figure out how to meet it. If not,
the goal can always be changed.

'R\e bill would play a cruel hoax on
the hard—oore unemployed, holding
before then the promise-—but not the
reality-of a job.

The New York Time
in an article about this sunu-nit meeting:

meflififltififll not how to prescribe correctly for
sim lu taneous ailments U-mat used to be opposites '

s, as you remember, asked

What is to be done to recover the
optimism, the momentum. the lost sense
of security of a period in which people
were able to take their improving well-
being tor granted?

The Times answered :

‘Nobody has been able to devise a simple
overall formula. So the leaders have
taken m grouping, experimenting with
one measure at a time, hoping that a new
system of stability will eventually
evolve.... ‘mere are no guarantees
that the effort will work.-.-

'1'he leaders are fighting a losing battle.

coming issues - )
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hollow promises were also the main events
at the London sulllait meeting last Hay. ‘me
seven leaders acknowledged the unprecedented
numbers of people unployed in the advanced
capitalist oountires and pledged to create jobs
for thUlo And yet no one there suggested any
new policieI as a means of accomplishing this
task.

In my opinlnn, we are in ‘H18 initial SUIQOS Of

yet another worldwide capitalist depression.
which no amount of government tinkering will be
able to avoid. It is still too early to say
much about the length and severity of this
depression, but there is no reason to believe
that it will be any less severe than the last
one. It could be worse- (“Ore 911 this in

Like all capitalist depressionm 15115
depression will eventually be characterized by

of our own.

‘Prime Minister Callaghan sounded a familiar
theme when he pointed out that "nobody quits
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widesprsad bankruptcy of business time and
drastic reductions in the living standards of
most of us. While economists and politicians
'g'rOpe" for ways to avoid this outcome without
disturbing the ownership and control Of the
world‘: productive resources by s small percent-
age of the population, the rest of us will
probably have to devise more drastic solutions

F-M.
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T E CIO=
FROM REFORM

TO
The story of the Congress of Industrial

Organizations (C10) has generally been seen by
American leftists as one of glorious struggle,
as that of a revolutionary movement that might
have been. By and large, liberal historians
have celebrated the C10 as the harbinger of
enlightened labor relations. Most radicals,
while decrying this modernized form of exploita-
tion, have glossed over important aspects of the
history that conflict with their political anal-
yses and hopes. would-be organizers of various
persuasions have been quick to blame C10 leaders
for its decline in militance. Social democrats
have either claimed the C10 as an evolutionary
advance toward socialism or bemoaned its failure
to develop independent political action along
the lines of European labor parties. While
Trotskyists have accused the Communist Party
(CPI of destroying radical initiative in the
CIO, other Leninists have deplored the CP's
adherence to the Soviet line, which they think
dampened militance during the war and hampered
the trade-union work of dedicated Communist
organizers. Unable to deny the CIO's failure
as a revolutionary movement, some New Left
historians have turned from an examination of
its objective record in action (which after all
was determined by elites) to focus on the more
encouraging subjective aspects of the rank and
file. Debates over when the CIO lost its revo-
lutionary potential have alternated with ap-
plause for 'labor's giant step" to trade-union
consciousness, but the ideology of revolutionary
unionism has remained unscathed. Indicating
the resilience of American capitalism despite
the severe crisis conditions of the 1930's and
1940's, significant numbers of workers never
consciously experienced nor surpassed the con-
straints of unions on their movement. Perhaps
because of this, most American leftists have not
considered the contradictions inherent in revo-
lutionary unionism, and the critique of this
concept (elaborated by Luxemburq, Rfihle,
Pannekoek gt all in the context of the social
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upheavals following the first world war) has
remained unknown. The following interpretation
applies this critique of unionism to the history
of the American labor movement's response to the
last world crisis in the hope that, by objec-
tively analyzing this disappointing history, we
might anticipate the role of unions in the cur-
rent depression and more surely direct our
efforts to break capital-labor relations and
create a classless society.1

THE GRERT DEPRESSION

Since the CIO emerged in response to pro-
tracted depression conditions, the failure of
previous political combinations to solve the
Great Depression to their advantage should be
examined not only to situate the C10 in its
historical context, but also to provide a basis
for comparison with the futile attempts of capi-
talists, governments, uions, it El; to halt the
present economic decline. By 1933, after a
decade of defensive decline, the American
Pederaltion of Labor (AFL) had lost most of its
money and much of its membership, which had
fallen by half to include only 5.2% of the total
(or 11.3% of the nonfarm) workforce.2 The AFL
faced the depression with resignation and no
effective strategy as its monopoly on skilled
labor-power was undermined by rising unemploy-
ment, which left 24.9\ of workers jobless and
most union members without regular work.3
Despite its traditional opposition to government
interference, a policy that matched pre—deprcs-
sion production relations and the laissez-faire
ideology of the bourgeoisie, the AFL did o so
far in early 1933 as to support a Congressional
thirty-hours bill, which aimed to spread employ-
ment by reducing the workweek and wages. Since
this bill was vehemently opposed by business and
vetoed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt [FDR].
Secretary of labor Frances Perkins proposed a
compromise plan that called for a 35-hour week,



a minimum wage, and a relaxation of the anti-
trufit 1-MP5 to Permit trade association a ee-‘I!’
rents. ‘me A1-‘L, however, rejected her plan on
the grounds that the minimum rage would tend to
become the maximum. Fearing that ‘ illllh mum-wage
and social-insurance legislation might rival the
benefits offered organized workers under exist-
ing contracts, the AFL was to continue to with-
hold its support from such protective legisla-
tion throughout the decade.

‘me M’L's passive strategy was opposed by
the leaders of the industrial unions, whose
territories in the highly competitive textile
and coal mining industries had been threatened
by a harbinger slump during the "prosperity
decade“ of the twenties. Sidney llilloan of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers (ACE) and John L.
Lewis of the United Mine Workers (Ullrll were
early advocates of state intervention to save
the economy, particularly through the promotion
of unionization, which the depression was
threatening with extinction. Owing his success
to the lOl's spectacular growth during the first
world war (under the protection of the liar labor
Board‘: oolloctiae bargaining policy in the
Army-uniforll business) , Hillman championed
national economic planning as the solution to
this equally serious national emergency. I-le
urged the government to intervene through tri-
partite (i.e., business-union-government) plan-
ning councils, before private industry's inepti-
tude allowed misery to create forces out of
political control. He envisioned these councils
extending on a national scale social—insurance
programs pioneered by the My in the 1920's,
which had included payroll deductions for unem-
ployment insurance, guaranteed savings banks and
housing, work sharing, minimum wage rates, and
even loans to floundering firms.‘

Hot only labor statesmen had experienced
the efficacy of unions in equalizing wages in
the highly competitive, over—extended industries
As employers’ trade associations failed to
guarantee profits by regulating wages and pro-
duction, some capitalists began to reconsider
unionization. Gabriel Kolko describes the
change in attitgde of some Northern bitz.m1.i.nous-
ooal operators:

Only the Lllll, which both the association
members and independent coal operators
tended to unite to oppose, advocated
the use of public authority to introduce
order in an industry which invariably
sought first to solve its problems by
wage cuts, thereby decimating the union.
By the time the Depression brought yet
new disasters, many industry leaders
and larger firms acknowledged the failure
of voluntary trade association efforts
and were increasingly prepared to impose
stability and cooperation on the unprofit-
able, competitive industry. Indeed, in
such industries only unions provided the
remaining nonpolitical hope for coordi-
nating and restraining competitive
conditions on a national scale, 5 fact
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that won the employers associations to
the union cause in garments before the
war and was eventually to influence
labor relations in coal and many other
industries.

Whereas industries with high capital concentra-
tions could rely on trusts and oligopolistic
leaders to police their agreements to reduce
costly competition, smaller capitalists often
turned to outside organizations-such as rack-
ets, unions, and governments--as the most
effective means of enforcing regulation benefi-
cial to the trade's more powerful firms.6 When
successful, these regulating agents reduced
competition in fields of easy capital entry by
exacting tribute in the form of PIG?-E¢ti°n
premiums, union dues, or taxes. But the in-
roads of runaway shops and new mines durinq the
1920's, followed by the depression, so weakened
the hegemony of the textile and mining unions
that they needed government backing to eliminate
"5!-resting‘ and shake down firms that wouldn't
see reason.

Since before the first world war, Northern
textile manufacturers had augmented their
economic attack on the cheap labor SUPPIY °5
their Southern competitors by $9615-"9 1995-513'
tion to establish a national minimum wage»
prohibit child labor and w\omen'5 fl1'§ht"°!'kv 5"‘!
promote unionization. In the depths Of the
depression they found P011-ti¢a1 5‘-lPP°1't in U“
recovery proposals of former members of the War
Industries Board—-Bernard Baruch: General H‘-1971
Johnson, and Gerard Swope. 11.5. dumber of
Commerce President Henry I-Iarriman's voice
mingled with these Northern liberals’ lament
over the disruptive effects of "uneconomic
competition‘ in his call for the susPB"51°" °f
the Shaman and Clayton Anti-Trust Acts, Vhiflhv
to the annoyance of big business, had been _
enacted in a futile attempt by small capitalists
to halt the advancing concentration Of <=flPiti1
that threatened to expropriate them. Nhile
1-13;-rj_ma_n and swqpq urged business to take the
initiative in stabilizing production to avoid
government interference, Swope's plan included
employee and possible union participation.
Fondly recalling the “efficiency” of tho-ll‘
economic planning during the war, when former
antagonists were encouraged to join ha-1168 T-0
share the spoils, Baruch and Johnson implied
that a return to the good old days would follow
the formation of "trade associations for mutual
help“ and business’ self-regulation under
government supervision.7

The blatant lack of profits to share,
however, did not escape some of FDR's advisers
and various labor sympathizers, who, on the
basis of an underconsumption theory of crisis,
called for government intervention to halt the
downward spiral of prices, wages, and produc-
tion. In addition to relief measures and
public work programs, they supported unioniza-
tion as a means to boost consumption and the
production it would engender. The powers behind
these various strains of thought combined under



the New Deal to produce the National Industrial
Recovery Act (MIRA), which in June 1933 replaced
ex-President Hoover's inadequate voluntary
schemes with six hundred industry—wide "Codes
of Fair Competition.‘ Trade association agree-
ments would now be legally enforced by FDR's
National Recovery Adinistration (NRA), direct-
ed by General Johnson.

lobbied for by Lewis, Hillman, and Senator
Robert F. Wagner, the NIRA included a "Section
7a,“ which outlawed yellow-dog contracts (i.e.,
promises not to join a union as a condition of
employment), provided "that employees shall have
the right to organize and bargain collectively
through representatives of their own choosing,"
ang gave the President power through the NRA to
prescribe maximu hours, minimum pay, and work-
ing conditions. With this legislation the New
Deal's mutually antagonistic coalition of big
business, smaller capitalists, farmers, and
unions, while groping for a solution to the
crises, took its first faltering step toward
managing the social unrest. Blindly seeking to
restore a profitable basis for further capital
accumulation, they were stymied by the political
power of economically weaker capitals, who
resisted the expropriation essential for nation-
al recovery. Their mutual struggle to shift the
burden of loss onto others exemplified Marx's
description of the depression's healing pro-
ceS5:8

So long as things go well, cmpetition
effects an operating fraternity of the
capitalist class, as we have seen in the
case of the equalization of the general
rate of profit, so that each shares in
the common loot in proportion to the
size of his respective investment. But
as soon as it no longer is a question of
sharing profits, but of sharing losses,
everyone tries to reduce his own share
to a minimum and to shove it off upon
another. The class, as such, must
inevitably lose. How much the individ-
ual capitalist must bear of the loss,
i.e., to what extent he must share in
it at all, is decided by strength and
cunning, and competition then becomes
a fight among hostile brothers. The
antagonism between each individual
capitalist's interests and those of
the capitalist class as a whole, then
comes to the surface, just as previously
the identity of these interests operated
in practice through C0mpetitiOn.

now is this conflict settled and the
conditions restored which correspond to
the "sound" operation of capitalist
production? The mode of settlement is
already indicated in the very emergence
of the conflict whose settlement is
under discussion. It implies the with-
drawal and even the partial destruction
of capital.
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Although the MIRA soon proved inadequate, the
New Deal was able to hold the economy together
until the second world war externalized the
competitive struggle and the American victory
temporarily solved the nation's economic prob-
lems, thus allowing the liberal, Keynesian
explanation of the New Deal‘: success some
false advertising.9

TI-[E1 NIRA PERIOD

as industry counted on the President and
the courts to favor capital in their interpreta-
tions of the law's ambiguities, the MIRA soon
ran upon the rocks of resistance hit by previous
attempts at voluntary regulation. Even in those
industries where unions had the support of
stronger firms, their efforts to force recalci-
trants to terms through strikes and boycotts
were hampered by the lack of government backing.
Nonetheless, massive organizing drives in coal
mining and textiles managed to have increased
wage minimnmm incorporated into the NRA codes
for their industries. Another temporary tri-
umph for the unions grew out of a dressmakers'
strike in Reading, Pennsylvania. The FDR-
appointed National Labor Board (NLB) (precursor
of the National Labor Relations Board lama!)
in July 1933 settled the strike with the
‘Reading Formula," an interpretation of Section
7a that provided for majority-rule, secret-
ballot elections of exclusive agents to repre-
sent a group of workers ambiguously known as a
bargaining unit (an ambiguity that would later
be ironed out by the NLRB). Southern sweat-
shops, however, evaded NRA code provisions with
the '5tretchout" (i.e., labor intensification),
blatantly ignored Section 7a by firing union
members, and refused to hold Reading Formula
elections.

Rather than oppose unionization outright,
most mass-production manufacturers. who regarded
unions as unnecessary expenses and threats to
their absolute control of production, expanded
their ‘employee representation plans" developed
in the 1920': or established new company unions,
which by the end of the MIRA period gained
three times more members than the AFL unions
did.1° In September 1933, miners challenged
the company unions in the "captive" mines
(owned by steel corporations) with a strike for

UHW recognition despite Lewis's efforts to
restrain them while he negotiated the NRA code
with the less resistant, smaller operators of
the "commercial' mines. By late October, after
withstanding considerable violence, the 100,000
strikers compelled FDR to enforce their NlRA-
given right to form independent unions. Several
giant electrical concerns also accepted uion
advances when persuaded by strikes, as was

Philco, or by economic reason, as was General
Electric (GE) President Gerard Swope, who since
1926 had sought an industrial "organization
with which we could work on a businesslike
basis.'11 Irvine BEr5tein‘s description of the
settlement won by a nascent AFL union reveals
an attempt by the largest radio manufacturer to



use the union to reduce labor disruption and
equalize labor costs with its ooapetitormu

to the fledgling organizatio-n‘s amazement,
Philco on 15 July [1933] signed an agree-
Iant providing for the eight-hour day,
the forty—hour week, tine and one half
for owartiae, abolition of penalties for
bad work, payQnt for waiting tine be-
tween jfia. mop ooiittees to handle
grievances, and aininn wages of 45 cents
fornnandificents forwtin. . . .
ihe an-nagint, hoping to eliainate its
‘labor prnblif granted the \mion shop
on August 17. requiring new qloyees to
pin within two week; of hire. Finally,
it obtained a ciittaent frm the local,
uutrw-ritten by [AFL President] Green flu;
uootherradiounioncharteredbytheafl,
would accept wages lower than Phi1co'a and
that the union unuld not daand higher
rates unless they were incorporatgfl in gm
IRA radio code or were pajfl by ; ¢~@§-‘ti-
‘it. “_'!- _

1-II 5819!!-i-liq fiese electrical and steel coqaany
unions, industrial uuioniaa thus mtablished
beechheds on the anti-union shores of basic
industry.

lllt lug corporations, hmever, nanaged
to avoid by kfeating
strikes. othrs by niping union organization
1-Iltheb1flwithe1floratela.b0m'—spyal\dltrImq-
ara operatiraia, and others by increasing defi-
ance of thaI|.a‘s orders. as depression oondi—
tions &l1d met strikes to failure, even the
ailitant autcanorters failed to establish indus-
trial unions under the IIIIA. he Illhmtrial
Workers of the @316 (IT) alpealed to 91
worker: as a rmk—and-file controlled, direct-
-action ilflwtrial union with low dues and no
oflnttacta. Its organizing caqnaign in Detroit,
hcalever,wasdeci.aatedbythelossof its strike
It III!!! may in the fall of 1933, later
lllllyled by strike ootittee chairaan Fred
!h§oon=

file Flvcess of organizing or trying to
getwoateratoorganizeenuduredthruugh
the s1e1-with little results, until at
lhirray Rudy, just before changeover of
mdolandoonaeqzntreductionofc.-lzqany
qaerations: aa workers belatedly began
tO"h1Ie'a1:ou|adt&1Ktheyfio|mfl
thamelvealaidoffthe
Btttibfltedthiltb
joinedithiaforoed
9°B§It:Imeworkabl
rotatinaiolwork
hoardrulusadtn
didaeatwithua.
Itwaaastrikewaoould
itcraqedoureffoztaatvarioqgeuggg
Plants. 'lbroug:thatwinterwedidou;;-
utlact tovisit thoao workara anareeain
abaee,butour'egqswereinonebasket'
imdwereaaaabed.

*‘§"wsiiigfii.w§*,§§:#255fli
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Business defiance of the NLB spread after
Deceanber 1933, when Weirton Steel's refusal to
hold representation elections brought the
Reading Formula to a legal stalemate while this
test case awaited judicial review. Soon after
FDR's February proclamation of support for his
tottering NLB, the NRA announced its competing
7a-interpretation that safeguarded oompany
unions behind the principle of ‘proportional
representation," which preserved "minority
bargaining rights‘ by allowing several unions
per bargaining unit (as opposed to the NLB's
certification of ‘exclusive bargaining agents‘
elected by majority vote) . In Hatch 1934, FDR
applied the NRl's interpretation in his NRA-
auto-oode settlaaext, which by sanctioning the
auto oolpany unions decimated the weak AFL
locals. hutoworkers deserting the AFL after
this defeat were soon joined by rubber- and
ateel—workers exasperated with the ‘national
Run Around‘ and the AFL's defeatist stalling
aanoeuveru. ilaile the frustrated IILB chairman-
Senator Wagner, started his caapaign for legis-
lation to restmcitate the Reading For-aula and
reaffira workers‘ right tn organize independent
unions, some workers began resorting to the law
of ‘night bakes right."

Spring of 1934 brought industrial warfare
as looal unions broke through the fetters Of
the inert AH. to test their strengflm against
their aployezs and the various government
forces arrayed against then. In my a 10511!!!
strike for union recognition at Electric Auto-
Lite escalated into the Battle of Toledo (fliio)
as the local, radica_L1y—inf1nenced unellIp1°Y9d
league joined the strikers in defiance of court
injunctims against mass picketing. After two
dgyg qf gigging in which two men were shot dead
by Rational Guardsmen, the factory was shut
dam. Although they won only a small wage
increase and union recognition, Toledo strikers
and their supporters showed that class action
could force concessions from the staunchly
anf_i—'nn10n auto industry. Shortly therea-H01’:
a woll—organized teanster strike in Minneapolis
\a:|der1i.ned the iuqortance of nilitary *-=<='=i==
as roving pickets stopped oo-ercial traffic
for days and a club-carrying crowd foiled B
strikebreahing attelpt by police and depu-tized
citizens. Although syquthetic to the strikers-
Governor Olson of Minnesota responded to the
deaths of two socialites in this Battle of
Deputies hm with a declaratiaa of mrtial law-
thoae augoled Iaintenance of the status gun
eoou eroded the strikers‘ position by permitting
a gradual restoration of co—ercia.'|. traffic.
(lily by disregarding the atrikebreaking aartial
law did strikers pressure the Governor to turn
the table on the qloyers, who eventually
ouncededaainian-wageandunionreoognition
according to leading Pocraula e1eetions.14

‘ma llIla'a principle of proportional repre-
sentation was challenged in the llest Coast
waterfront atrike. In Hay, when the damaging
strike was three weeks old, the Iaterfront
Eqrloyora of San Praneisco signed an agreement
with the corrupt president of the International
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Longshoremen's Association (ILA) granting wage
increases but preserving the daily hiring system
aptly described as a slave market. Angry
strikers rallied behind radical caucus leader
Harry Bridges to reject the ILA "sweetheart"
deal and renew their demand for a union hiring
hall, which the bosses refused as a closed shop
outlawed by the NRA‘s interpretation of 7a. In
July, after the killing of two strikers in a
brutal attack on pickets by police attempting
to open the port, pressure rose for a general
strike, which the city's AFL Central Labor
Council called reluctantly, coordinated poorly,
and terminated at the earliest possible moment.
Although the longshoremen won a E5 facto union
hiring hall and wage increases, the weaker mari-
time unions did not gain recognition because of
their reliance on the conservative strike
oomittee,

That not all tests of strength in the NRA
period brought union advances was evidenced by
the terrible defeat of the textile strike in
September 1934- Exasperated with a NRA cotton
textile board that had failed to enforce
Section 7a, workers struck for higher wages, an
end to the nerveracking stretchout, and recog-
nition of the United Textile Workers (UTW). In
desperate attempts by flying squadrons and
picketing crowds to shutdown strikebreaking
mills from New England to the small towns of
the hysterically anti-union South, strikers, ;
who by 1B September numbered 420,000, soon met
the resistance of scabs protected by troops, who
in the South alone numbered over 25,000. with a
death toll of fifteen, mass arrests, evictions,
and seizures of relief funds, the UTH called off
the strike on 22 September with nothing offered
but massive reprisals.lS Not only was the UTW
decimated, but memories of this disaster lin-
gered and contributed to the South's continuing
resistance to unionization.

The state's response to these upheavals
had a major impact on their outcomes. Local
governments invariably sided with the bosses by
providing police and special deputies to main-
tain law and order; and, when these strike-
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breaking efforts provoked violence, state
governors called out their National Guards.
Capitalists could also rely on the courts to
issue injunctions to halt picketing and other
strike activities. Both capital and labor,
however, appealed to the President in their
hours of need. Since FDR always sided with
strength when Eorced off his political fence,
union pleas for Reading—Pormula-style justice
were answered with requests for strike postpone-
ments, mediators, disastrous settlements (such
as in autos and textiles), and feeble recommen-
dations of amesty for strikers.

While they usually relied on local law
enforcement and shunned federal intervention in
their affairs, embattled capitalists and region-
al politicians in fear of insurrection occasion-
ally turned to federal authorities for support.
Not only had governors always received troops
whenever they thought strikes threatened their
authority (e.g., the Great Upheaval of 1677,
the 1892 and 1897 Coeur d‘Alenes mine strikes,
and the 1919 Seattle General Strike), but also
presidents sometimes pressured, preempted, or
overrruled those governors who failed to inter-
vene in strikes threatening the national inter-
est (e.g., the lB94 Pullman strike, INN strikes
during the first world war, and the 1922 UMW
strike).

FDR became the first president to refuse
to send the army immediately to quell labor
disputes. Assessing the textile strike form the
more detached viewpoint of the general (capital-
ist) interest, he held troops in abeyance
despite the Whodc Island governor's plea for
"drastic action” to prevent “riotous mobs‘
from storming his statehouse.15 as the long-
shoremen's strike heated up, San Francisco news-
papers screamed about endangered sacred American
traditions, while Orgeon's governor claimed the
strike was “beyond the reach of state authori-
tiefi" in his request for army intervention.
While California's governor petitioned the U.S.
Immigration Service to deport alien strikers,
its U.S. Senator Hiram Johnson called for FDR's
aid saying, ‘Here is revolution not only in the
making but with the initial actualities. . . .
Not alone is this San Francisco's disaster but
it is [the] possible ruin of the Pacific
Coast.17 A Los Anggles Times editorial epito-
mized West Coast business‘ alarmzla

The situation in San Francisco is not
correctly described by the phrase
‘general strike.‘ What is actually in
progress there is an insurrection, a
Communist-inspired and led revolt against
organized government. lhere is but one
thing to be done-put down the revolt
with any force necessary.

Advised, however, by Secretary of Labor Perkins
that the general strike comittee was "in
charge of the whole strike . . - and represents
conservative leadership,“ FDR, hiding his
time on a Pacific cruise, won his gamble that
the strike would resolve itself at the expense



of the Republican ship-owners, who, in his ]udg-
ment, exaggerated the threat to the nation
posed by a dispute over union security.)-9

‘though circumspect in handling major
strikes, I-‘DR did not promote unionization.
While like all twentieth-century American pres-
idents he accepted the principle of collective
bargainihmzo his labor policy concentrated on
relief measures, minimum wages and standards
[or working conditions, and social insurance
programs. Hurray Edclman provides a qcnd
8\.‘LIIL8l'y of FDR's record with organized laborzzl

He invariably failed to support labor
legislation actively until he was con-
vinced it had adequate political upport,
and he sometimes sabotaged pro-labor
policies already declared to be the law
because of strong business pressures.
In killing the Black thirty-hours bill,
in his occasional pro-business interven-
tions in HM, in his long delays in
supporting the 1934 and 1935 Wagner
bills, the 193! unemployment insurance
bills, and the 1934 Railway Labor Act
amemhents, in his order to cut relief
sharply just before the 1937 recession,
and in his ambivalent statements during
the sitdown strikes, he showed himself
less the proponent of the things labor was
demanding than a consummate politician
interested in a program that would have
maximum effectiveness and popularity. He
showed it again in viewing the NLRB from
1935 to 1939 as unduly independent in its
policies, unpredictable, and often embar-
assing politically.

THEWAGNBRACPMIDTHERISBOPHECIO

Amid fresh memories of the sur|mer's violent
strikes, the more liberal Democratic Congress1 .e acted 111 Novenber 1934 proved more receptive
to Senator Wagner's efforts to replace the MIRA,
whose failure as a do 'PIBSSILOI1 cure and guarantee
of collective bargaining was obvious. Since the
March auto settlement, Wagner had sought le is-9
lation to strengthen the NLB's power to curtail

1 Iemp oyers union-busting privileges, which had
enabled them to circumvent workers‘ right to
join unions (granted almost a century earlier).
In Jul ‘y 1935, Wagner‘: National Labor Relations
Act finally outlawed employers‘ "unfair labor
practices," including company support of unions,
and required them to "bargain in good faith“
with freely chosen representatives of the
majority of workers in bargaining units to be
delimited by the NLRB. ‘me Wagner act also
empowered the NLRB to surpervise representation
elections, certify exclusive bargaining agents
5° Qlfifitedv investigate and prosecute employer
interference, and seek court injunctions to
enforce its decisions. In short, propoltjgnal
I991’-'EBEl\\=B‘Ii-on was rejected Ln favor of the
tad‘-ng Formula: Uhifib WES qiVEll the force Q!

A detail from "Trouble in 'Frisc0." by F1e\=h=r'i9I5fiin
\_.

Interpretations of the Wagner Act =5 B
conscious plan of capital to reinteqfate P°te“f
|;i;11y 1-gvolutionary workers into the system V13
unionization ignore the complexity B-"5 uni?!“
tainty of the situation. As with the NIRA, H
coalition of mutually conflicting interefi’-£5
produced legislation whose &PP11'f3t'-1°“ "'°“J_'d_be1
determined by a dynamic interaction of p011t1¢B
and economic forces as the depression £00k it!
course. Although the more conservatnre NIRR
backers, whose influence centered 111 the ‘NRA;
dropped tom the coalition, most interests
behind the NIRA (e.g., Northern textile manufac-
turers, retail magnstes, orqlflized 155°" 2
al.) rallied behind wagncr in their continued
search for an amenable solution to the dePfe5'
sion. The NIR.a's rationale of business self-
regulation to eliminate unfair competition was
now supplanted by arguments that economic re-
covery was thwarted by the underconm-IIIlPc1°"t°1
workers and the disruption of commerce due 0
strikes. Collective barqaininq, it was H9‘-"=i~
would eliminate most strikes: 1113: ‘-mi°"j-zati-°"
would booste mass P\11‘¢ha5i"‘3 POW" bl’ redressing
the imbalance in the economy caused by the
disproportionate power of concentrated caPlta1-
Calling for ‘industrial democracy" to 9-\1PP1E'
mcnt political democracy, many Democrats from
industraial regions sought labor support and
promoted unions as sources of a new breed of
junior statesmen, who would defend markers
economic interests and democratic rights on the
job against the abuses of corporate botfllitiril-'1
rule.

Passage of the Act was facilitated by its
ambiguity and the uncertainty of its applica-
tion. To secure the AFL's approval» wlfiner
vaguely left to the lILRB's discretion the juris-
diction of bargaining units (i.e., the specific
designation of which workers would be eligible
to vote fior NI.RB—certified bargaining agents £0!
a craft—, plant-, or industry-wide bargaining
unit) . Since the Supreme Court had declared the
MIRA unconstitutional in May 1935, business
filmed its oppostion to the Wagner Act in anti-
cipation of lax enforcement and eventual judi-



cial invalidation. Because neither business
nor the AFL could foresee the development of
the CID and its encouragement by the NLRB‘s
preference for industrial bargaining units,
the law passed without the vehement opposition
that was to develop later.

While Signaling to liberals a need for
“industrial democracy" and collective bargaining
machinery to handle labor disputes, the 1934
strikes also had demonstrated concretely the
limits of workers‘ militancy, their strike
power in various industries, and government
reactions, and had elucidated the possibilities
for establishing industrial unions under the new
legal protection of the Wagner Act. The AFL,
however, hesitated to take advantage of the
improved climate for organizing. At the peak
of NIRA agitation, teamster boss Dan Tobin had
still maintained that the semi-skilled mass
production workers were too weak to warrant a
union leader's attention:22

The scramble for admittance to the union
is on. We do not want to charter the
riff-raff or good-for-nothings, or those
for whom we cannot make wages or condi-
tions. . . . we do not want the men
today if they are going on strike
tomorrow.

At least in terms of money and membership
his judgment that unskilled workers were ‘unfit
for unionism" had been supported by historical
evidence. Up to 1934 unskilled workers had
been too easily replaced, too isolated and
divided, and too poorly paid to threaten or pull
off the strikes necessary to establish and main-
tain a union domain and to extract the wage
increases necessary to sustain dues payments and
union offiCials. Previous attempts to organize
permanent unions of semi-and un-skilled workers
had failed except in coal mining and the needle
trades. The idea of One Big Union had been
introduced by the populist Knights of Labor in
the 1B70's, narrowed for application to the
railways in the early 1890's by Eugene Debs, and
developed as "revolutionary industrial unionism‘
by the IWN during the decade before the first
world war.23 while the Knights had lost signi-
ficance as a workers‘ movement because of its
opposition to the eight-hour—day agitation,
Deb's American Railway Union might have succaded
as an industrial union for the railroads (as
this strategic, early capitalized sector has
elsewhere spawned early organizations of this
type) had it not been wiped out by the military
repression of the Pullman strike in 1894. The
IHW had used defiant direct action to further
spontaneous strikes of textile millhands, steel-
workers, migrant farmworkers, lumberjacks, hard-
rock miners, and other ‘marginal’ workers.
While they received a lot of notoriety for
several spectacular victories and for their
revolutionary propaganda, their unions did not
maintain large numbers of dues—paying members
even before their suppression as an unpatriotic
thorn in the side of the American bourgeoisie.

lgnoring the difficulties unions had
encountered during the early phase of industri-
alization, John L. Lewis criticized the IWW on
the grounds that “it never attempted to consol-
idate its gains. It continually bled itself
white by the vigor of its struggles and was
always vulnerable from the rear.”24 While the
IWW's aversion to contracts, and business
unionism generally, may have contributed to its
failure as a union, the UMW‘s prudence in re-
sponse to milder government repression of its
vigorous tactics during and after the second
world war would also backfire (as can be seen
in its current struggle to preserve its gains,
if not itself, within its shrinking share of
bituminous coal production). Nevertheless,
Lewis concluded from his analysis of past organ-
izing failures and of the brightening climate
under the Wagner not that industrial unionism
was no longer a revolutionary but a business
proposition, one with good prospects if properly
financed by the APL and managed by practical
union leaders like himself. In opposition to
the cautious craft—umion bosses, he contended
that the mass-production industries were ripe
for unionization along industrial lines and that
the APL would profit by mounting a massive or-
ganizing campaign. Both he and Sidney Hillman,
as heads of embattled industrial unions, sensed
that unless the industries closest to them--
steel and cotton textiles respectively-—were
unionized, they would soon lose their precarious
footholds as had the industrial unions before
them. Pressuring the AFL to support his cause
financially, Lewis warned that not only the
UMw's but also the AFL'5 survival was at stake

The failure of the American Federation
of labor to organize the workers in the
mass-production industries creates a
hazardous situation as far as the future
of the Federation is concerned. If the
Wagner Bill is enacted there is going to
be increasing organization and if the
workers are organized in independent
unions we are facing the merging of
these independent.uiona in some form
of national organization.

Exasporated with the AFL's morbid conserva-
tism and having "read the revolutionary hand-
writing on the walls of American industry‘ (as
his biographer ironically put it},25 Lewis
seized the opportunity offered by the passage
of the Wagner Act to fulfill his own prophecy
by founding the C10 in December 1935. Of the
CIO‘s seven charter unions, the most important
in terms of membership and resources were the
UMW, the AC", and the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union (ILGWU). Although the
CIO founders hoped to remain within and obtain
support from the AFL, the latter responded to
the threat of C10 success by expelling a third
of the AFL membership from its November 1936
convention. The most significant of the emerg-
ing industrial unions that affiliated with the
C10 were the United Rubber Workers (URN), the
United Auto Workers (UAW). and several
Communist unions—-the United Electrical and
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»Radio Workers (UB1, Harry Bridges‘ Internation-
al Lonqshorel|en's and IIarehouse1nen'a Union
IIUIUJ, and the National Maritime Union INMU).
‘hrs weak uniom--the Amalgamated Association of
Iron, Steel and Tin Workers (NU and the UTE!-—
formed the basis of the CIO's two llain pro-

‘jects-the Steel Workers Organizing Committee
(SW@); led by Philip Murray of the UHH, and the
liextile Workers Organizing Oollaittee (TUIOC) , led
by Hilloan of the AW. Although the C10 pro-
vided organizers and advised the developing
unions in the mass-production industries, most
of its money and energy were devoted to organ-
izing steel and textiles, the industries Inst
crucial for its principal founders.

Anti-union companies remained as unfazed by
the Iagner Act as they had been by Section 7a of
the MIRA. But, aided by a slight upswing in the
eoonoly between 1935 and mid-1937, workers once
again flexed their economic Iruscles, this time
demonstrating their ‘fitness for unionism" in
certain lass-production industries. The MIRA
pattern of union breakthroughs with the largest
firm in various industries was to be repeated
(e.g., 0.5. Steel, G.B., and large Northern
textile manufactures) and extended (e.g.,
Goodyear Rubber and General Motors] , while their

's|naller competitors were to resist until it
becaue too costly in terns of bad publicity,
law suits, or government contracts.

Early in 1936, rubberworkers in Akron,
Ohio began demnstrating their power to bring
reluctant boss-es to terms through their repeated
use of the sitdown strike, an adaptation of the
IW folded-arms tactic that proved very effec-
tive in shutting down assembly lines and idling
entire plants. Although it would eventually
benefit from these sitdowns, the URI! (which in
1935 claimed only 3,000 members among about
100,000 rutberworkers) initially disapproved of
this form of direct action. blot only did the
URN seriously weaken the February Goodyear
strike by convincing strikers to march out of
the occupied plant to the union hall and, con-
sequently, to bitter-cold, vulnerable picket
lines, but it also refused to recognize the
strike until C10 organizers arrived on its
sixth day. Shrewder than some of their local
leaders, the CIO national officials would for a
while support, although rarely initiate, sit-
dovms whose goals included CIO recognition.
Visiting Akron in 1936, Louis Adamlc described
the new organizing drive that pulled 15,000
members by 193s=1

In November I was told in Akron that
‘nearly every serious sitdown boosted
the menbership by as much as five
hundred. Organizers signed up men
while they "sat."

In his efforts to reassure the public in 1937
taht the sitdown did not pose a revolutionary
threat but would lead to industrial democracy,

-—J’oel Seidman accurately predicted the replace-
ment of direct action with grievance arbitration

, once the um solidified its controlzza
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The rubber workers are new and enthusias-
tic unionists. The sitdown technique
works, so they use it as soon as an
issue arises. Their officers are urging
then not to stop production without
first bringing their grievance to the
attention of the union and the company
through the regular channels. . . . As
the rubber workers become more experi-
enced and more disciplined unionists,
the sitdowns over petty issues will
doubtless disappear.

Having pulled short sitdowns known as
"quickies" since 1933, autoworkers in 1936 began
to ‘stay-in" demanding union rewgrxitionr "569
increases, reduction of hours to prevent layoffs
during model changes, abolition of piecework,
reinstatement of union manbers, etc.. Learning
from Akron workers the effectiveness of the
sitdown in enabling a minority to halt Pf°'5\lc“
tion, preventing strikebreaking, and rallying
workers to the union, the UAW sanctioned
organizational sitdowns, the most dramatic Of
which would occur at Flint during the 901161151
Motors (G1) strike. From April to Dflflfllllbel-'
1936, however, the UAW had gained only an
average membership of 27,000-—or about ten
percent of the industry's workforce.” While
Lewis concentrated on negotiations with US
Steel, his adviser to the UAW, Adolph Germs!-
thwarted UM! President Homer Martin‘! iU’»$"'Pt5
to spread a strike (begun on 18 November) at
the Atlanta Fisher Body plant to the rest of
the parent company. Germs: advocated poHtP°I1@'
ment of a company-wide strike until after 1'-he
New Year, when a New Deal QOVBIBQX "'°“15 be
inaugurated in Michigan and the Christmas
period with its scheduled bonus would have
passed. Although momentum for a strike against
the entire GM system increased as the Libby-
Owens-Ford glassworks and the Kansas Cit?
Fisher plant were shutdown by mid-December.
sitdowns at the strategic Cleveland and Flint
Fisher assembly plants (cm 2B and 30 December
respectively] , coordinated by the Communist
vice-president of the uaw, Wyndham Mortimer-
finally precipitated the CIO's greatest strike.

By the end of January 1937, about a dozen
more sitdowns and conventional strikes coupled
with spreading lockouts for lack of parts had
shut down fifty GM plants and idled 125,099
workers, most of whom were not striJ<ing.30
Although Martin had prematurely evacuated the
other occupied GM factories by 16 January, the
Flint sitdown strikers, upon advice from CIO
organizers and the Mortimer faction, saved the
strike by holding out for G!-1's recognition of
the UAW as exclusive bargaining agent, a status
which could not be achieved through NLRB elec-
tions due to union weakness. Helpless to pre-
vent a return to work at many plants on 27
January, the strikers in Flint once again
rescued the waning strike, this time with a
brilliant military operation orchestrated by
strike leaders around Mortimer and the Routher
brothers. This spectacular capture of a stra-
tegic Chevrolet engine plant finally crippled



Fisher Body, Flint, January 1937.

GM production onl February and relieved the
pressure on the occupiers at Fisher Body, who,
however, were to remain under the governor's
threat of forced eviction for another week.
After this demonstration of union strength,
previously reluctant workers flooded into the
UAW and public opinion swung to the strikers,
who, despih: "their unconventional behavior,"
after all were only "pursuing objectives sanc-
tioned by law but denied them by their employer.

As the pressure mounted, FDR, a we-athervane
for public opinion, announced on 5 February his
intent to push legislation to defend the Wagner
Act by packing the hostile Supreme Court with
New Deal judges. He even expressed momentary
lenience toward the sitdown, which by 1939 was
to be outlawed by the SIJPIQIIB Court: 2

well it is illegal. But shooting it out
and killing a lot of people because they
have violated the laws of trespass . . .
[is not] the answer. . . . There must be
another way. Why can't those fellows in
GM meet with a committee of the workers?

Under the greatest pressure ever applied by the
CIO, GM on ll February accepted the defeat of
its proportional representation scheme, recog-
nized the UAW as d_e facto exclusive bargaining
agent for seventeen struck plants, and granted
a five-cents-per-hour increase to all 150,000
GM workers.33

Meanwhile, impressed by the CIO's show of
force, GE and US Steel moved to expand the
limited relations they had established with
indsutrial unions during the MIRA period.
Because of Gerard Swopc's unusual acceptance
of unions, GE had already agreed to NLRB elec-
tions when so requested by the UE, which had
narrowly defeated the company union in GE's main
plant. On 24 February 1937, Swope without a
fight granted the UE company-wide recognition.
A week later, President Myron Taylor of US Steel

31

(known as Big Steel because of its dominant
position in the industry) agreed to replace his
failing company union with Lewis‘ SHOC. The
Big Steel agreement of 2 March granted wage
increases, overtime pay after forty hours, and
recognition of the SWOC (but only as bargaining
agent for its members, not as sole bargaining
agent for the company). Although Little Steel
(viz. Bethlehem, Jones and Laughlin, Republic,
Inland, Youngstown Sheet and Tube, 2 _ai._I and
other observers were shocked, Taylor's consent
to unionization made economic sense. With US
Steel's profits picking up and British arma-
ments orders in the offing, he figured that
"the oost of a strike would have been incalcu-
la.hle," as Little Steel would have hasteheed to
fill his orders.“ In his decision to yield to
what he sensed was a political drift toward
unionization, Taylor also was influenced by his
experience with Lewis as a responsible enforcer
of their captive mines agreement. Other factors
that may have affected him included: the recent
passage of a law instituting a forty-hour work-
week with overtime pay on all government con-
tracts, the election of a New Deal governor in
Pennsylvania who could not be trusted to pro-
vide strikabreaking troops, and the threat of
adverse public opinion in the event of a fight.
Taylor's assessment of the political climate
was to be confirmed by the March sitdown wave
and the. Supreme Court's unexpected validation
of the Wagner Act on 12 April. In the wake of
this court victory, which forced Jones and
Laughlin Steel to deal with the SWOC, several
large corporations (e.g., Firestone Rubber and
Westinghouse Electric) were to follow US Steel's
lead in recognizing CIO unions as bargaining
agents for their members.

In the midst of these victories, however,
appeared an evil omen. In March the DAN'S
attempt to extend its status as exclusive
bargaining agent from GM to the second largest
automaker, Chrysler, failed. Bernstein de-
scribes the situation that developed as the
Michigan governor seriously threatened to force
evacuation of the nine occupied Chrysler
plants:35

Lewis realized that the UAW had over-
reached itself. On March 24, he
agreed to evacuation of the plants,
recognition for members only, and a
grace period for bargaining on the
substance of the agreement. . . .
some of the men in the factories
balked at these terms since the
strike now became purposeless
[since Chrysler had accepted the
other terns of the GM agreement
before the strike].

While the 1937 strike wave yielded recognition
of CIO unions as bargaining agents for their
members, the security of exclusive-bargaining-
agent status, conceived in the Reading Formula,
was not to be achieved until the second world
war.



TIE RUJSBVELT REIESSIQI

Feeling the harbinger effects of the coming
economic downturn by Hay 1931, Little Steel
refused to recognize the SIDC and undermined its
organizing drive by granting the wage conditions
of the Big Steel agreement. ‘me SIIOC was hiding
its time in hopes of massing members before
attulgrting to make a deal with the anti-union
Little Steel firms. 'lhis strategy of accumu-
lating power before a showdown backfired as
Republic Steel took the offensive by locking
out workers in its plants in Canton and
llassillon, Ohio, where the SHOC was particularly
strong. The SWOC on Hay 26 reluctantly respond-
ed to this provocation by calling out its mem-
bers at Republic, Inland, and Youngstown Sheet
and ‘rubs, where its organizing drives had been
partially successful. Lacking the strategic
advantage of factory occupations, strikers
faced atrikebreaking and vigilantee attacks on
pickets, which resulted in ten dead and ninety
wounded at Republic Steel's Memorial Day
Massacre in Chicago and two more killed in
Youngstown, Ohio. Much to SiDC's surprise,
two-thirds of the poorly organized workers at
Iethlehn Steel's Cambria lurks in Johnstown,
Pa. reacted by walking out on ll June. But
rather than appeal to all steel-workers for
sinilar protest strikes, or call a general CIO
strike, or even allow local protests, the s1IOC
demonstrated its sense of responsibility by
depending on government mediation rather than
workers‘ revenge. Covernment authorities
vacillated as the balance of power shifted.
While the governor of Pennsylvania had sent the
National Guard to shut down Bethlehem Steel, he
was to rescind his Inertial law decree under
business pressure and facilitate a return to
work on 27 June. Having declared martial lllhl
as thousands poured into Youngstown to avenge
the shootings there, Ohio Governor Davey lifted
his decree on 25 June. SHOC leader Philip
Hurray, who had respected the law all along,
then feebly appealed to FDR for support of the
collapsing strike. Although the President had
sent mediators and criticized Little Steel for
not signing, he sealed the SWOC defeat with his
famous condemnation: ‘A plague on both your
houses!“

as the Roosevelt Recession connenced in
earnest in August 1937, the C10‘s other major
organizing effort, the TWOC, was also to meet
defeat. Although there were a few sitdorms
t . . t .e.g.. at Apex Hosiery in Philadelphia in May!
June 1937, which ended in forced eviction and a
Supreme Court case over property damage) , the
'l\fiC 'relied mainly on ‘NLRB representation elec-
tions as the basis for recognition. Though the
'i1\l0C claimed 215,000 under contr t bac y
September. they could only organize Tu of the
inportant Southern region, which continued the
resistance that had wrecked the UTW in 1934
131e ‘HIDE was soon to be decimated as even its
gains with large Northern manufacturers were
wiped out by drastic wage cuts and widespread
layoffs.
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'l1\at the CIO's acceleration had been
slowed was evidenced not only by the SWOC and
WOC failures but also by its mentnership fig-
ures, which reached their peak vis—a—vis the
AFL in October 1937. Just as any business must
accumulate capital or go to the dogs, the
eventual decline of the CIO as a new type Of
union could be predicted even then, as it was
by one executive interviewed in a Fortune
sunrey:35

The CIO has gone hog—wild because Lewis
bit off more than he can chew. In his
own trade he is intelligent; we've had
no trouble in our coal mines with the
CIO. 'i11e whole strike business; Of
course, moves in cycles, and I predict
that Lewis will eventually shake things
down, get rid of the Communists and
hotheads, and probably have a trade
union.

Most executives in this survey agreed that the
tide of unionization had turned:37

Elements considered to have chwked the
wave at a dangerous point "BIB 1'-71¢
following: (l) ‘me loss of the Little
Strike. . . . (2) The Chica9° Memorial
Day riot. . . . (3) The action of Gov.
Davey in protecting the “riqht t° "'°rk"
in the Little Steel Strike. (4) The
waning of enthusiasm of manY "°l'k°r5
for the cm now that John L. Lewishas
declared the “honeymoon over" and 15
"tqing to collect dues from his new
unions." ‘In another six months the
workers "111 be tired of psyins trib"t°
to a dictator.‘ (5) AVOVQ 311 ti"
their benef), the general revulsion
of US public opinion against the ex-
cesses of the CIO.

While Lewis had criticized the INN for 1500
much vigor and no self-preservation instinct:
the CIO survived in spite of its inability to
preserve its vigor in the face of adversitY-
1n the first place, only a militant m.i.nO!'-l-tY
of workers had defied public opinion. str1¥=-
breaking fellow workers, and the state's Illqhtl
in order to force the advances that the CIO had
capitalized on. As previously 1I‘B1‘"=i0l'\=\‘1| 1_-$415
had to reject GM's proposal for NLRB elections
in February. Lee Pressman, counsel for the CIO,
described a similar situation in steel in
1931=3B

more is no question that [the $W°C]
could not have filed. for a petition
through the NLRB . . . for an election.
We could not have won an election for
collective bargaining on the basis of
our own membership or the results of
the organizing campaign to date. This
certainly applied not only to Little
Steel but also to Big Steel.

"Labor's giant step" notwithstanding,
revolutionary class consciousness did. not pre-



vail in the CIO. Communists, acting as union-
ists par excellence, initially ambivalent
toward "undisciplined' sitdowns, actively
opposed them after union recognition had been
w0n.39 A prevalent patriotic spirit could be
glimpsed in the American flags draping strik-
ers‘ caskets and flown at CIO demonstrations
and sitdowns, in strike placards such as,
‘We're with you, Mr. Chrysler, if you're with
us!“ and in such pronounceents as the follow-
ing by UAW President Martin:4o

What more sacred property right is there
in the world than the right of a man in
his job? . . . It is the most sacred,
most fundamental property right in
America. It means more to the stabili-
zation of American life, morally,
socially and economically, than any
other property right.

s Seidman pointed out, the implicitly revolu-
tionary aspect of the sitdown was usually mgsked
by the reformist goal of nionrecognition: 1

It is precisely because such strikes
seem to challenge the rights of property
ownership that such controversy has been
aroused over them. And yet it should be
clear that sitdown strikers are not
challenging the ownership of the plant,
but merely the employer's right to dis-
miss them and operate the plant with
strikebreakers. . . . Nor is the sit-
down a revolutionary weapon, as some
have proclaimed. It asserts, not the
right to the factory, but the right to
the job. . . . The sit-down should he
sharply distinguished from the seizures
of Italian factories by workers follow-
ing the World War, for there is no
attempt to operate the plant.

Since most strikers thought they were fighting
for a better life under capitalism and not for
the system's abolition, it is hardly surprising
that when union organizing drives ran into
difficulties, the militant minority of workers
did not take desperate steps to force events
beyond the barriers of reform, but chose to
bide their time in hopes of recouping their
losses in the future.

Unfortunately, because they have no poli-
tical interest in the question of the limits of
union organizing, most historians gloss over
the decline of the sitdown wave after March 1937
and the subsequent arrest of CIO expansion.
Standard labor histories usually mention "ad-
verse public opinion" as a factor in this
decline, while a few historians like Professor
witte give credit to the CIO leadership:42

Conservatism on the part of labor will
come with recognition and responsibility.
Already the principal executives in the
CIO movement have come to realize that
the sitdown is completely destructive
to union discipline, that the unions
lose control of their own members if
they have many sitdowns. These labor
leaders are worried just as much as
management about the sitdown strikes,
and that is the main reason why the
sitdowns are getting less frequent.

While public opinion and the CIO chiefs did
turn against the sitdowns, these explanations
fail to show why the rank-and-file, who initi- _
ated many of the occupations, ceased to use this
dramatically successful tactic. It might be
that both workers and uions abandoned the tech-
nique because the limits on what bosses would
concedgwere reached as the economy turned sharpw
ly downward in mid—l937. As unemployment rose
to 19! by 1938, workers‘ economic power was
weakened in the face of wage cuts, layoffs, and
threats to union survival reminiscent of the
early 1930's. These difficulties were presaged
by the unsuccessful strikes at Chrysler and
Little Steel as well as by several forced evic-
tions of strikers at smaller sitdowns in Detroit
and elsewhere in late March. In the absence of
studies of the outcomes of the post-March
strikes and of the workforce that rmained un-
organized, one can only conclude that the CIO
temporarily ran out of workers ‘fit for union-
ism” to organize.

Just as young business ventures figure
prominently among the early casualties of reces-
sions, the precariousness ofthe CIO's foothold
in the mass-production industries was revealed
as the failing economy hit it harder than the
AFL. Particularly attributing its weakness
relatie to the APL to the CIO's greater depen-
dence on appealing to the rank and file, labor
historian David Brody aptly describes the
dilenmm the CIO faced during this period:43

Declining mmbership and, in some cases,
internal dissension rendered uncertain
the organizational viability of the
industrial unions. and their weakness
in turn further undermined their effec-
tiveness in collective bargaining. They
faced a fearful choice. If they became
quiescent, they would sacrifice the
support of the membership. If they
pressed for further concessions, they
would unavoidably become involved in
strikes. By so doing, they would expose
their weakened ranks in one area in which
labor legislation permitted the full
expression of employer hostility.

As possibilities for achieving material gains
through strikes diminished, the CIO increasingly
concentrated on NLRB election campaigns and
lawsuits as NLRB certification became the most
feasible advance. Even with NLRB victories,
however, the CIO ran into organizing difficul-
ties such as those described at the time by
labor econmist Robert R.R. Brooks:‘4

Late in 1939, however, the indications
were that the spectacular success of
the US Steel campaign could not be
repeated against Bethlehem. For one
thing, the Bethlehem Employee Represen-
tation Plan, even though outlawed by
the NLRB, was much older and more
firmly established than the employee
representation plans in us Steel sub-
sidiaries. But even more imP°ItBflt
than this was the fact that the methods
used in early SWOC campaigns had become
stale. The enthusiasm built up by the
whirlwind successes of the 1937 campaign
had been dissipated in the futile and
unplanned strike against Beth1ehem's



Cambrda plant. Disillusion am: diein-
tereet were the inevitable aftermath.
Early in 1940 there were no signs of
anything like the alrnst hyterical
enthusiasm of 1937. Consequently, the
organizing campaign against Bethlehem
was settling down to a long-run educa-
tional program.

CIO reliance on the NLRB, however, did pay
off in decisions that favored the UE and
Bridges‘ ILIU against the APL, which had wasted
no time once the C10 had demonstrated (as ven-
ture capital often does) that union gains were
waiting to be harvested along industrial lines.
Not only did AIL copetition dampen the CIO‘:
growth, but also conflicts over union boundaries
and political policy arose causing industrial
unions to refuse CIO affiliation and major CIO
founders to desert. For example, Lundeberg'a
Sailor's Union of the Pacific never joined the
CIO because he could not agree on the division
of the maritime pie with the Communist leaders
of the ILWU and the NHU. Having denounced the
ILGIU for its 1938 defection from the CIO ranks,
Lewis would also abandon his child in 1942,
because of mounting friction with Philip Hurray,
who had succeeded him as CIO president in 1940.

as the AFL continued to ‘organize the un-
organized‘ into indutrial unions, the inter-
union competition exposed this CIO rallying cry
as propagandistic cover for its ambitions for
"pure and simple“ self-expansion. Workers who
fought for recognition of their local organiza-
tions and increased control over production were
soon dismayed as national union headquarters
consolidated their control over dissenting
locals on the grounds that only unified unions
could match the power of concentrated capital.
Having always been ruled as dictatorially as
any AFL fiefdom, the SHOC mocked those who
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believed "industrial democracy‘ implied workers‘
control of their union. Brooks described the
SW06 policy of centralized finances in blatant
terms:45

Discipline as well as economy is served
by this policy since the relatively
limited funds of the local unions do H0!
permit them to flout the authority Of the
national officiers. The SHOC has, for
example, laid down a policy that "O
strike shall be called without the ap-
proval of the national office. A local
violating this rule would find itself
denied financial support from the nation-
al treasury and dependent "P0" its °"n
slim resources.

when financial punishment did not deter workers
under contract from pulling wildcat strike8- CIO
leaders resorted to public denunciation- 5tI°n9'
arm enforcers, scabbing, collusive mdniP“1ltj°“5
resulting in lockouts, firings. fiflflsl and
blacklisting. Brocher quotes an intsrefifiinq E5!
York Times article on this tOPi¢| entitled’
"Unauthorized Sit-downs Fouqht BY C301‘ dl=9d
11 April 1s:1=45

(1) As soon as an unauthorized strike_
occurs or impends, international otficlerfi
or representatives of the UAW are IHSUQ4
to the scene to end or prevent it| 99¢
the man back to work and brinq ibout an
orderly adjustment of the qrievln¢¢E-
(2) Strict orders have been issued t0
all organizers and representativefi that
they will be dismissed if they BHth0I1Z¢
any stoppages of work without the consent
of the international offioiere, and that
local unions will not receive any money
or financial support from the internation-
al union for any unauthorized stoppflqe Of;
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Or interference with, production.
(3) The shop stewards are being "educated"
in the procedure for settling grievaces
set up in the General Motors contract,
and a system is being worked out which
the union believes will convince the
rank-and—file that strikes are unnecessary.
(4) In certain instances there has been

a "purge" of officiers, organizers and
representatives who have appeared to be
"hot—heads“ or "trouble-makers" by dismis-
sing, transferring or denoting them.

THE SECOND WORLD WAR

The CIO not only failed to be an ‘instru-
ment of the workers" but also thwarted those who
tried to use it for independent political ac-
tion. During the period of the Hitler-Stalin
pact, the Communist Party switched from its
Popular Pront strategy of cooperation with the
CIO to opposition to its class collaboration.
The Mortimer faction of the UAW in this period
fomented strikes to organize war-production
workers in California and Wisconsin. These
strikes met with hostility from FDR, Hillman,
and the other UAW factions and climaxed in June
1941 with military strikebreaking reminiscent of
the IWW's fate during the first world war. Two
weeks later, with the Nazi invasion of Russia,
the CP reversed to total support of the war.
But despite their zealous promotion of produc-
tivity throughout the war, the Communist CIO
officials and unions were to be purged as soon
as they opposed union and government policies
as the Cold War commenced.

Defending his toleration of C10 communists
in asking, "who gets the bird, the hunter or the
dog,‘ Lewis ironically fOfet0ld the defeat of
not only their ambitions but also his own.
Having hoped for an offer of the 1940 vice-
presidency from his fel1ow—huntamen, Lewis
howled when instead FDR not only made him
swallow the Little Steel defeat but also got
reelected despite his oppostion. Lewis's refu-
sal to accept his underdog status resulted in
his petulant resignation as CIO president and
subsequent defiance of the patirotic wartime
strike prohibition.

Sidney Hillman, on the other hand, never
forgot that FDR and the capitalists were 1abor's
bosses. Despite his desires for a labor party
and for greater union participation in extended
government economic planning, Hillman never
ignored the realities of American politics,
which only offered organized labor a junior
partnership in the Democratic Party. Because
of his loyalty to FDR and his position as CIO
vice-president, he was appointed to represent
labor on the successive federal planning bodies
in charge of coordinating war production, which
by 1942 took final form as the National war
Labor Board (NHLB). Since the power of American
industrialists had not been seriously challenged

during the depression, they dominated these
tripartite planning agencies, dictated how war
production was to be organized, and sought only
confirmation of their plans by the APL and C10,
who responded according to their weak positions
by agreeing to the NHLB's no-strike policy.

as the war effort replaced the New Deal,
however, Hil1man's prescription for curing the
depression with expanded government economic
intervention and social planning was finally
implemented. As private industry received
military supply orders in 1941, for the first
time profits surpassed their 1929 level and
unemployment dropped below 1o\.47 Brody accu-
rately identifies this turning point in CID
fortunes=4B

Industry's desire to capitalize on a
business upswing was particularly accute
now: and rising job opportunities and
prices created a new militancy in the
laboring ranks. The open shop strong-
holds began to crmble. Organization
came to the four Little Steel companies,
to Ford. and to their lesser counterparts.
The resistance to collective bargaining,
where it had been a line of conflict,
was also breaking down. First contracts
were finally being signed by such com-
panies as Goodyear, Armour, Cudahy,
Westinghouse, Union switch and Signal.
Above all, collective bargaining after
a thrce—year gap began to produce posi-
tive results. On 14 April 1941, US Steel
set the pattern for its industry with an
increase of ten cents an hour. For manu-
Eacturing generally, average hourly earn-
ings from 1940 to 1941 increased over 10%
and weekly earnings 17$; living costs
rose only 51. More than wages was in-
volved. Generally, initial contracts
were thoroughly renegotiated for the
first time, and this produced a wide
range of improvements in vacation,
holiday, and seniority provisions and
in grievance Procedure. Mass production
workers could now see the tangible bene-
fits flowing from their union membership.
These results of the defense prosperity
were reflected in union growth: C10
membership jumped from 1,350,000 in 1940
to 2,550,000 in 1941.

Thus, only under wartime conditions, which
brought increased government spending and cun-
sequently greater influence in labor relations,
did independent unions defeat company unions and
become firmly established in the mass—production
industries. Eager to profit from war production
and facing a labor shortage, capitalists finally
began to accept the cornerstone of the present
labor relations system, the written contract
covering a corporation's or industry's entire
workforce, not just voluntary union members.
Until the war, this form of capital-union coop-
eration existed mainly in craft unions’ closed
shop agreements, which allowed only union mem-
bers to be hired, usually through union hiring
halls. During the 1930's, the American open-
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shop system had been cracked by the modified
union hiring halls for seamen and Nest Coast
longshoremen, the GM settlement, and industry-
wide agreements in the cqllnercinl coal mines and
in Minneapolis trucking. But when Henry Ford,
forced to accept the Emil in May 1941, replaced
his vigilante apparatus with industry's first
closed shop, this lifelong opponent of unionism
ironically became a trendsetter in labor rela-
tions. 'lhat fall, a UMII captive mines strike
wrung a union shop agreement li.e., a closed
shop mdilisd to allow anyone to he hired pro-
viding he joined the union thereafter) from the
steel calpanies, whom FDR had pressured to
settle for fear of sparking further interrup-
tions in war production. In July 1942, in hopes
of maintaining production while insuring labor
peace, the HIII-B announced in its Little Steel
Formula a further inprovization on the closed
shop-—itl 'maintenlnce—of-melfiership“ policy,
which required that voluntary union members
"shall, during the life of the agreement as a
condition of employment, remain members of the
union in good standing‘ by not striking and by
paying dues through a payroll deduction system
known as “the voluntary, binding checkoff."49

The Little Steel Formula also proclaimed
the l'lllLB's "equal sacrifice‘ policy, whose real-
wage freeze was legislatively confirmed in
September 1942. Having already achieved a union
shop without the bMl.B'.s help, the UHW rejected
its wage controls in this inflationary period in
a series of strikes throughout 1943, which proved
ultimately rewarding despite CIO condemnation
and FDR's seizure of the mines. although
threatened with being drafted into the army
under the War labor Disputes Act of June 1943,
workers elsewhere followed the UHw's example
with a wildcat strike wave that by 1944 surpas-
sed all previous years in strike frequency.

Having always depended on government
assistance in its drive to unionize the maes-
production industries, U16 CIO did not at this
late data bite the hand that fed it. than faced
with loss of union security through revocation
of their NHLB-granted 1nai.ntenance—o£-|nembership
privileges, the CIO leaders once again proved
themselves responsible unionists by disciplining
wildcatting workers and locals. As national CIO
leadership under NIILB protection became more
independent of rank—a.nd—file pressure, local
leaders had to play an increasingly shrewd game
of union politics in order to avoid expulsion by
the national leaders, on the one hand, and re-
placnt by popular leaders of forbidden wild-
cats, on the other. This conflict reached the
national C10 leaders as the end of the war and
government guarantees of membership approached.
For example, in late 1944 Halter Reuther, by
cleverly throwing his support to wildcatting UM!
locals, managed to unseat the ruling faction,
which had advocated a post-war settlement of
accumulated grievances without a strike.

The C10 establishment's desire to extent
government-union-industry cooperation into the
post-war period was epitomized in March 1945 by

President Murray's signing a mutual "Charter of
Industrial Peace" with AFL President Green and
the head of the US Chamber of Commerce. But no
sooner was the war over, than so many workers
walked out in expectation of wage increases that
the CIO leaders had lo recognize and call
strikes to retain control of what became the
nation's largest strike wave. President Truan
introduced "fact-finding boards" to arbitrate
settlements once strikers returned to work.
Nhen workers refused to end strikes, he used
wartime powers to order direct seizures of 011
refineries, pnckinghouses, railroads, and bitu-
minous coal mines. Brecher analyses the crest-
ing strike wave:5°

The unions made little effort to combat
the government's attack, despite their
delonstrated power virtually to SW9 the
entire economy. Except for the miners ["h°
were fined $3.5 million for oontempi °5 in
anti-strike injunction], theY returned to
work when the government seized their
industries, and in most cases thEY a¢¢BPt°d
the recolmendations of the fact—finding
boards, even though these admittedlY “ea?!
a decline in workers‘ incomes below wartime
levels. . . . Nor am the union-5 q='1@-'1'-=11Y
attempt to cmtsine their strength, even
within the AFL or CIO; each union made
gettlgmgnts without consideration of
others on strike. Thus the division of
the working class that had been the source
of so much criticism or craft unionism
was reproduced on a large! 9°31? b7 i"d“5'
trial unionism.

Par from trying to break the unions,
management in the large corporations had
learned how to use them to control the
workers; Gt-1's number one demand in 1946
auto negotiations was “union responsibility
for uninterrupted production.‘ The uniflnfi
were more than willing to continua their
role in disciplining the labor force: 92$
of contracts in 1945 provided automatic
arbitration of grievances, and by 1947
90% of contracts pledge no strikes during
the course of the agreement-

This resolution of America's greatest
strike wave ever left the CIO unions firmlY 95’
tablished in basic industry. CIO membership
peaked at 4,451,000 in 1947, just as the Taft-
Hartley Act extended the President's wartime
strike—intarvention powers and affirmed the
government policy of union containment by PIO-
hihiting certain organizing practices deemed
unfair to employers. In casting their fate with
the world-conquering American economy, the CIO
unions found that NLRB certification combined
with corporate acceptance allowed them cnouqh
independence from rank—and-file pressure to
survive unpopular disciplinary actions, lost
strikes, and economic recessions. Following the
expulsion of the Coununists from the CIO (1947-
l95DJ and the Korean war, unionization peaked in
1954 at 25.5E of the total workforce (or 34.7\
of the non-agricultural work£orce),51 and the
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AFL officially welcomed the return of its prodi-
gal son to business unionism in 1955. Since
unionization has fallen over the last decade
from 22.7! to 20.11 of the workforce (by 1974
to 26.2\ of the non-agricultural workforce) ,5:
the AFL-CIO now faces another depression with
the same resignation and ineffectiveness the
AFL displayed in the early 1930's.

What lessons can be gleaned from this
story of the CIO? Pirst of all, the CIO never
challenged, nor intended to challenge, the
foundations of the economy within which it
operated. Organized to fight for better condi-
tions for a strong minority of 1-he total work-
force, the CIO under government protection
extended unionism beyond its former craft do-
mains to cover mass-production workers, but it
did not oppose wage—la.bor or purport to fight
for the working class as a whole. Secondly, its
achievements as a union were always limited by
the vicissitudes of the American economy. The
economic balance swung in the CIO's favor with
the return of full employment during the second
world war and the expansion of the economy that
eventually followed the American victory. But
the CIO never provided a solution to the crisis
of the 1930's; it proved as helpless as the JLFL
in attempting to wring concessions from capital-
ists as the depression returned full force in
the late 1930's. With its prudent acceptance
of the defeat of its organizing committees and
strikes in mid-1937, the CIO showed its union
rad-ner than revolutionary colors by failing to
break through even inter-union limits with
general strikes that might have threatened the
national interest and the CIO's own precarious
territory. On the other hand, unions that for-
got their subordinate place in the capitalist
economy (e.g., the Iww during the first world
war, the Conmunist UNI faction during the
Hitler-Stalin Pact, and the UMN during the

___
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second world war) were easily isolated and
restrained, if not suppressed, by military and
legal means. Finally, the CIO has suffered the
emasculating fate of successful movements to
reform capitalism. By leaving the fundamental
capital-labor relation intact, the labor move-
ment of the 1930's allowed its destiny to be
determined by the demands of profitability and
capital accumulation. No sooner were its con-
tracts accepted by industrialists during the
war, than the CIO dropped its radical posture
and settled down to th_e business of unionism,
the brokerage of labor-power. The verdict that
subsequent history has passed on the CID might
best be captured by Marx's maxim, ‘The prole-
tariat is revolutionary or it is nothing!“

As union strength is once again eroding in
the face of shrinking profits, increased capi-
talist compatition on an international scale,
runaway shops, declining wages, and rising un-
employment, most unions can be expected to ac-
quiesce in their fate in the hope of riding out
another depression by helping capital manage
the developing misery. lhere ran.k—and-file
unrest pressures weaker unions to take arms
against their sea of troubles, governments can
be expected to revoke their legal privileges
and to repress th militarily as in the past.
while suited to legal wrangling with particular
capitalist interests, the union form of organi-
zation will probably prove to be too slow, con-
servative, and inflexible to deal effectively
with the rapid changes of crisis situations;
resistant to extentions of struggles beyond
boundaries which can be defended under capital-
ism, and generally unsuited for launching
attacks on capital in general. As this depres-
sion develops, let us no longer waste our
energies beating the dead horse of revolutionary
unionism, but organize ourselves directly to
meet the demands of the hopefully revolutionary
sltuatlon ' - E. Jones
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annekoek on
TRADE IO ISM

Bow must the working class fight capitalisn
in order to win? This is the all important
question facing the workers every day. What
efficient meacns of action, what tactics can they
use to conquer power and defeat the enemy? Ho
science, no theory, could tell them exactly
what to do. Hat spontaneously and instinctive-
1y, by feeling out, by sensing the possibili-
ties, they found their ways of action. And as
capitalism grew and conquered the earth and
increased its power, the power of the workers
also increased. New modes of action, wider and
more efficient, came up beside the old ones.
It is evident that with changing conditions.
the forms of action, the tactics of the class
struggle have to change also. Trade mionism
is the primary form of labor novent in fixed
capitalism. ‘me iualated worker is powerless
against the capitalistic employer. To overcome
this handicap, the workers organize into unions.
'1‘he union binds the workers together into common
action, with the strike as their weapon. Then
the balance of poewr is relatively equal, or is
sometime even heaviest on the side of the work-
ers, so that the imlated small employer is weak
against the mighty union. Hence in developed
capitalism trade unions and employers‘ unions
(Associations, Trusts, mrprations, etc.),
stand as fighting powers against each other.

Trade unionism first arose in England,
where industrial capitalism first developed.
Afterward it spread to other countries, as a
natural companion of capitalist industry. In
the United States there were very special con-
ditions. In the beginning, the abundance of
tree unoccupied land. open to settlers, made
for a shortage of workers in the towns and
relatively high wages and cpod conditions. The
American Federation oi Labor became a power in
the country, and generally was able to uphold a
relatively high standard of living for the work-
ers who were organized in its unions.

It is clear that under such conditions the
idea of overthrowing capitalism could not for a
moment arise in the minds of the workers. Cap-
italian Offered than a sufficient and fairly
secure living. ‘Huey did not feel themselves a
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separate class whose interests were hostile to
the existing order; they were part of it: they
were conscious of partaking in all the possi-
bilities of an ascending capitalism in a new
Continent. There was room for millions of
people, coiling mostly from Europe. For these
increasing millions of farmers, a rapidly
increasing industry was necessary, where, with
energy and good luck, workmen could rise to
become free artisans, small business men, even
rich capitalists. It is natural that here a
true capitalist spirit prevailed in the working
class.

‘me same was the case Ln England. Here it
was due Us England‘ s monopoly of world commerce
and big industry, to the lack of competitors on
the foreign markets, and to the possession of
rich colonies, which brought enormous wealth to
England. The capitalist class had no need to
fight for its profits and could allow the
workers a reasonable living. Of course, at
first, fighting was necessary to urge this
truth upon them; but then they could e110-,,
unions and grant wages in exchange for indus-
trial peace. 50 here also the working class
was imhled with the capitalist spirit.

Now this is entirely in harmony with the
innermost character of trade unioni. Trade
unionism is an action of the workers, which
does not go beyond the limit of capitalism.
Its aim is not to replace capitalism by another
form of production, but to secure good living
conditions within capitalism. Its character is
not revolutionary. but conservative.

Certainly, trade union action is class
struggle. ‘mere is a class antagonism in capi-
talism--capitaliste and workers have opposing
interests. Not only on the question of conser-
vation of capitalism, but also within capitalism
itself, with regard to the division of the total
product. The capitalists attempt to increase
their profits, the surplus value, as much as
possible, by cutting down wages and increasing
the hours or the intensity of labor. On the
other hand, the workers attempt to increase
their wages and to shorten their hours of work.



The price of labor power is not a fixed quan-
tity, though it must exceed a certain hunger
minimum; and it is not paid by the capitalists
of their own free will. Thus this antagonism
becomes the object of a contest, the real class
struggle. It is the task, the function of the
trade unions to carry on this fight.

Trade unionism was the first training
school in proletarian virtue, in solidarity as
the spirit of organized fighting. It embodied
the first form of proletarian organized power.
In the early English and American trade unions
this virtue often petrified and denegrated into
amnwcmflwmmnum,auucmMnmuc
state of mind. It was different, however, where
the workers had to fight for their very exis-
tence, where the utmost efforts of their unions
could hardly uphold their standard of living,
where the full force of an energetic, fighting,
and expanding capitalism attacked them. There
they had to learn the wisdom that only the
revolution could definitely save them.

So there comes a disparity between the
working class and trade unionism. The working
class has to look beyond capitalism. Trade
unionism lives entirely within capitalism and
cannot look beyond it. Trade unionism can only
represent a part, a necessary but narrow part,
in the class struggle. and it develops aspects
which bring it into conflict with the greater
aims of the working class.

with the growth of capitalism and big
industry the unions too must grow. They become
big corporations with thousands of members, ex-
tending over the whole country, with sections in
every town and every factory. Officials must be
appointed: presidents, secretaries, treasurers,
to conduct the affairs, to manage the finances,
locally and centrally. They are the leaders,
who negotiate with the capitalists and who by
this practice have acquired a special skill.
The president of a union is a big shot, as big
as the capitalist employer himself, and he dis-
cusses wlth him, on equal terms, the interests
of his members. The officials are specialists
in trade union work, which the members, entirely
occupied by their factory work, cannot judge or
direct themselves.

So large a corporation as a union is not
simply an assembly of single workers; it becomes
anM@mmdM®,hma1hmgM@um,flm
its own policy, its own character, its own men-
tality, its own traditions, its own functions.
It is a body with its own interests, which are
separate from the interests of the working
class. It has a will to live and to fight for
its existence. If it should come to pass that
unions were no longer necessary for the workers,
then they would not simply disappear. Their
funds, their members, and their officials: all
of these are realities that will not disappear
at once, but continue their existence as ele-
ments of the organization.
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The union officials, the labor leaders,
are the bearers of the special union interests.
Originally workmen from the shop, they acquire,
by long practice at the head of the organiza-
tion, a new social'character. In each social
group, once it is big enough to form a special
group, the nature of its work molds and deter-
mines its social character, its mode of thinking
and acting. The officials‘ function is entirely
different from that of the workers. They do not
work in factories, they are not exploited by
capitalists, their existence is not threatened
continually by unemployment. They sit in of-
fices, in fairly secure positions. They have
to manage corporation affairs and to speak at
workers meetings and discuss with mployers.
of course, they have to stand for the workers,
and to defend their interests and wishes against
the capitalists. This is, however, not very
different from the position of the lawyer who,
appointed secretary of an organization, will
stand for its members and defend their interests
to the full of his capaicty.

However, there is a difference. Because
many of the labor leaders came from the ranks of
workers, they have experienced for themselves
what wage slavery and exploitation means. They
feel as members of the working class and the
proletarian spirit often acts as a strong tradi-
tion in them. But the new reality of their life
continually tends to weaken this tradition.
Economically they are not proletarians any more.
They sit in conferences with the capitalists.
bargaining over wages and hours, pitting inter-
ests against interests, just as the opposing
interests of the capitalist corporations are
weighed one against another. They learn to
understand the capitalist's position just as
well as the worker's position; they have an eye
for "the needs of industry‘; they try to medi-
ate. Personal exceptions occur, of course, but
as a rule they cannot have that elementary class
feeling of the workers, who do not understand
and weigh capitalist interests against their
own, but will fight for their proper interests.
Thus they get into conflict with the workers.

The labor leaders in advanced capitalism
are numerous enough to form a special group or
class with a special class character and inter-
ests. As representatives and leaders of the
unions they embody the character and the inter-
ests of the unions. The unions are necessary
elements of capitalism, so the leaders feel
necessary too, as useful citizens in capitalist
society. The capitalist function of unions is
to regulate class conflicts and to secure indus-
trial peace. So labor leaders see it as their
duty as citizens to work for industrial peace
and mediate in conflicts. The test of the union
lies entirely within capitalism; so labor
leaders do not look beyond it. The instinct of
self-preservation, the will of the unions to
live and to fight for existence, is embodied in
the will of the labor leaders to fight for the
existence of the uions. Their own existence



is indissolubly connected with the existence of
the unions. This is not meant in a petty sense,
that they only think of their personal jobs when
fighting for the unions. It means that primary
necessities of life and mcisl functions deter-
mine opinions. Their whole life is concentrated
in the unions, only here have they a task. So
the most necessary organ of society, the only
source of security and power is to than the un-
ions: hence they must be preserved and defended
by all possible means, even when the realities
of capitalist society undermine this position.
'l'his happens when capitalilfls expansion class
conllicts heoose sharper.

The concentration ot capital in powerful
concerns and their connection with big finance
renders the position of the capitalist employers
such stronger than the workers‘. Powerful in-
dustrial naqnates reign as monarchs over large
masses of workers: they keep then in absolute
subjection and do not allow "their" men to go
into unions. llou and then the heavily exploited
wage slaves break out in revolt, in a big
strike. They hope to enforce better terms,
shorter hours, more humane conditions, the right
to organize. Union organizers come to aid then.
mt than the capitalist masters use their social
and political power. The strikers are driven
from their homes: they are shot by militia or
hired thugs; their spokesmen are railroaded
into jail: their relief actions are prohibited
by court injunctions. The capitalist press
denounces their cause as disorder, nurder and
revolution; public opinion is aroused against
then. Then, alter months of standing firm and
of heroic alffering, exhausted by misery and
disappointment, unable to make a dent on the
ironclad capitalist structure, they have to
submit and to postpone their claims to more
opportune times.

In the trades where unions exsit as mighty
organizations, their position is weakened by
this sane concentration of capital. The large
funds they had collected for strike support are
insignificant in comparison to the money power
of their adversaries. A couple of lock—outs
may completely drain them. No matter how hard
the capitalist employer presses upon the worker
by cutting wages and intensifying their hours
of labor, the union cannot wage a fight. when
contracts have to be renewed, the union feels
itself the weaker party. It has to accept the
bad terms the capitalists offer; no skill in
bargaining avails. mt now the trouble with
the rank and file members begins. ‘me men want
to fight; they will not submit before they have
fought; and they have not much to lose by fight-
ing. The leaders, however, have much to lose--
the financial power of the union, perhaps its
existence. They try to avoid the fight, which
they consider hopeless. They have to convince
the men that it is better to come to terms. So.
in the final analysis, they must act as spokes-
lnen of the employers to force the capitalists‘
terms upon the workers. It is even worse when
the workers insist on fighting in opposition to
the decision of the unions. Then the union's
power must be used as a weapon to subdue the
workers.

So the labor leader has become the slave of
his capitalistic task of securing industrial
peace—-now at the cost of the workers, though
he meant to serve them as best he could. He
cannot look beyond capitalism, and within the
horizon of capitalism with a capitalist outlook,
he is right when he thinks that fighting is of
no use. ‘Io criticize him can only mean that
trade unionism stands here at the limit of its
power.

J
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Is there another way out then? Could the
workers win anything by fighting? Probably they
will lose the immediate issue of the fight; but
they will gain something else. By not submit-
ting without having fought, they rouse the
spirit of revolt against capitalism. They pro-
claim a new issue. But here the whole working
class mus-t join in. To the whole class, to all
their fellow workers. they must show that in
capitalism there is no future for them, and
that only by fighting, not as a trade union,
but as a united class, they can win. This means
the beginning of a revolutionary struggle. And
when their fellow workers understand this les-
son, when simultaneous strikes break out in
other trades, when a wave of rebellion goes
over the country, then in the arrogant hearts
of the capitalists there may appear some doubt
as to their omnipotence and some willingness to
make concessions.

'!'he trade union leader does not understand
this point of view, because trade unionism cam-
not reach beyond capitalism. He opposes this
kind of fight. Fighting capitalism in this way
means at the same time rebellion against the
trade unions. The labor leader stands beside
the capitalist in their common fear of the work-
ers‘ rebellion.

when the trade unions fought against the
capitalist class for better working conditions,
the capitalist class hated them, but it had not
the power to destroy them completely. If the
trade unions would try to raise all the forces
of the working class in their fight, the capi-
talist class would persecute them with all its
means. They may see their actions repressed as
rebellion, their offices destroyed by militia,
their leaders thrown in jail and fined, their
funds confiscated. On the other hand, if they
keep their members from fighting, the capitalist
class may consider them as valuable institu-
tions, to be preserved and protected, and their
leaders as deserving citizens. So the trade
unions find themselves between the devil ad
the deep blue sea; on the one side persecution,
which is a tough thing to bear for people who
meant to be peaceful citizens: on the other
side, the rebellion of the members, which may
undermine the unions. The capitalist class, if
it is wise, will recognize that a bit of sham
fighting must be allowed to uphold the influence
of the labor leaders over the members.

The conflicts arising here are not any-
one's fault: they are an inevitable consequence
of capitalist development. Capitalism exists,
but it is at the same time on the way to ruin.
It must be fought as a living thing, and at the
same time, as a transitory thing. The workers
must wage a steady fight for wages and working
conditions, while at the same time communistic
ideas, more or less clear and conscious, awaken
in their minds. They cling to the unions, feel-
ing that these are still necessary, trying now
and then to transform them into better fighting
institutions. mt the spirit oi’ trade unionim.
which is in its pure form a capitalist spirit.
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is not in the workers. The divergence between
these two tendencies in capitalism and in the
class struggle appears now as a rift between
the trade union spirit, mainly embodied in their
leaders, and the §’l’0wing revolutionary feeling
of the members. '11-|is rift becomes apparent in
the opposite positions they take on various
important social and political questions.

Trade unionism is bound to capitalism it
has its best chances to obtain good wages when
capitalism flourishes. So in times of depres-
sion it must hope that prosperity will be re-
stored, and it must try to further it. ‘lb the
workers as a class, the prosperity of capitalism
is not at all important. when it is weakened
by crisis or depression, they have the best
chance to attack it, to strengthen the forces
of the revolution, and to take the first steps
toward freedom.

Capitalim attends its dominion over
foreign continents, seizing their natural tea-
sures in order to make big profits. It conquers
colonies, subjugates the primitive population
and wtploits thma, often with horrible cruel-
ties. The working class denounces colonial
exploitation and opposes it, but trade unionian
often suppflrts colonial politics as a way to
capitalist prosperity.

with the enormous increases of capital in
modern times, colonies and foreign countries
are being used as places in which to invest
large sums of capital. They become valuable
possessions as markets for big industry and as
producers of raw materials. A race for getting
colonies, a fierce conflict of interests over
the dividing up of the world arises between the
great capitalist states. In these politics of
imperialsim the middle classes are whirled along
in a common exaltation of national greatness.
'l'hen the trade unions side with the master
class, because they consider the prosperity of
their own national capitalism to be dependent
on its success in the imperialist struggle. For
the working class, imperialism means increasing
power and brutality of their exploiters.

These conflicts of interests
national capitalisms explode into
war is the crowning of the policy
ism. For the workers, var is not
destruction of all their feelings
tional brotherhood, it also means

between the
wars. World
of imperial-
Only the
of interna-
the most vio-

lent exploitation of their class for capitalist
profit. The working class, as the most numerous
and the most oppressed class of society. has to
bear all the horrors of war. The workers have
to give not only their labor power, but also
their health and their lives.

Trade unions, however, in war must stand
upon the side of the capitalist. Its interests
are bound up with national capitalism, the vic-
tory of which it must wish with all its heart.
Hence it asists in arousing strong national
feelings and national hatred. It helps the
capitalist class to drive the workers into war
and to beat down all opposition.



Trade unionim abhors communion. communism
takes away the very basis of its existence. In
communism, in the absence of capitalist employ-
ers, there is no roan for Hie trade union and
labor leaders. It is true that in countries
with a strong socialist movement, where the bulk
of the workers are socialists, the labor leaders
lustbe socialists too, by origin as well as by
environment. mt than they are right-wing so-
cialists: and their socialism is restricted to
the idea of a commonwealth where instead of
greedy capitalists honest labor leaders will
manage industrial production.

trade unionism hates revolution. Revolu-
tion upeets all the ordinary relations between
capitalists and workers. In its violent clash-
inge, a1Tthose careful tariff regulations are
swept away; in the strife of its gigantic forces
the modest drill of the bargaining labor leaders
loses its value. with all its power, trade
unionism opposes the ideas of revolution and
communism.

'l11is opposition is not without signifi-
cance. Trade unionism is a power in itself.
It has considerable funds at its disposal, as
material element of power. It has its spiritual
influence, upheld and propagated by its periodi-
cal papers as mental element of power. It is a
power in the hands of leaders, who make use of
it wherever the special interests of trade un-
ions cone into conflict with the revolutionary
interests of the working class. Trade unionism,
though built up by the workers and consisting of
workers, has turned into a power over and above
the workers, just as government is a power over
and above the people.

‘Ihe forms of trade unionism are different
for different countries, owing to the different
forms of development in capitalism. Nor do
they always remain the same in every country.
when they seem to be slowly dying away, the
fighting spirit of the workers is sometimes
able to transform them, or to build up new
types of unionism. Thus in England, in the
years 1880-90, the ‘new unionisa" sprang up
from the masses of poor dockers and the other
badly paid, unskilled_workers, bringing a new
spirit into the old craft unions. It is a
consequence of capitalist development, that in
founding new industries and in replacing
skilled labor by machine power, it acmmulates
large bodies of unskilled workers, living in
the worst of conditions. Forced at last into a
wave of rebellion, into big strikes, they find
the way to unity and class consciousness. They
mould unioni into a new form, adapted to a
more hig’hl)',_ developed capitalism. Of course,
when afterwards capitalism grows to still might-
ier forms, the new unionism cannot escape the
fate of all unioni, and than it goduces the
same inner contradictions.

‘me most notable form sprang up in America,
in the "Industrial Workers of the World." The
IJLH. originated from two forms of capitalist
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expansion. In the enormous forests and plains
of the Nest, capitalism reaped the natural
riches by Wild West methods of fierce and
brutal g;(p].0.'ltatiOl'li and the worker-adventurers
responded with as wild and jealous a defense.
And in the eastern states new industries were
founded upon the exploitation of millions of
poor immigrants, coming from countries with a
low standard of 1ivin_g__and now subjected to
sweatshop labor or other most miserable working
conditions.

Against the narow craft spirit of the old
unionisn, of the n.!'. of L., which divided the
workers of one industrial plant into a number of
separate unions, the I.H.W. put the principle:
all workers of one factory, as comrades against
one master, must form one union, to act as a
strong unity against the employer. Against the
multitude of often jealous and bickering trade
unions, the I.W.H. raised the slogan: one big
union for all the workers. The fight of one
group is the cause of all. Solidarity extends
over the entire class. Contrary to the haughty
disdain of the well-paid old Punerican skilled
labor towards the unorganized immigrants, it
was these worst-paid proletarians that the
I.H.W. led into the fig-ht. They were too poor
to pay high fees and build up ordinary trade
unions. mt when they broke out and revolted
in big strikes, it was the I.w.fl. who taught
them how to fight, who raised relief funds all
over the country, and who defended their cause
in its papers and before the courts. By a
glorious series of big battles it infused the
spirit of organization and self—reliance into
the hearts of these masses. Contrary to the
trust in the big funds of the old unions, the
Industrial Workers put their confidence in the
living solidarity and the force of endurance,
upheld by a burning enthusiasm. Instead of the
heavy stone-masaned buildings of the old unions,
they represented the principle of flexible
construction, with a fluctuating membership,
contracting in time of peace, swelling and
growing in the fight itself. Contrary to the
conservative capitalist spirit of trade union-
ism, the Industrial Workers were anti-capitalist
and stood for Revolution. Therefore they were
persecuted with intense hatred by the whole
capitalist world. 'lhey were thrown into jail
and tortured on false accusations; a new crime
was even invented on their behalf: that of
"criminal syndicalism."

Industrial unionism alone as a method of
fighting the capitalist class is not sufficient
to overthrow capitalist society and to conquer
the world for the working class. It fights the
capitalists as anployers on the economic field
of production, but it has not the means to over-
throw their political stronghold, the state
power. Nevertheless, the I.w.w. so far has
been the most revolutionary organization in
America. More than any other it contributed to
rouse class consciousness and insight, solidar-
ity and unity in the working class, to turn its
eyes toward communism. Ind to P?-'BP8!e its



fighting power.

The lesson of all these fights is that
against big capitalism. trade unionism cannot
win. And if at times it wins, such victories
give only temporary relief. And yet, these
fights are necessary and must be fought. To
the bitter end?--no. to the better end.

The reason is obvious. An isolated group
of workers might be equal to a fight against an
isolated capitalist employer. But an 1901,3135
group of workers against an employer backed by
the whole capitalist class is powerless. And
such is the case here: the state power, the
money power of capitalism, public opinion of the
middle class, excited by the capitalist press,
I11 attack the group of fighting workers.

But does the working class back the
strikers? The millions of other workers do not
consider this fight as their own cause. Cer-
tainly they sympathize, and may often collect
money for the strikers, and this may give some
relief, provided its ditribution is not for-
bidden by a judge's injunction. But this easy-
going sympathy leaves the real fight to the
striking group alone. The millions stand aloof,
passive. So the fight cannot be won (except in
some speical cases, when the capitalists, for
business reasons, prefer to grant concessions),
because the working class does not fight as one
undivided unit.

The matter will be different, of course,
when the mass of the workers really consider
such a contest as directly concerning them:
when they find that their own future is at
stake. If they go into the fight themselves
and extend the strike to other factories, to
ever more branches of industry, then the state
power, the capitalist power, has to be divided
and cannot be used entirely against the separate
group of workers. It has to face the collective
power of the working class.

Extension of the strike, ever more widely,
into, finally, a general strike, has often been
advised as a means to avert defeat. But to
be sure, this is not to be taken as a truly
expedient pattern, accidently hit upon, and
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ensuring victory. If such were the case, trade
unions certainly would have made use of it
repeatedly as regular tactics. It cannot be
proclaimed at will by union leaders, as a sisple
tactical measure. It must cue forth from the
deepest feelings of the masses, as the mcprer
sion of their spontaneous initiative, and this
is aroused only when the issue of the fight is
or grows‘ larger than a simple wage contest of
one group. Only then will the workers pat all
their force, their enthusiasm, their solidarity,
their power of endurance into it.

And all these forces they will need. For
capitalism also will bring into the field
stronger -forces than before. It may have been
defeated and taken by surprise by the unexpected
exhibition of proletarian force and thus have
made concessions. mt then, afterwards, it will
gather new forces out of the deepest roots of
its power and proceed to win back its position.
So the victory of the workers is neither lasting
nor certain. ‘mere is no clear and open road
to victory; the road itself must be hewn and
built through the capitalist jungle at the cost
of immense efforts.

But even so, it will mean great progress.
A wave of solidarity has gone through the mass-
es, they have felt the immense power of class
unity, their selbconfidence is raised, they
have shaken off the narrow group egotima.
'fhrough their own deeds they have acquired new
wisdom: what capitalism means and how they
stand as a class against the capitalist class.
They have seen a glimpse of their way to
freedom.

Thus the narrow field of trade union
struggle widms into the broad field of class
struggle. But now the workers thenselvee must
change. They have to take a wider view of the
world. From their trade, from their work within
the factory walls, their mind must widen to
encompass society as a whole. Their spirit
must rise above the petty things around them-
They have to face the state; they enter the
realm of politics. The grblems of revolution
must be dealt with.

Anton Pannekoek
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It is understandable that there is a
certain folklore surrounding nions. Many
heroic struggles have been fought to achieve
unionization, and just as our present government
leaders can cash in on ideals two centuries
old, so can present nionenthusiasts tap the
rich history of workers‘ struggles.

"Solidarity forever, for the union makes
us strong‘ was once sung by labor militants who
had a vision of the entire workforce unionized,
daily growing in strength, and working as a
collective whole for the benefit of all workers.
Reality, however, has cruelly intruded, and
nionshave become a major barrier to worker

solidarity. Union gains are made for members,
not for the unorganized. As the total wage
must always be limited by profit requirements,
the greater the percentage of the workforce
unionized, the less will be the relative gain
of the organized sector. This is why unions
are exclusive and must be in competition with
the non—union ector.

Unions divide workers by race and sex in
several ways. Minorities and women are far
less unionized; therefore, the conflict of
unionized against non—unionized has race and
sex aspects. The seniority system defended by
nions (and frequently subject to legal chal-

lenge within the unions by those historically
excluded from seniority) usually works against
women and non—vhites. And the existing union
power structures are nearly always dominated by
white males.

Unions defend the narrow interests of their
oun members in competition with other unions.
Sympathy strikes are almost unheard of, and in
the recent coal miners‘ strike the union, in
order to demonstrate its ‘responsibility’ to
the bosses, kept the western miners on the job,
in effect, scabbinq.

one current myth on the "1eft‘ is that
capitalists in general oppose uions. While
this might have been true a hundred years ago,
it didn't take too long for many bosses to
realize that unionism, far from threatening
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MYTH
capitalist authority, could be an extension of
this authority if properly controlled. Unionism
is a stabilizer and disciplinarian of the
workforce, which insures that production will
go on uninterrupted, and that grievances will
be dealt with by the "proper" authorities
through ‘correct’ channels. Negotiations will
be "reasonable" because the union has e vested
interest not only in the continued existence of
the company (for obvious reasons--no company,
no union), but also in the continued growth of
the copany, which means the union's growth as
well.

Unions see themselves not as a rival class
to the capitalists, but rather as rival busi-
nesses selling a particular kind of labor power,
attempting to gain a monopoloy on it, and sell
that labor power at the most favorable price.
Although most--but not all--companies would be
happy to do without a union, it is generally
the weaker ones which oppose them, especially
in hard times when profits are squeezed and the
workers are also in a weaker position. Some-
times snall firms are even driven out of
business by unions or union drives with the
complicity of stronger firms which can then
move in and take up the slack in the market.

Another misconception is that unions
invariably bring both better working conditions
and large pay increases. Anyone who bothers to
study the matter even superficially can verify
that unions frequently trade off a regression
in working conditions for pay raises. The fact

‘that unionized labor is far better paid indi-
cates primarily that those companies big and
rich enough to be able to afford a union can
also afford to pay higher wages.

Another myth is that unions, irrespective
of what the economy is doing, can fight layoffs
as a matter of policy. While they are sometimes
able to protect jobs in a narrow craft sort of
way, in times of economic crisis, unions are
more often in the forefront supporting layoffs.
This is because of the fact that it a given
industry isn't allowed to modernize, it will be
unable to survive competition with foreign or



domestic rivals. This would result in the loss
of even more jobs, and would destroy the union
in the process. One need look no further than
the steel industry in the U.S. and to the
steelworkers' union to see this.

In addition, unions have distinct interests
of their own. Today they are no longer merely
an aid to capitalism they are an integral pat
of it. The scandals about union dues being in-
vested in ‘shady’ ways overshadow the more
important fact that dues are invested in "legi-
timate" business, including, at times. the
°°lIPlny unionized by that particular union.
Unions, while selling ‘anti-strike“ insurance
to the boss, thus play the same role in the
capitalist system as insurance companies-—that
of finance capital. Is it any wonder they
don't went to threaten grofits?

Bat why must unions have vested interests
separate from both the rank and file and from
the non-unionized sector of the workforce? To
the reformer it is a a mere question of leader-
ship. Corrupt or inept leaders must be replaced
by honest and efficient leaders, peferably
those comoing up from the ranks. Those advocat-
ing union reform believe that with sincere
leaders, unions will be able to consistently
squeeze the bosses for higher wages and better
working conditions, to organise the unorganized,
and even to spread unionism to parts of the
country and the world where it is weak or non-
existent, in order to combat runaway shops.

In tines when an expanding economy makes
it possible for the employers to include the
workers in prosperity, the quality of the
leadership of a union may have some bearing on
what portion of the social wealth the workers
in that union will receive. This is the basis
for the false notion that it is the quality of
union leaders and not the condition of a given
industry or of the economy in general, which
determine what workers will receive. The fact
of the matter is that in tines of economic
stagnation or decline there is litle, aside
from refraining from outright theivery, that
the ‘honest reformer" who wants to fight against
‘tuxedo unionism‘ and ‘for the rank and file”
can do. The impetus for union reform is the
illusion that real options continue to exist.‘
that the present leaders can take either the
right course of action or the wrong one, and
choose the wrong one.

Things become much more difficult once the
reformer comes to power. Capitalists need a
certain rate ‘of profit in order to compete and
therefore to survive. Contrary to leftist
rhetoric, they don't exceed this rate of profit
more than sporadically. Nothing's for nothing,
and if the capitalists agree to pay more, they
will want some kind of payoff through increased
productivity. If business becomes unprofitable
at a given location, the weaker firms will fold
while those which are part of a large conglomer-
ate will be able to move to greener, non-union-
iged pastures. If the company wants to go
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overseas, the liberal union boss will have to
not only try to get the workers to accept the
company terms in order to avoid losing their
jobs altogether, but will also probably have to
join the reactionary nationalist chorus about
keeping American jobs for Americans. The alter-
native of telling the workers that they should
accept the loss of their jobs in the spirit of
international unionism is usually not boo agree-
able. It is the natural Bend of capital to
expand and find new outlets. Ivan if the
national or international union mccessfully
unionizes the runaway shop land that is a very
big "if"), it will be little consolation to
either the local union members or bosses who
have lost their jobs.

Unions, as noted above, are businesses. and
it is this fact and not "seelout leaders‘ which
stops them from organizing the unorganized. The
strong companies which can afford a union nor-
mally are already unionized, and the weak ones
would only be a liability to the union. they
would sap its wealth through long and costly
union drives, the need for more frequent strikes
to bring wages to something approaching union
scale and then keep them there, and in general,
financially and organizatinally contribute the
least to the union's resources while needing it
the most.

The banlwuptcy of union reform can per-
haps be seen oost clearly in the case of Arnold
Miller. I-Ie was a miner for decades and is a
victim of Black Lung Disease. If he “sold
out," then anyone will.

‘lb the so-called Marxist—Leninist (in my
opinion Leninism doesn't even qualify as a
perversion of Marxian) , the refornists misunder-
stand the leadership problem. As the Leninist
sees it, the problem is not [timarily one of
character, but rather gee of ideology. If only
'Reds" ran the unions, they would know that
unions are "s-opposed‘ to fight against capital-
ists, and not work harmoniously with then like
the reformists.

It is no surprise that I§n:Ln1I'tB should
find unions attractive. The hierarchical
structure seems ideal to them as a stepping
stone towards controlling workers‘ struggles
and eventually bringing their neninist party to
power. what £5 surprising is that so many
"Reds" really believe that the ruling class
would just sit back and let then gradually get
the upper hand.

Even more mysterious is the illusion that
"Reds" can somehow escape the oonwadictions of
other union bosses cited above. why, when.
"Red" union bosses try to start ‘fighting for
the workers‘ needs in a really class-conscious
way," should the law of vaue be rendered obso-
lets?

In times of relative social peace, workers
have no use for a union that wants constantly
to disrupt the work process in a programmatic



way, and if the "Reds" merely sit back waiting
for the balance of power between themselves and
the ruling class to improve, there will be
nothing to distinguish them from anyone else
save their obnoxious rhetoric. In times of
persecution, it is likely that they would have
to be very conservative in deeds, if not words,
just to survive; and in t:i.mes of social upheav-
al, the workers will bypass them as one more
obstacle to the unfolding struggle. when sier-
ing direct control over their lives, workers
will have no more need for Leninist union
bosses than they will for any other kind
of boss.

another variant of militant m-nionism is
revolutionary syndicalism. This method,
favored by some anarchists, would make unions
independent of political parties of all sorts.
Structured docratically, without paid func-
tionaries, they would fight for day-to-day
demands for a social revolution at the same
time. In times when there is relative social
peace and no ascending workers‘ movement, syn-
dicalist ‘unions’ can only be tiny propaganda
groups. If the proper conditions produce an
expanding militant workers‘ movement, however,
a loose sygdicalist union night possibly come
into being and be able to fight for workers‘
needs in a tangible way. But unless synd.i.ca1-
ism is redefined to mean only a broad, semi-
structured novuaent as opposed to a rigidly
structured organization, sgmdicalism will
only become another obstacle to militant
struggle. This will happen because (1) The
struggle inevitably expands and contracts, and,
just as the regular union cannot stop struggles
frm expanding, neither can the syndicalist
union atop then frcn contracting. No one can
dictate militance for good en-ads or bad. (2) In
order to survive the ebbing of militant activi-
ty, the syndicalist union must be able to
guarantee some kind of concrete advantages for
its members or they will all leave. It there-
fore develops a separate interest of its own,
and furthermore, must beccne conservative to
protect that interest. (3) When the next
rising occurs, the syndicalist union will see
this rising as reckless and a direct threat to
the established syndicalist structure.

/Em
-3 2-

Unions can only be destroyed bY ¢5Pita1i5t
crisis. at that time. they My be <i@"tf°Yed “Y
capitalists themselves because they have °‘-1*"
lived their usefulness to capitalism, or by B
revolutionary workers‘ u\ov(~ment because the?‘
have outlived their limited usefulnesfi to
workers. It makes no sense to sloganeer
abstractly that workers should dest'.roY the
unions or for that matter even passively leave
them. That unions are ‘against. the revolution‘
maxei senae only when there is a revflll-H110"
happening for th to be against. Anyone who
thinks that this would in fact be the case if
only there weren't unions must explain why
there is no revolution, or, for that matter,
even much militance in the non-union sector-

Unions. themselves arbitrary, at least stop
much of the more arbitrary repression of the
boss. Whether or not a given workplace uould be
better off with one than without one cannot he
answered programmatically, but only by treating
each case individually. Unions often safeguard
concrete benefits (wage rates, insurance, pen-
sion pans, etc.) better than workers could
without a union. Workers may hate the union,
and usually do, but they feel that they need it.
Some radicals may find "continuous struggle‘
very exciting, but there are reasons why mos-t
workers would rather have someone else handle
their grievances. Host people are too preoccu-
pied with or drained by the daily events of
their livesto be up for constant struggle on
the job.

‘Workers’ organizations‘ such as unions
with a permanent structure to maintain mugt 9;;
struggles as a means to further the organiza-
tion. The struggle must always remain subordi-
nate. The only way workers‘ self-organization
appears at all, beyond a few individuals, is to
further an ongoing struggle. Since it appears
only when there is a felt need, and likewise
disappears when that need is no longer apparent,
the organization remains subordinate to the
struggle. In the former, authority lies in the
distant and usually inaccessible bureaucrats,
while for the latter there is no authority
other than the participants themselves.

The loose shop floor networks that exist
in most workplaces-—mmetimes strong, sometimes
weak, ever expanding and contracting--have as
their strengths that those workers who parti-
cipate in them are Constantly educating and
strengthening themselves in their daily strug-
gles. Self-directed struggles of workers can
thus become an aid to their eventual Inancipa-
tion, which can only be an act of the working
class itself.

Don Johnson
May, 1978



FOOTNUIES

‘Here I an referring to those Leninists
°5t¢"5ib1Y to the "left" of Moscow: Trotskyites
and Peking freaks. The Moscow-led ‘Communist’
Party which runs the United Electrical Workers
fall completely into the reformist category.

2The best example of this is the Spanish
CNT (National Confederation of Labor) of the
|930'g.

3A section of the CNT reviving in Spain
today favors this. See “Spain: some AsP=¢@5
of the New Workers‘ Movement‘ and the interview
with Eda and Burro in Root G Branch 5.
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The Carter adinistration‘s proposal to

cut in half the tax deductions allowed for
business lunches and ‘other expense-account
activities" (such as theater and sporting
events, yachts, hunting lodges, social clubs,
nightclub shows, etc.) has raised an under-
standable furor among the owners and patrons of
the fashionable restaurants of New York City.

The restaurant owners are afraid that the
Carter proposals will put them out of business.
Sheldon Tanner, owner of the famous '21 Club,"
said recently that "some of the city's most
fashionable, widely written about, and expensive
restaurants will have to close down if people
had to pay for their meals out of their own
money.‘

Elio Orsini, owner of "Orsini‘s,“ a res-
taurant popular in the fashion and publishing
trades, was even more indignant. "This is a
frontal assault on the restaurant industry," he
said. "The Carters, it these men don't stop,
they will ruin the country. Restaurants will
be destroyed. My business is 94, 95 percent
expense accounts. You can tell, they charge,

they write down who they are with. I have
important people here, making big deals OVQI
lunch."

The luncheon bills in the better restaur-
ants in the neighborhood generally run between
$20 and $30 a person. The business men that
frequent these restaurants often defend their
business lunches on the grounds of efficiency.
John E. O'Toole, president of Poote, Cone, and
Balding advertising agency, argued that ‘busi-
ness lunches are a legitimate expense and a way
of getting more work done by extending the work-
ing day.‘ He added enthusiastically, "I wish
there were more lunches in the week."

Another businessman took the threat posed
by the Carter proposal more personally. John
Scanlon, a public relations executive» Said
angrily: "who are these people. a bunch of
Bolsheviks? It took me all my life to get into
the eating class and now they want to take it
away.”

taken from the New York Times
September 9, 1977
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ROSA UXEMB RG
RETRO PECT

It will soon be sixty years since the
mercenaries of the Gennan social-democratic
leadership murdered Karl Liebknecht and Rosa
Iuxemburg. Although they are mentioned in the
so-lle breath, as they both symbolized the radi-
cal element within the German political revo-
lution of 1918, Rosa Luxemburg's namo carries
greater weight because her theoretical work was
of greater seminal power. In tact, it can be
said that she was the outstanding personality
in the international labor movement after Marx
and Engels. and that her work has not lost its
political relevance despite the changes the
capitalist system and the labor movement have
undergone since her death.

Just the same, like cveryono else, Rosa
luxenhurg was a child of her time and can only
be understood in the context of the phase of
the social-democratic movement of which she was
a part. whereas Marx's critique of bourgeois
society evolved in a period of rapid capitalis-
tic development, Rosa Luxamb.1rg was active in a
time of increasing instability for capitalism,
wherein the abstractly formulated contradic-
tions of capital production showed thclnielves
in the concrete forms of imperialistic compati-
tion and in intensified class struggles. While
the actual prroletarian critique of political
economy, according to Marx, consisted at first
in the workers‘ fight for better working condi-
tions and higher living standards, which would
prepare the future struggles for the abolition
of capitalism, in Rosa D.\xemburg's view this
"final" struggle oould no longer be relegatad
to a distant future but was already present in
the sxtcnding class struggles. The daily fight
for social reforms was inseparably connected
with the historical necessity of the proletari-
an revolution.
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Without ‘entering into Rosa Luxsmb\u'g's
biography, it should be said, that she came
from a middle-class background and that she
entered the socialist movement at an early age.
Like others, she was forced to leave Russian
Poland and went to Switzerland to study. Her
main interest, as behooved a socialist influenc-
ed by Marxism, was political economy. Her early
work in this field is now only of historical
interest. There was her inaugural-disortotion,
The Industrial Dovelopment of Poland (1898),
which did for Poland, though in a less exten-
sive manner, what Lenin's The Develolnt of
Capitalism in Russia did for Czarist Russia .5
year later. And there were her popular lectures
at the Social-Democratic Party School, posthu-
mously published by Paul Levi (1925) under the
title Introduction of National Economy. In the
latter work, it should be noted, Rosa Luxemburg
declared that the validity of political economy
is specific to capitalism, and will cease to
exist with the demise of this system. In her
dissertation, she came to the conclusion that
the development of the Polish economy would
proceed in conjunction with that of Russia,
would and in complete integration, and therewith
would and the nationalist aspriations of the
Polish bourgeoisie. But this development would
also unify the Russian and Polish proletariat
and lead to the eventual dostruction of P0lih-
Russian Cfipitalism. The main contradiction of
capitalist production was seen by her as one
between the capacity to produce and the limit-
ed capacity to consume within the capitalist
relations of production. This contradiction
leads to recurrent economic crises and the in-
creasing misery of the working class and there-
with, in the long run, to social revolution.

It was only with her work on The Accumula-



tion of Capital H912) that Rosa IA.1xI!lIlb\l,I'g's
economic theories became controversial. Al-
though she claimed that this hook grew out of
complications arising in the course of her
popular lectures on National Economy, namely,
her inability to relate the total capitalist
reproduction process to the postulatd objective
limits of capital production, it is clear from
the work itself that it was also a reaction to
the emasullation of Marxian theory initiated by
the “Revisionism” that swept the socialist move-
ment around the turn of the century. Revision-
ism operated on two levels: the p'l.'.i.|n.i.tive em|—2
pirical level personified by Eduard Bernstein,
who merely compared the actual capitalist devel-
opment with that deducible from Marxian theory,
and the more sophisticated theoretical turnabout
of academic garxilm, culminating in ‘moan-
Bara_'|1_Qfl8kY'fl Mar-x—:i.nterpI:etation and those
of his various disciPl°!-

Only the first volume of ggpiil was pub-
lished during Marx's lifetime, and the second
and third were prepared by Friedrich Engels
gram unrgviggd papers left to his care, al-
though they had been written prior to the
publication of the fir st volume- Whereas the
first volume deals with the capitalist process
of pg-gggction, the second concerns itself with
the circulation process. The third volume,
finally, deals with the capitalist system as a
"1-101; in its phenomenal form, as determined by
its underlying value relations. Because the
rel;-oduction process necessarily controls the
production process, Marx thought it useful to
display this fact by means of some abstract
reproduction diagrams in the second volume of
capital. The diagrams divide total social
production in-.0 two sections: one producing
means of production, the other mean of consump-
tion. The transactions between these two de-
pQ_ft['|\Qfl|ZS are imagined to be such as to enable
the reproduction of the total social capital
to proceed either on the same or on an enlarged
scale. mt what is a 2resuEEs.i.tion for the
rap;-Oduction diagrams, namely, an allocation of
the macial um: as requirsfl 9°‘ "he ==Pr<>d\1¢-
Lion process, nust in reality first be brought
about blindly, through the uncoordinated a.c'Li.v-
ities of the many individual capitals in their
competitive pursuit of surplurvalue.

The reproduction diagrams do not distin-
giish between values and prices; that is, they
treat values as if they were 31-ices, For the
purpose they were intended to serve, namely, to
draw attention to the need for a certain [repor-
tionality between the different spheres of pro-
ducticn, the diagrams fulfill their  ai
functiom They do not depict the real world,
but are instrumental in aiding in its under-
standing. Restricted in this sense, it does not
matter whether the interrelations of production
and exchange are dressed in value or price
terms. Because the price form of value, taken
up in flue third volume of Capital, refers to
the actual capitalist production and exchange
process, the imaginary equilibrium conditions
of Marx's reproduction diagrams do not refer to
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the real capitalist world. Still, Marx found
it "quite necessary to view the process of
reproduction in its fundamental simplicity, in
order to get rid of all obscuring interferences
and dispose of the false subterfugee, which
assume the semblance of scientific analysis, but
which cannot be removed so long as the Recess
of social reproduction is immediately analyzed
in its concrete and complicated form."

Actually, according to Marx, the reproduc-
tion process under capitalistic conditions pre-
cludes any kind of equilibrium and implies,
instead, "the possibility of crises, since a
balance is accideptal under the conditions of
this production." Tugan-Baranowsky, however,
read the reproduction diagrams differently
because of their superficial resemblance to
bourgeois equilibrium theory, the main tool of
bourgeois price theory. fie came to the con-
clusion that as long as the syst develops
proportionately with respect to its reproduction
requirements, it does not have objective limits-
Crises are caused by disproportionalities aris-
ing between the different spheres of production
but can always be overcome through the restora-
Lion of that proportionality whch assure! the
accumulation of capital. This was a disturbing
idea, as far as Rosa Luxembuu-g was concerned,
and this the more so as she could not deny the
equilibrating implications of Marx‘: rep:oduc-
tion diagrams. If 'l\.1ga.n-Baranowsky interpreted
than correctly, then Marx was wrong, because
this interpretation denied the inevitable end
of capitalism.

The discussion around Marx's abstract
reproduction diagrams was particularly vehement
in Russia because of earlier differmces between
the Marxists and the Populists with regard to
Russia's future in face of her backwardness
and her peculiar socio-economic institutions-
Whereas the Populists asserted that for Russia
it was already too late to enter into world
competition with the established capitalist
powers, and that, furthermore, it was quite
possible to construct a socialist society on
the basis of the not yet dissolved collecttvity

Q9
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Of PEBSBIH: production, the Marxists maintained
that development on the Western pattern was
inescapable and that this development itself
would produce the markets it required within
Russia and in the world at large. The Marxists
emphasized that it is the production of capital,
not the satisfaction of consumption, that
determines capitalist production. There is,
therefore, no reason to assume that a restric-
tion of consumption would retard the accumula-
tion of capital; on the contrary, the less
there is consumed, the faster capital would
grow.

This ‘production for the sake of production"
made no sense to Rosa Luxemburg—-not because
she was unaware of the profit motive of capital-
ist prediction, which constantly strives to
reduce the workers‘ share of social production,
but because she could not see how the extracted
mirplurvalue could be realized in money form
in a market composed only of labor and capital,
such as is depicted in the reproduction diagrams.
Production has to go through the circulation
process. It starts with money, invested in
means of production and labor-power, and it ends
with a greater amount of money in the hands of
the capitalists, to be reinvested in another
production cycle. Where would this additional
money come from? In Rosa Luxemburg's view, it
could not possibly come from the capitalists:
for if it did, they would not be recipients of
surplus-value but would pay with their own
money for its commodity equivalent. Neither
could it ce from the purchases of the workers,
who only receive the value of flaeir labor power,
leaving the surplus-value in its commodity form
to the capitalists. ‘lb make the system work-
able, there Inst be a ‘third market,’ apart from
the exchange relations of labor and capital, in
which the produced surplus-value could be trans-
formed into additional money-

This aspect of the matter Rosa Luxelnhlrg
found missing in Marx. She intended to close
the gap and therewith substantiate Marx's con-
viction ol capitalism's necessary collapse.
llthouqh The Accumulation of Capital approaches
the realization problemrhistorically--starting
with classical economy and ending with ‘Hagan-
Barmowsky and his many imitators--so as to
show that this prcbl has always been the
Achilles heel of political economy, her own
solution of the problem comprises, in essence,
no more than a mimnderstanding of the relation
betwen money and capital and a misreading of
the Marxian text. As she presents matters,
however, everything seemingly falls in its
proper place: the dialectical nature of the
capital-expansion process, as one emerging out
of the destruction of pre-capitalist economies;
the necessary extension of this ]m'ocesa to the
world at large, as illustrated by the creation
of the world market and rampant imperislsim in
search of markets for the realization of sur-
plus-value; the resulting transformation of the
world economy into a system resembling Marx's
closed system of the reproduction diagram: and
therewith, finally, the inevitable collapse of

Capitalism for lack of opportunities to realize
its surplus-value.

Rosa Lu.xem.burg was carried away by the
logic of her own construction to the point of
revising Marx more thoroughly than had been
done by the Revi aicmists in their concept of 6
theoretically possible harmonious capital
development, which, for them, turned socialism
into a purely ethical problem and into one of
social reform by political means. On the other
hand, the Marxian reproduction diagrams, if
read as a version of Say's Law of the identity
ot supply and demand, had to be rejected. Like
her adversarie, Rosa Luxemburg failed to see
that these diagrams have no connection at all
with the question of the viability of the
capitalist system, but are merely a methodolo-
gically determined, intermediary step in the
analysis of the laws of motion of the capital-
ist systelluas a whole, which derives its
dynamic from the production of su.rp1us—va1ue.
Although capitalism is indeed afflicted with
difficulties in the sphere of circulation and
therewit-J1 in the realization of surplus-value,
it is not here that Marx looked for, or found,
the key to the understanding of capitalism's
susceptibility to crises and to its inevitable
end. Even on the assumption that there exists
no problem at all with regard to the realization
of surplus-value, capitalism finds its objective
limits in those of the Eoduction of mrplus-
value.

According to Marx, capita1iIn'l basic con-
tradiction, from which spring all its other
difficulties, is to be found in the value and
surplus-value relations of capital production.
It is the production of exchange-value in its
monetary form, derived from the use-value form
of labor-power, which produces, besides its own
exchange-value equivalent, a sarplun-value for
the capitalists. The drive for exchange-value
turns into the accumulation of capital, which
manifests itself in a growth of capital invested
in means of production relatively faster than
that invested in labor-power. While this pro-
cess expands the capitalist system, through the
increasing productivity of labor associated
with it, it also tends to reduce the rate of
profit on capital, as that part of capital
invested in labor-power--which is the only
source of surplus-value--diminishes relative to
the total social capital. This long and oom-
plicated process cannot be dealt with satisfac-
torily in this short article, but most at least
be mentioned in order to differentiate Hark‘:
theory of accumulation from that Rosa Luxemburg.
In Marx's abstract model of capital development,
capitalist crises, as well as the inevitable
and of the system, find their source in the
temporary or, finally, total breakdown in the
accumulation process due no a lack of surplus-
value or profit.

For Marx, then, the objective limits of
capitalism are given by the social P!‘°dl-W?-l°fl
relations as value relations, while for Rosa
Luxemburg capitalism cannot exist at all, except



through the absorption of its surplus-value by
pre—capitalist economies. This implies the
absurdity that these backward nations have a
surplus in monetary form large enough to acccmo—
date the surplus—value of the capitalistically-
advanced countries. mt as already mentioned,
this wrong idea was the unreflected consequence
of Rosa Luxanburg's false notion that the whole
of the surplus-value, earmarked for accumula-
Li-0l‘l. III-18¢ Yield an equivalent in money form,
in order to be realized as capital. Actually,
of course, capital takes on the form of money
at times and at other times that of commodities
of all descriptions—-all being expressed in
money terms without simultaneously assuming the
money form. Only a small and decreasing part
of the capitalist wealth has to be in money
form; the larger part, although expressed in
terms of money, remains in its commodity form
and as mach allows for the realization of
surplus-value as additional capital.

Rosa Uuxemh.\rg's theory was quite generally
regarded as an aberration and an unjustified
criticism of Marx. Yet her critics were just
as far removed Irom Marx's position as was Rosa
Luxemburg herself. Most of these critics ad-
hered either to a crude underconsumption theory,
a theory of disproportionality, or a combination
of these. Lenin, for example-—not to speak of
the Revisionists--saw the cause for crises in
the disproportionelities due to the anarchic
character of capitalist production, and merely
added to '1‘uga.n-Baranowsky's argiments that of
the underconmmption of the workers. mt in
any case he did not believe that capitalism was
bound to collapse becasue of its immanent con-
tradictions. It was only with the first world
war and the revolutionary upheavals in its wake
that Rosa Luxemburg's theory found a wider
response in the radical section of the socialist
movement. Not so much, however, because of her
particular analysis of capital accumulation, as
because of her insistence upon the objective
limits of capitalism. The imperialistic war
gave her theory some plausibility and the end of
capitalism seemed indeed actually at hand. The
collapse of capitalism became the revolutionary
ideology of the time and supported the abortive
attempts to burn the political upheavals into
social revolutions.

Of course, Rosa Luxemburg's theory was no
less abstract than that of Marx. Marx's hypoth-
esis of e tendency of the rate of profit to
fall could not reveal at what particular point
in time it would no longer be possible to
compensate for this fall by an increasing
exploitation of the relatively diminishing
number of workers, which would increase the
mass of surplus—value sufficiently to maintain
a rate of profit assuring the further expansion
of capital. Similarly, Rosa Luxemburg could
not say at what time the completion of the
capitalization of the world would exclude the
realization of its surplus-value- The outward
extension of capital was also only a tendency,
implying a progressively more devastating
imperialist competition for the diminishing
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territories in which surplus-value could be
realised. The fact of imperialism showed the
precarlcusness of the system, which could lead
to revolutionary situations long before its
objective limits were reached. For all practi-
cal purposes, then, both theories assumed the
possibility of revolutionary actions, not
because of the logical outcome of their abstrct
models of development, but because these theo-
ries pointed unmistakably to the increasing
difficulties of the capitalist system, which
could in any severe crisis transform the class
struggle into a light for the L‘ Tition of
capitalism.

Although undoubtedly erroneous, Rosa
I.uxburg's theory retained a revolutionary
character because, like that of Marx, it led to
the conclusion of the historical untenability
of capitalism. Although with dubious arguments,
she nonetheless restored--against Revisionism,
Reformism, and Opportunism--the lost Marxian
proposition that capitalism is doomed to disap-
pear because of its own unbridgeable contradic-
tion and that this end, though objectively
determined, will be brought about by the
revolutionary actions of the working class.

The overthrow of capitalism would make ell
theories of its development redundant. mt
while the system lasts, the realism of a thoery
may be judged by its own particular history.
Whereas Mark's theory, despite attempts made in
this direction, cannot be integrated into the
body cl bourgeois economic thought, Rosa
Luxanbu.rg's theory has round some recognition
in bourgeois theory, albeit in a very distorted
form. with the rejection by bourgeois economy
itself of the conception of the market as an
equilibrium mechanism, Rosa Luxemburg's theory
found a kind of acceptance as a precursor of
Keynesian economics. I-ler gork has been inter-7
preted, by Michael Kalecki and Joan Robinson,
for example, as a theory cf "effective demand,”
the lack of which presumably explains the recur-
rent capitslistic difficulties. Rosa Iuxemburg
imagined that imperialism, militarism, and
preparation for war aided in flie realisation of
surplus-value, via the transfer of purchasing
power from the population at large to the hands
of the state: just as modern Keynesianim
attempted to reach full ploy-mentby way of
deficit-financing and monetary manipulations.
However, while it is no doubt possible, for a
time, to achieve full employment in this {ash-
ion, it is not possible to maintain this state
of bliss, as the laws of motion of capital
production demand not a different distribution
of the airplus-value but its constant increase.
The lack of effective demand is only another
term for the lack of accumulation, as the demand
required tor prosperous conditions is brought
forth by nothing other than the expansion of
capital. At any rate, the actual bankruptcy of
Keynesianism makes it unnecessary to kill this
theory theoretically. It suffices to say that
its absurdity shows itself in the present-day
unrelieved growth of both unemployment and
inflation.



While Rosa Uuxemburg did not fare well
with her theory of accumulation, she was more
successful in her consistent internationalism.
which was, of course, connected with her concept
of accunulation as the global extension of the
capitalist mode of production. Ln her view,
imperialist competition was rapidly transforming
the world into a capitalist world and thereby
developing the unhampered confrontation of labor
and capital. Whereas the rise of the bourgeoi-
sie coincided with the formation of the modern
nation-state, creating the ideology of national-
imn, the maturity and decline of capitalism
implied the imperialistic ‘inter-nationaliszln" of
the bourgeoisie and therewith also the interna-
tionaliam of the working classes, if they were
to make their class struggles effective. The
reformist integration of proletarian aspirations
into the capitalist system led to sccial—imperi—
slime, as the other aide of the nationalistic
coin. Objectively, there was nothing behind
the frantically growing nationalism but the
imperialist imperative. ‘Bo oppose imperialism
demanded, then a total rejection of all forms
of nationaliu, even that of the victims of
imperialist aggression. Nationalism and imperi-
alism were inseparable and had to fought with
equal fervor.

In view of the at first covert but soon
overt social-patriotism of the official labor
movent, Rosa Luxeah.lrg's internationalism
represented the leftwing of this movement--but
not completely. In a way, it was a generaliza-
tion of her specific experiences in the Polish
socialist movement, which had been split on the
question of national self-determination. As we
already know from her work on the industrial
development in Poland, Rosa Luxanburg expected
a full integration of the Russian and Polish
capitalism and a consequent unification of their
respective socialist organizations, both as a
practical and as a principled matter. She could
not conceive of nationally oriented mcialist
movements and even less of a nationally restrict-
ed socislimn. What was true for Russia and
Poland also held for the world at large; national
fissions had to be ended in the unity of
international socialism.

'.l'he Bolshevik section of the Russian
social-Democratic Party did not share Rosa
I.uxemh.:rg's strict internationalisn. For Lenin,
the subjugation of nationalities by stronger
capitalist countries brought additional cleav-
ages into the basic social frictions, which
could, perhaps, be turned against the dominating
powers. It is quite beside the point, to con-
sider whether Lenin's advocacy of the self-
determination of nations reflected a mbjective
conviction, or docratic attitude, with regard
to special national needs and cultural peculiar-
ities. or was simply a revulsion against all
forms of oppression. Lenin was, first of all,
a practical politician, even though he could
fulfill this role only at a late hour. As a
practical politician, he realized that the dif-
ferent nationalities within the Russian empire
presented a steady threat to the Czarist regime.

I_._
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To be sure, Lenin was also an inter-nationalist
and saw the socialist revolution in terms of
the world revolution. But this revolution had
to begin somewhere and he assumed that it would
first break the weakest link in the chain of
competing imperialist powers. In the Russian
context, supporting the self-determination of
nations, up to the point of secession, sug-
gested the winning of "allies" in any attempt
to overthrow Czarism. This strategy was
supported by the hope that, once free, the
different nationalities would elect to remain
within the new Russian commonwealth, either out
of self-interest, or through the urginqs of
their own socialist organizations.

Until the Russian Revolution, however, this
whole discussion around the national question
remained purely acadqnic. Even after the revo-
lution, the granting of self-determination to
the various nationalities within Russia was not
very meaningful, for most of the territories
involved were occupied by foreign powers.
Still, the Bolshevik regime continued to press
for self-determination in order to weaken other
imperialist nations, particularly England, in
a.n attempt to foster colonial revolutions
against Western capitali, which threatened
to destroy the Bolshevik state.

The Russian Revolution found Rosa Luxemburg
in a German prison, where she remained until the
overthrow of the German monarchy. mt she was
able to follow the progress of the Russian
Revolution. Though delighted by the Bolshevik
seizure of power, she could not accept Lenin's
policies towards the peasants and with respect
to the national minorities. In both cases she
worried needlessly. Although her prediction,



that the granting of self-determination to the
various nationalities within Russia would
merely surround the new state with a cordon of
reactionary counter-revolutionary countries,
turned out to be correct, this was so only for
the short run. Rosa Luxemburg failed to see
that it was the principle of self-determination
which dictated Bolshevik policy with regard to
the Russian nationalities, than the force of
circumstances over which the Bolsheviks had no
control. At the first Opportunity they began
whittling away at the self-determination of
nations, to end by incorporating all the new
independent nations in a restored Russian
empire, and, in addition, by forging for them-
selves spheres of interest in extra-Russian
territories.

On the strength of her own theory of
nationalism and imperialism, Rosa Luxemhirg
should have realized that Lenin's theory could
not be actualized in a world of competing impe-
rialist powers and would, most probably, not
need to be put into practice should capitalim
be brought down by an international revolution.
The dislnteq-ration of the Russian empire was
not due to or aided by the principle of self-
determination, but was effected through the loss
of the war; as it was the winning of another
war, which led to the recovery of previously
lost territory and to a revival of Russian
imperialism. Capitalism is an expansive system
and therefore necessarily imperialistic. It is
the capitalistic way of overcoming national
limitations to capital production and its
centralization--of gaining, or securing, privi-
leged or dominating positions within the world
economy. It is thus also a defense against
this general trend; but in all cases, it is the
inescapable result of capital accumulation.

As Rosa Luxemburg pointed out, the contra-
dictory capitalist ‘integration’ of the world
economy cannot alter the domination of weaker
by stronger nations through the latter‘: control
of the world market. This situation makes real
national independence illusory. What political
independence can accomplish, at best, is no
more than the subjugation of the workers under
native instead of international control. Of
course, proletarian internationalism cmnot
prevent, nor has it reason to prevent, movements
for national self—determination within the
colonial and imperialistic context. These
movements are part of capitalist society just
as imperialism is. mt to "utilize" these
movements for socialism can only mean to try to
deprive them of their nationalist character
through a consistent internationalism on the
part of the socialist movement. Although
oppressed people have the sympathy of the
socialists, it does not relate to their unergent
nationalism but to their particular plight as
tvice—oppressed people, suffering from both
native and foreign exploitation. The mcialist
task is the ending of capitalism, which in-
cludes the support of anti-imperialist forces:
not, however, to create new capitalistic
nation-states, but to make their emergence
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more difficult. or impossible, through proletar-
ian revolutions in the advanced capitalit-It
countries.

The Bolshevik regime declared itself
socialistic and by that token was to end all
discrimination of national minorities. Under
such conditions, national self-determination
was, in Rosa Luxembui-g‘s eyes, not only sense-
less but an invitation to revive, via the
ideology of nationalism, the conditions for a
capitalist restoration. in her view, Lenin and
Trotsky mistakenly sacrificed the principle of
internationalism for momentary tactical advan-
tage. While perhaps unavoidable, it should not
be elevated into a socialist virtue. Rosa
Luxelnhirq was right, 0! course, in not question-
ing the Bolsheviws subjective sincerity as
regards the establishment of eociali in Russia
and the furthering of the world revolution. She
herself thought it possible, by way of a west-
ward extension of the revolution, to defy the
objective unripeness of ‘Russia fior a socialist
transformation. She blamed the West European
socialists. and in particular the Germans, for
the difficulties the Bolsheviks encountered,
which forced them into concessions, compromioel,
and opportunist actions. And she ale-umed that
the internationalization of the revolution would
do away with Lenin's nationalistic demands and
resurrect the principle of internationalism in
the revolutionary movement.

As the world revolution did not material-
ize, the nation—etate remained the field of
operation for economic development as well as
for the class struggle. The "interna1:ionalien"
of the ‘third International, under Russian domi-
f!r1!‘lCG,, served strictly Russian state interests,
covered up by the idea that the defence of the
first socialist state was a prerequisite for
international socialism. Like national self-
determination, this type of "internationalism"
was designed to weaken the adversaries of the
new Russian state. After 1920, however, the
Bolsheviks no longer expected a resumption ot
the world-revolutionary process, and settled
down for the conmlidation of their own regime.
Their "inter-nationalism‘ expressed new their own
nationalism, just as the economic international-
iem of the bourgeoisie serves no other end than
the enrichment of nationally-organized capital
entities.

The result of the second world war and its
aftermath ended the colonialism of the niropean
powers and led to the formation of numerous
"independent" nations: while, at the same time,
two great power blocs emerged, dominated by the
victorious nations Russia and the United States.
within each bloc there was no real national
independence but rather the lubordination of
the nominally self-determined countries to the
imperialistic requirements of the leading
powers. 'l'h.|.s subordination was enforced by both
economic and political means and by the general
necessity to adapt the economies and therewith
the political life of the satellite nations to
the realities of the capitalist world market.



ror the former colonies this implied a new form
of subjugation and dependence, which found its
expression in the term neo-colonialilni for the
reborn, capitalistically more-advanced nations
it implied the direct control of their political
structure through the pr-oven methods of military
occupation and puppet governments. This situa-
tion led, of course, to new "liberation move-
ments,“ not only in the capitalist but also in
the av-called socialist camp, providing the
proof that there is no such thing as national
self-determination, either in the market-cor
trolled or the state-controlled economies.

‘mat nationalism is really a vehicle
upholding the ruling class was soon made evident
in all ‘liberated nations,‘ as it povided
political parvenus with an instrument for their
om emergence as new ruling classes, in collabo-
ration with the ruling classes of the dominating
countries. Whether these new ruling classes ad-
here to the ‘free world“ or to the authoritarian
part of the world, in either case the national
form, on which their rule is based, precludes
any step towards a socialist moiety. Wherever
possible, their nationalism implies a fervent,
even if miniature, imperialism, which sets
‘socialist nations‘ against other nations,
including other ‘socialist nations.” Thus we
have the sorry spectacle of a threatening war
between the great “socialist countries‘ Russia
and China, and, on a smaller scale, the open
warfare between "Harxist' Ethiopia and "Marxist"
Somalia for the control of Ogaden.

with some variations, this story can be
prolonged almost endlessely, characterizing the
present state of world politics, in which small
nations act as proxies for the great imperialist
powers, or fight on their own behalf, only to
fall victim to one or another power bloc. A11
this substantiates Rosa Luxemburg's contention
that all forms of nationalism are detrimental
to socialism and that only a consistent interna-
tionaliam can aid the emancipation of the work-
ing class. This unwavering internationalian is
one of her greatest contributions to revolution-
ary theory and practice and sets her far apart
from both the social-imperialism of social
Democracy and the Bolshevik opportunist concept
of world revolution as advocated by its great
'statesma.n" Lenin.

Like Lenin, Rosa Luxanburg looked upon the
October Revolution as a proletarian revolution
which, however, depended fully upon internation-
al events. At the time this view was shared by
all revolutionaries whether Marxist or not.
After all, as she said, by seizing power the
Bolsheviks had "for the first time proclaimed
the linal aim of socialéam as the direct program
of practical policies." They had solved the
‘famous problem of winning a majority of the
people, by revolutionary tactics that led to a
majority, instead of waiting £06 the latter D0
evolve a revolutionary tactic." In her view,
Lenin's party had grasped the true interests of
the urban masses by demanding all power for the
soviets in order to secure th-* revolution.
Still, the agrarian question was the axis of
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the revolution and here the Bolsheviks showed
themselves as opportunistic in their policies
as with regard to the national minorities.

In pre—revolutionary Russia the Bolsheviks
had shared with Rosa Luxemburg the Marxist
position that the land must be nationalized as a
prerequisite for the organiztion of large-scale
agricultural production in conformity with the
socialization of industry. In order to gain the
support of the peasants, Lenin abandoned the
Marxist agricultural program in favor of that of
the Social-Revolutionaries-—the heirs of the old
Populist movement. Although Rosa Luxemburg
recognized this turnabout as an ‘excellent
tactic,‘ for her it had nothing to do with the
quest for socialism. Property rights must be
turned over to the nation, or the state, for
only then is it possible to organize agricul-
tural production on a socialistic base. The
Bolshevik slogan "immediate seizure and distribu-
tion of the land by the peasants" was not a
socialist measure, but one which, by creating a
new form of private property, cut off the way
to such measures. “The Leninist agrarian
reform," she wrote, ‘has created a new and
powerful layer of popular enemies of socialism
in the countryside, enemies whose resistance
will be much more dangerous and stublmrn than
that of the noble large landowners."

This proved to be a fact, hampering both
the restoration of the Russian economy and the
socialization of industry. But, as in the case
of national self—determination, here too the
situation was determined not by the Bolsheviks‘
policy but by circumtances beyond their control.
The Bolsheviks were prisoners of the peasant
movement; they could not hold power except with
its passive support, and they could not proceed
towards socialism because of the peasants.
Moreover, their sly opportunislll did not initiate
the peasants‘ seizure of the land," but merely
ratified an accomplished fact, independent of
their own attitude. while other parties hesi-
tated to legalize the expropriation of land, the
Bolsheviks favored it, in order to win the
support of the peasants and thus to consolidate
the power they had won by a coup d'etat in the
urban centers. They hoped to maintain this
support by a policy of low taxation, while the
peasants required a government which would
prevent a return of the landlords by way of
counter-revolution.

As far as the peasants were concerned, the
revolution involved the extension of property
rights and was, in this sense, a bourgeois revo-
lution. It could only lead to a markot—economy
and the enhanced capitalization of Russia. For
the industrial workers, as for Lenin and
Luxemburg, it was e proletarian revolution even
at this early stage of capitalist development.
But as the industrial working class formed only
a minuscule part of the population, it seemed
clear that sooner or later the bourgeois element
within the revolution would gain the upper hand.
Bolshevik state-power could only be held by
arbitrating between these contrary interests;
but success in this endeavor would negate both
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the Iacialist and the bourgeois aspirations
fithin the revolution.

This was a situation not foreseen by the
14-irkist lloveuaent and not gredictahle in terns
Of Marxian theory, which held that the pro1eta—
rian revolution presupposes a high clpltgllgtli:
de'°1-oplent in which the working class finds
itself in the Iajority and thus able to deter-
eine the course of events. mile Lenin was not
interected in a bourgeois revolution, except. as
'3 Ffelininary to a socialist revolution, he was
i h°\11'9Q0is in that he use convinced that it
has possible to change society by purely
lnlitical laeans, that is, by the will of a
P='11=i¢=1 1>arty- This idealistic reversal of
"3-1'!-i-5| with consciousness determining the
material developent instead of being produced
5)! it: implied in practice no more than a
copying of the Czarist regime itself, in which
"M I"-°<=rm=y has ruled over the whole of
Im=iety- In fact, Lenin insisted that if the
Czar could govern Russia Iith the aid of a
bureaucracy of a few hundred thousand men, the
Bolsheviks should be able tn b likewise and
better with a Party succeeding this masher. In
III ¢lI=- Once in power the Bolsheviks had no
cluice but to uy to maintain it in order to
defend their dneer existence. In the oourae of
tile there emerged a state apparatus which took
ape itself the authoritarian control not only
of the popalstion hut also of oconoaclo develop-
mnt, by turning private property ism state
property rithout changing the mcisl relations
of gtochction-—that is, by maintaining the
capital-labor relations that allow for the
exploitation of the working class. this new
type of capitalism--properly called state—cap.i.-
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tali——persists to the gs-esent day in the
ideological dress of 'mcialiua."

In i918, Rosa luxqnburg asuld not envision
this development, as it lay outside of all
Marxist assumptions. For her, the Bolsheviks
were making various mistakes, which night
endanger their mcialist goal. And if them
mistakes were unavoidable within the context of
the imlated Russian Revolution, they should
not be gneralised into a revolutionary tactic
for tines to cone and for all nations to follow.
llcnlever helplessly, she opposed the mssian
reality with Marxian principles, so as at least
to save the Marxian theory. mt it was all in
vain, for it turned out that private-party
capitaliua is not necessarily followed by a
socialist regime. but could be tzsnsforaed into
a state-controlled capitalism, wherein the old
bourgeoisie was replaced by a new ruling class,
whose power is based on its collective control
of the state and the Ileana of groductiom She
lcnev as little as Lenin how to 9: about building
a mcialist society, but while the latter
p‘oceded gtagaatically from the experiences of
wartime state-controls of capitalist nations
and envisioned socialiaa as the state-nanopoly
over all econolic activity, Rosa Iuxalnburg
persisted in proclaiming that such a state or
affairs could not elancipte the working class.
she could not iaagine that the merging
Bolshevik society represented a historically
new social toraatiocn, but saw in it no mare than
a false application of socialist principles.
and thus she feared a possible restoration of
capitali by way of the agrarian reforls of
Bolshevi.



As it turned out, the agrarian question
agitated the Bolshevik state unceasingly, final-
ly leading to the compulsory collectivization of
the peasantry as an in-between solution between
private—property relations on the land and the
nationalization of agriculture. This was no
real repudiation of Lenin's peasant policies,
which had been based on necessity, not on con-
viction. Except on paper, Lenin simply did not
dare to nationalize the land, and Stalin did not
dare more than the forced collectivization of
the peasants, in order to increase their produc-
tion and eaqloitation, without depriving them of
all private initiative. Even so, this was a
frightful undertaking which almost destroyed the
solshevik regime. If Rosa Luxemburg was right
against Lenin with respect to the peasant ques-
tion, her arguments were nonetheless beside the
point, for it was just a question of time, and
of the strength of the state apparatus before
the peasants would lose their newly-won relative
independence and fall once more under the con-
trol of an authoritarian regime-

lt should have been evident from Lenin's
concept of the party and its role in the revolu-
tionary process that, once in power, this party
could only function in a dictatorial way. Quite
apart from the specific Russian conditions, the
idea of the party as the consciousness of the
socialist revolution clearly relegated all
decision-making power into the hands of the
Bolshevik state apparatus. This general assump-
tion found an even sharper accentuation in the
Russian Revolution, divided, as it was, in its
bourgeois and proletarian aspirations. If the
proletariat was not able, according to Lenin, to
develqa more than a trade—union consciousness
(that is, to fight for its interests within the
capitalist system) it would certainly be even
mre umable to realise socialism, which PreIup-
poses an ideological break with all its previous
experience. Echoing Karl Iauteky, Lenin was
convinced that socialist consciousness had to
be brought to the proletariat fro! the outside,
through the knowledge of Hie edlmated Iiddle
class. The party was the organization of the
socialist intelligentsia, representing revolu-
tionary consciousness i?<:>__r the proletariat, even
though it might also include a sprinkling of
intelligent workers in its ranks. It was neces-
sary that these specialists in revolutionary
politics become the masters of the socialist
state, if only to pavent the defeat of the
working class through its own ignorance. And as
the party was to lead the proletariat, so the
leadership of the party was to lead its members
by way of a semi-militaristic centralization.

It was this arrogant attitude of Lenin,
pressed upon i party, which made Rosa
Luxanburg quite wary about the possible outcome
of the Bolsheviks‘ seizure of power. Already
in 1904 she had attacked the Bolshevik party
concept for both its artificial separation of a
revolutionary vanguard from the mass of the
workers and for its ultra-centralization in
general. as wall as in party affairfl in Partial-
lar. ‘Nothing will more surely cnillvfi 8 FBI-"'1';
labor movement to an intellectual elite hungry

~

for power," she wrote, ‘than this bureaucratic
strait-jacket, which will immobilize the move-
ment and turn it into an1automaton manipulated
by a Central Committee. By denying the
revolutionary character of Lenin's party con-
cept, Rosa Luxemburg prefigured the actual
course of Bolshevik rule down to the present
day. ‘lb be sure, her indictment of Lenin's
organizational ideas was based on their confron-
tation with the organizational structure of the
German Social Democratic Party, which, though
also highly centralized, aspired to a broad mass
basis for its evolutionary work. This party did
not think in terms of seizing power, but was
satisfied with its electoral successes and the
spreading of the socialist ideology as a basis
for its growth. In any case, Rosa Iaixemburg did
not believe that any type of party could bring
about a socialist revolution. The party could
only be an aid to revolution, which remained
the privilege and required the activities of
the whole working c1as5- She did not see the
socialist party as an independent organizer of
the proletariat, but as part of it, with no
functions or interests differing from those of
the working class.

with this conviction, Rosa Luxelnburg was
only true to herself and to Marxism when she
raised her voice against the dictatorial
policies of the Bolshevik party. Although this
party reached its dominating position via the
demagogic demand for the sole rule of the
soviets, it had no intention of delegating any
power to the soviete, except, perhaps, where
they were composed of Bolsheviks. It is true
that the Bolsheviks in Petrograd and a few
other cities held a majority of the aaviets,
but this situation might change again and
return the party to the minority position it
had held during the first months after the
February Revolution. The Bolsheviks did not
look upon the Ioviets as organs of an emerging
wcialist moiety, but saw in them no more than
a vehicle for the formation of a Bolshevik
government. Already in 1905, which saw the
first rise of the soviets, Lenin recognized
their revolutionary potential, which, however,
gave him only one more reason to strengthen
his own party and prepare it for the reins of
government. To Lenin, the latent revolutionary
power of the soviet form of organization did
not change its sgntaneous nature, which implied
the danger of the dissipation of this power in
fruitless activities. Although a part of
social reality, spontaneous movements could, in
Lenin's view, at best support but never mpplant
a goal-directed party. In October 1917, the
question for the Bolsheviks was not one of
choosing between soviet- and party-rule, but
between the latter and the Constituent Assembly.
as there was no chance of winning a majority in
the Assembly and thus gaining the government,
it was necessary to dispense with it, so as to
realize the party dictatorship in the name of
the proletariat.

Although Rosa Luxee-nburg held that in one
fashion or another the whole mass of people must
take part in the const‘:"ucti0n of socialism, she
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did not recognize the soviets as typifying the
organizational form which would make this pos-
sible. Impressed as she was in 1905 by the
great Ilasrstrikes taking place in Rusia, she
paid little attention to their soviet form of
°1‘9anization. In her eyes. the soviets were
merely strike committees in the absence of other
more permanent labor organize tions. Even after
the 1917 Revolution she felt that “the practical
realization of socialism as an economic, social
Ind juridical system is something which lies
completely hidden in the mists of the £utura."12
0'11!’ the general direction in which to move was
known, not the detailed concrete steps that had
to be taken to conmlidate and develop the new
9°c1°t.Y- Socialism could not be derived from
ready-made plans and realized by governmental
decree. There must be the widest participation
°“ the PM-‘t of the workers, that is, a real
‘5°l'l°'=1'I¢)'. and it was precisely this democracy
which alone could be designated as the dictator-
si"-P °f thfl Foletariat. A party—dictatorship
was for her no more than "a dictatorship in the
b°\lI§e°iI lance! in the sense of the rule of
the Jacobins."

All this is undoubtedly true, on the gen-
“51 llvel. but the bourgeois character of
Bolshevik rule reflected—-ideologically as well
ii Plflfitically--the objectively non-socialistic
"shire of this particular revolution, which
911191? could not proceed from the quasi-feudal
conditions of Czarian to a socialist society.
It was a mrt of ‘bourgeois revolution“ without
the h°"F9B°-i-B19. B8 it was a proletarian revolu-
u°n flthwt ’ wfficifintly large proletariat:
i revolution in which the historical functions
Of the bourgeoisie were taken up by an apparent-
1Y 811?-1-bourgeois party by means of its assump-
'4°" °f P°11ti¢al power. Under these condi-
U-°l'\B. the revolutionary content of Western
Harlin was not applicable, not even in a modi-
fied form. This may explain the vacuity oi’ Rosa
m*!"h1r9'$ 8-I91-Illlents against the Bolsheviks,
her complaints about their disrespect for the
Constituent Assembly and their terroristic acts
596111911 all °PPOsition whether from the right
O1‘ H10 left. H6! own suggestions 53 hgw to go

about with the building of socialism, however
correct and praiseworthy, would not fit in with
a Constituent Assembly, which is itself a bour-
Qeflis institution. 1-ler tolerance towards all
Points of view and their wishes to express
themselves in order to influence the course of
events, cannot be realized under civil-war
COl\diti0ns. The construction of socialism
cannot be left to a leisurely trial-and-error‘
method by which the future may be discerned in
the "mists" of the present, but is dictated by
current necessities that call for definite
actions.

Rosa Lu:-:emburg‘s lack of realism with
regard to Bolshevism and the Russian Revolution
may be traced to ambiguities of her own. On the
one hand she was a social democrat and on the
other a revolutionary, at a time when both posi-
tions had fallen apart. She looked upon Russia
with social-democratic eyes and upon Social
Democracy with revolutionary eyes; what aha
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desired was a revolutionary-Social Democracy.
Already inihar famous debate with Eduard
Bernstein, she refused to choose between
reform and revolution but endeavored to combine
both activities in dialectical fashion Ln one
and the same policy. In her view, it was pos-
sible to wage the class struggle in both the
parliament and in the streets, not only through
the party and the trade-unions but with the
unorganized as well. The legal foothold gained
within bourgeois dclocracy was to be secured by
the direct actions of the nasses in their every-
day wage struggles. It was the masses‘ actions,
howavar, which were lost important, as they
increased the masses‘ awareness of their class
position and thereby their revolutionary con-
sciousness. '!‘he direct struggle or the workers
against the capitalists was the real ‘school of
s0cialifl|." In the spreading of masrstrikas,
in which the workers acted as a class, aha Qw
the necessary precondition for the coming revo-
lution, which would topple the bourgeoisie and
install governments supported and oontzggla-d by
the mature class-conscious groletariat.

Until the outbreak of the first world war,
Rosa Luxemhurg did not fully comprehend the true
nature of Social Democracy. There was a right
wing, a center, and a left wing, Liablmscht and
Luxemburg representing the latter. There was an
ideological struggle between thsse tendencies,
tolerated by the party bureaucracy because it
remained purely ideological. The p'act.ica of
the party was reformist and opprtunistic,
untouched by the left-wing rhetoric, if not
indirectly aided by it. mt thera was the
illusion that the party could be changed and
restored to the revolutionary character of its
origins. Suggestions to split the party were
rejected by Rosa Luxellburg, who feared to lose
contact with the bulk of the sacialist workers.
Her confidence in these workers was not affected
by her lack of confidence in their leaders. She
was thus more than surprised that the social-
chauvinian displayed in 1914 unitad leaders and
led against the party's left. Even so, she was
not ready to leave the party until its split in
1917 on the isue of war aims, which led to the
formation of the Independent Socialist Party
(USPD), in which the Spartacus League, composed
of a circle of people around Liehknecht.
Luxemburg, Mehring, and Jogiches, formed a
small faction. In so far as this faction
engaged in independent activities, these were
s matter of propaganda against the war and H10
class-collaborationist policies of the old
party. Only near the and or 1913 did Rosa
Luaemburg recongnize the need for a new
revolutionary party and a new International.

The German Revolution of 1918 was not the
product of any left-wing organization. '=h°'19'h
members of all organizations played various
parts in it. It was a strictly political

al to end the war and to remove theupheav
monarchy held responsible for it. It oswrrefi
as a consequence of the German military defeat
and was not seriously opposed by the bourgeoisie
and the military, for it allowed thell to pliflé
the onus of the defeat upon the socialist MVP



ment. This revolution brought social Democracy
into the government, which then proceeded to
ally itself with the military, in order tn crush
any attempt to turn the political into a social
revolution. Still under the sway of tradition
and the old reformist ideology, the majority of
the spontaneously-arising workers’ and soldiers‘
councils supported the social-democratic govern-
ment and declared their readiness to abdicate
in favor of a National Assembly within the frame
of bourgeois dqnocracy. This revolution, it has
been aptly said, ‘was a Social Democratic revo-
lution, suppressed by the Social Democratic
leaders: a process barely paralleled in the
history of the world.” There was also a
revolutionary minority, to be sure, advocating
and fighting for the formation of a social
system of workers’ councils as a permanent
institution; but this was soon systematically
subthled by the military forces arrayed against
it. ‘lb organize this revolutionary minority
for sustained actions, the Spartacus league, in
collaboration with other revolutionary groups,
transformed itself into the Comlunist Party of
Germany. Its program was written by Rosa
Iaixelsburq.

Already at its founding congress, it became
clear that the new party was internally split.
Even at this late hour Rosa Luxeahurg was not
able to break totally with social—delno-cratic
traditions. Although she declared that the
time for a minisum program short of socialism
had passed, she still adhered to the politics
of the double perspective, that is, to the view
mat the uncertainty of an early proletarian
revolution demanded the consideration of poli-
cies defined within the given mcial institu-
tions and organizations. In practice this meant

participation in the National Assembly and in
trade unions. However, the majority of the
congress voted in favor of anti-parliamentarian
and for a struggle against the trade unions.
Although reluctantly, Rosa Luxenburg bowed to
this decision and wrote and acted in its spirit.
As she was murdered only two weeks later, it is
not possible to say whether or not she would
have stuck to this position. In any case,
encouraged by Lenin, via his emmissary Radek,
her disciples soon split the new party and
merged its parliamentary section with a part of
the Independent Socialists to form a "truly
Bolshevik Party;" this time, however, as a
mass-organization in the social-democratic
sense, competing with the old Social Democratic
Party for the allegiance of the workers, in
order tn forge an instrument for the defense of
Bolshevik Russia.

But all this is history. The failed
revolutions in Central Europe, and the state-
capitalistic development in Russia, overcame the
political crisis of capitalism that followed the
first world war. Its economic difficulties were
not so overcome, and led to a new world-wide
crisis and the second world war. Because the
ruling classes--old and new—-remembered the
revolutionary repercussions in the wake of the
first world war, they defeated their possible
recurrence in advance by the direct means of
military occupation. The enormous destruction
of capital and its further centralization by
way of war, as well as the raising of the pro-
ductivity of labor, allowed for a great upswing
of capital production after the second war.
This implied an almost total eclipse of revolu-
tionary aspirations, save those of a strictly
nationalist and state-capitalist character.
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This effect was strengthened by the development
of the "mixed economy,‘ nationally as well as
internationally, wherein governments influenced
economic activities. Like all things of the
pant. Marxism became an academic discipline--an
indication of its decline as a theory of social
change. Social Democracy ceased to see itself
as a working class organization, but rather as
I people's party, ready to fulfill governmental
functions for capitalist society. Communist
organizations took over the classic role of
Social Democracy--and also its readiness to
fort, or to partake in, governments upholding
the capitalist system. ‘rhe labor a1ovement--
divided into Bolshevism and Social Democracy,
which had been Rosa Luxemburg's concern--ceased
to exist.

still, capitalism remains susceptible to
crises and collapse. In view of present
methods of destruction. it may destroy itselr
in another conflagration. But it may also be
‘_"'"°flIB by way of class struggles leading to
its socialist transformation. The alternative
2"“-"°1"'9d by Rosa Luxemburg--socialism or
barbarian--retains its validity. The current
state of the labor movement, which lacks any
"'“'°1'"-1°"ll'i' inclinations, makes it clear that
a socialist future depends more on spontaneous
actions of the working class as a whole, than
°"' i‘!0°1Oqical antic.-ipatione of such a future
"hich may find expression in newly-arising
'°"°1"t1°'llIY Organizations. In this situation,
there ie not much to be learned from previous
°*Periencee, except the negative lesson that
neither Social Democracy nor Bolehevisn had any
be"-'1'"! Cm 1'-he problems of the Eoletarian
revolution. By opposing both, however, incon-
“9t9"t1Y: Rbfla Luxenburg opened up another road
tovarde the socialist revolution. Despite
mile false notions with respect to theory and
mm *1]-“5i°"9 1'¢9lr<3ing socialist practice,
her 1'°'°1‘1‘1i0l'IB1' impulse yielded the essential
Qlqnents required for a socialist revolution:
an "flnverinq internationaliem and the pinoiple
of the eel!-determination of the working class
within its organizations and within wciety.
BY taking seriously the dictum that the emanci-
Pif-i-Ofl Of the proletariat can only be iteowm
Wfk. ahe bridged the revolutionary past with
the revolutionary future. Ber ideas thus
remain as alive as the idea of revolution
1115011’. while all her adversaries in the old
labor movement have become part and parcel of
the decaying capitalist society.
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BOOK REVIEW?
GUY RMITH, '11-ll ORIGIN OF ECONOMIC IDEAS.

N.Y.: VINTAGE BOOKS, 1975

In writing this book Guy Routh has done a
service to those who feel they ought to study
economics but never got around to it, and to
those who have looked into the dismal science,
only to find it stupefyingly confusing and
unilluminatinq. It is the desire in find out
how the world works——or at least that part of
it dominated by economic principles--which
leads people to economics; what is so bewilder-
ing is not so much the technical apparatus of
the field as its apparent irrelevance to any
understanding of reality. Booth demonstrates
that this is not an appearance: it's not the
student's fault, but that of the 'science."
Clearly and entertainingly written, The Orign
of Economic Ideas continues and develops the
charge brought against economics in 1815 by
Siamondi, who warned humanity to ‘be on glard
against all generalization of ideas that causes
us to lose sight of the facts, and above all
against the error of identifying the public
good with wealth, abstracted from the suffer-
ings oi‘ the human beings who created it.‘

The title of the book is misleading, for
Routh tells the whole history of economics,
from the 17th century to the present day. lie
situates this history in its context of the
development of capitalist society, which helps
both to explain why the theory developed as it
did and to demonstrate its irrelevance to
understanding reality. Routh's indictment of
economics falls under two main headings: the
use of a method based on over-abstraction from
the complexities of real life, and a content
determined by apologetic rather than scientific
ends. Throughout its history, Routh claims,
from its origins in Petty (1623-87) through
classical economics, the marginal revolution of
the nineteenth century, and the Keynesian-neo-
classical synthesis of the present day--the
method of economics has been the deduction of
consequences from highly abstract 3 Eriori
principles. This method, and these ps:incip1es
cannot be defended on scientific grounds.

It is, after all, highly implausible
that the whole sweaty, hardworking,
money-grubbing capitalist world would
have revealed its secrets to anyone
sitting snugly in his study with no
more equipment than a few preconceived
axioms. And equally implausible that,
if we were viewing that world for the

first time we should sxclaim, What a
miracle! There must surely be an invis-
ible hand manipulating demand, supply and
[rice to achieve the optimum allocation
of resources for the maximization of
profits and utility!" (p.297)

In order to maintain this vision, in which the
capitalist economy, if only left alone, will
automatically regulate production and income in
such a way that the self—interest of each pro-
motes the good of all, elements of experience
conflicting with it had to be ignored. Both
Adam Smith, in the eighteenth century, and
Keynes, in our day, included in their studies
material which contradicted their own theoreti-
cal pronouncents. What is typical of econo-
mics is that only the latter lived on in the
u'adition of the "science."

A very interesting feature of l1outh's
book, not shared by most other histories of
economics, is its treatment of nineteenth-
century popularizers. Translating theoretical
formulations into moralistic tales, they make
unmistakeably clear the ideological content of
the abstractions of the time. This content is
admirably summed up in “The Rich and the Poor.
A Fairy Tale" by Hrs. Marcet, who was praised
by J.B Say as ‘the only woman who had written
on Political Economy and shown herself superior
even to men.‘ Her exemplary tale leads inescap-
ably to the conclusion "that the comforts of the
poor are derived from the riches of the rich."

The discussion of neo-classical economics
is particularly well done. Booth begins by
inquiring why the idea of the determination of
value by marginal utility gained popularity
when it did, and answers by agreeing with
Marx‘: proposition that it was the need to
abandon the radical implications of the labor
theory of value. He then explains how the
combination of utilitarian psychology with the
differential calculus enabled economists to
prove that the market, if left to itself,
operates so as to maximize consumer satisfac-
tion. With this conceptual apparatus, Jevons
(1835-1882) could prove the absurdity of the
very idea of a "general glut‘ (i.e., depression)
and Clark (1847-1938) could show that wages and
interest measure exactly the contributions made
to society by workers and by capitalists: as
he put it, "we are to get what we produce--mch
is the dominant rule of life."

But no sooner had Walras (1834-1910), with
his theory of general equilibrium, turned



economics into a heavily mathematicized ‘exact
science,‘ than the basic concepts and assump-
tinns of marginalism began to disintegrate.
The idea of "utility" as a psychological damn
explaining market behavior gave way to the
‘preferences’ revealed in the market. The
crucial principle of diminishing returns had to
be given up. In the 1930's, Chamherlin and
Joan Robinson discovered (1) that the pure
competition on which the theory rested did not
exist. In the face of this discovery. however,
the economic "tool-box‘ of ideas was not aban-
doned: instead, ‘the apparatus of marginal anal-
ysis . . . was made to blossom with diagrams.‘
The neo—classica.'L model was preserved--at a cer-
tain cost. It had been supposed to constitute
an exact, predictive science, like physics; its
relations were deterministic and maximizing.
The spirit of the science as reformed, however,
is that of Joan Robina'>n's conclusion, in one
context, that "as the amount demanded increases,
the supply price my rise, remain constant, or
fall." But such results are of little moment
to the economics professors--and, as Routh says,
econolllicl is predominantly a teaching order.
‘rhey have after all only increased their stock
‘of theorems that lend themselves admirably to
teaching and examination. So, as with utility
and revealed preference, the modern textbooks
blandly incorporate both the discredited theory

1
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Of perfect competitive equilibrium Ind the
theory Q! |7‘°"°F71'1Stic competition that |;,.¢
been designed expressly to Bupgfgeflg “J ‘pp
256-T)

The Great Depression swept away the an-gin-
fillets‘ equilibrium drcalmorld. lnouth qgveg
wonderful maanples of the economists‘ response;
to the reality that disproved their theories,
ranqlnq from claims that it wasn't really hap-
Peninq to the thought that all would be U311
it the workers would only eat 1eas.1 ante;
KBYHQI. Supposedly to create a new, tealistie
theory, on which an effective anti—crisie poli-
cy COIJIG be bllilta Routh 511715, however, that
Keynes‘ theory exhibits the same divergence
between theory and facts as those Q! other
etonomists, as he takes us on a brief tour of
its faulty logic, dubious assumptions, sell-
contradictions, and factual errors. Aside Erma
details. Keynes‘ theory fails because it is an
attempt to save the nee-classical theory of the
economy as an equilibrating mechaniaa.

How than. as R01-Ith asks. could xeyneaianim
have succeeded in ‘saving capitalism/' as it has
claimed to have done? As a matter of fact, the
"Keynesian" methods were set to work by the New
Deal and the Hitler regime long before the
General Theory was published. Keynes merely
developed the economic ideology into a form
which could account for what was happening in
the world with a minimum of basic changes. The
final proof of the scientific irrelevance ct
Keynesian theory, as Routh says, is the state
of affairs in acadalia, in the curriculum where
Keynesianilm ‘coexists happily with the falla-
cies it purported to refute.‘ (p. 293)

Routh's history, as I have hoped to commu-
nicate, is convincing ae well as informative.
Be gives the original texts enough space to
more than justify his condemnation of them as
delusionary and apologetic. as he says, his
book comes at a time when the economists’ fail-
ure to control or even explain the turbulence
of the world economy has produced a crisis in
theory; in the tradition of Sismondi, Cliff
Leslie, W.C. Mitchell, and other critics of
economic orthodoxy, Routh offers the outlines
of a new way of thinking about the economy.

His recommendations, however, are disap-
pointing. First of all, he suggests looking at
the economy not as an "optimising," well-ordered
cyst, but as one in which "almost anything
can happen.‘ (p. 302) Economic decisions are
made--by sellers, buyers, investors, etc.—-not
on the basis of rational knowledge, but on
hunches, feelings of confidence or the lack
thereof, especially on guesses as to what
others will do. It is such self-fulfilling
prophecies, Routh suggests, which explain the
cyclical character of economic life.

secondly, offsetting this, there are
tabilizing influences at work, due chiefly to

"non-economic" institutions: custom, morality
law. There are "socio-psychological drives"



such as the desire for power, as well as “ideas
of what is right and proper" (p. 308} which,
for instance, Routh thinks are responsible for
setting and maintaining wage rates H J . Final-
ly, the economy as a whole is to be visualized
not as a syst dominated by some great princi-
ple (such as optimization or profitability) but
as a congeries of systems and institutions, each
with heterogeneous constituents and flexible
modes of interaction. Particular COl’;0l'ati0ns,
for example, have their own characteristics, and
must be studied as such if the economy as a
whole is to be understood.

The most striking feature of Routh's
‘alternative paradigm" for economics is the
way in which it maintains, under yet another
disguise, basic features of the economic ide-
ology he m well criticizes in the bulk of his
book. Despite his picture of the system as
involving ‘different forms of behavior at
different times," he views capitalisn in a
fundamentally ahistorical, non-developmental
way. Some basics are permanent: "the herd
characteristics of consumers and producers“
(p.310) which act as ‘protective devices and
stabilizing influences‘ (p. 3021 holding the
syat on its course. There is no discussion
Of the tact that these "herd characteristice,“
however rooted in "9ccio-psychological drives,“
have reference to historically particular struc-
tures of social relationship: in particular to
the relation of capital and wage-labor, which
forms a basis for all the others. Custom, com-
petitiveness. and morality all define themselves
in reference to these relations which set the
possibilities of social action. It is striking
that these givens make no appearance in Routh‘s
‘alter-native.‘ Instead we have only the usual
list of "economic structures." such as ‘the
market,‘ plus the "non-economic‘ ones of the
sociologists--all of then treated as qivens,
not in need of further analysis. The question
of the nature of the system, in contrast to
arm‘? systems before 1: (and possibly after it)
is not raised: a fortiori it is not asked whe-
ther this system is changing over time and if
so in what direction. Historical change can
be due only to "sociological" or ‘political’
factors outside ‘the economy." The “economy”
Er se is permanent; though its tendency is to
disequilibrium, the business cycle itself is
‘in fact a formula for survival. If {the
system] is to be changed, it is no use waiting
for it to collapse by its own irrevocable inner
laws; whatever changes take place will have to
be by design-" Ip. 310) S0, after all. there
is an Invisible Hand. Only it doesn't work as
the economists have thought, cleanly, efficient-
ly, guided by rational motives. Instead it is
through custom, morality, and individual quirks
moderated by "herd" behavior that the market
system is maintained, in principle forever.

As Routh joins the economic tradition in
proclaiming the essential stability of the
aystflfl. he echoes it also in ignoring the one
articulated challenge to that tradition, Karl
Marx’: critique of political economy. One
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curious feature of Routh's book is that, while
it cites Marx extensively as an ally in the
attack on orthodoxy, it leaves the theory of
Cdgital--seemingly a logical place to look for
an alternative approach--entirely undiscussed.
we are told that the marginalists, by believing
in the se].f—cleterm.ining quality of economic
variables, "had a great deal more in common
with Marx than either they or he would have
cared to admit," (p. 262]: but though further
discussion of this point is promised for the
last chapter of the book, it is not forthcoming.

Routh's comparison of Marx and the margin-
alists is quite mistaken. For the latter,
economic variables (the prices and quantities
of goods) form a mutually determining system,
which can be formulated in terms of a ‘general
equilibrium" of supply and demand. For Marx,
however, "economic variables" are not determined
at all in this sense, but are subject to pres-
sures exercised by general characteristics of
the system as a System of class exploitation.
It is not the interaction of economic variables
but the need of capitalists to accumulate capi-
tal through the extraction of surplus value
which determines, in Marx's theory, not the
ephemeral states of the system, but its long-
term trend.

Here again, Routh follows economic ortho-
doxy in treating Marx as an economist, albeit
an underworld one. But this is an error. What
it means to say that Marx was not an economist
will be clearer if we take a quick look at a
matter of detail. the Ricardian labor theory of
value. Routh believes that this theory is
weakened by the fact that there is no objective
measure of skill and intensity of work, as
there is for sheer la.bor-time. Therefore, the
idea of labor—content, which is supposed to
regulate exchange values, is indeterminate and
imprecise, and "it is to sociology rather than
to economics that we must turn to explore these
mysteries." (p.121) To begin with, it does not
follow from the fact that labor-content cannot
be measured that the concept is indeterminate or
imprecise, or that commodities cannot be said
to contain definite (though unmeasurablel quan-
tities of labor. as Marx pointed out, exactly
this is the characteristic of labor as value,
that Racial labor, since it is embodied in
privately owned commodities, cannot be the
subject of ce.'|.culat1.on except as represented in
the prices established by the market. For this
reason the (abstract) labor-content of commodi-
ties is not measurable at all, even aside from
the problems of skill and intensity. The labor
theory of value is not so much an explanation
of value in terms of labor, as an expression in
theoretical terms of the fact that in capitalism
human productive activity is represented, organ-
ized, and controlled via the market.

Thus Marx--and this is the most important
poi,nt—-takes neither the category of labor nor
that of value as "natural," but treats both as
the products of a particular society, as cultur-
al forms, in the anthropological sense of "cul-
ture," for the organization of social life. For



Routh, the content of classical economics, and
so of the whole tradition which followed on it,
is almost an historical accident: it happened
to start with Petty, but "if it had been
someone else with different ideas. it would
have been different." (p. 295) But for Marx,
classical theory, in contrast with the "vulgar"
systems that followed it, was of real scientific
value because it laid bare, in the form of the
economic categories, some basic characteristics
of capitalism as a social system. It 1; no
accident that only in capitalism did the
discipline of economics develop; the fact that
in this 99¢‘-"FY P80Ple experience and understand
their own social relations as a domain of
economic laws" is an important starting point

for the comprehension of the system. Marx's
development of the classical economists‘ in-
=19*1\1' Mflver, involves a decisive break with
ffionomics as the science of these "laws." what

"wired, 11' the attempt to understand
reality is to be carried forward, is not the
3-"l9¢tion of sociological observation into
Economics but the replscent of the largo!-
Octrine with a theory of capitalila that

¢"P14I-ins the classical theory in terms of the
1"‘1itY to which it was a response-

"8!'X'B work thus fits one of Routh's
::ml1:a for a new. more scientific theory oi‘
"am c phenomena: it rejects the vies of

economy as a self-regilating world of
phenomena, seeing this rather as the appearance
°E ° ‘1°"°1°P-1-"<1, and changing, set of social
relations. The theory in Cagital meets l\outh‘s
other criteria as well. Its basic concepts
3:2?’-‘I ¢lPi'=ll¢ V1106, surplus-value), Ihllg

act‘ ‘re cl‘!-T1? Abstracted from reality;they are used not for deduction but with
¢°l\B‘tant reference to empirical phenomena (at

least hall the mu: of _c_ag1_tg; is historical
ialh they are testable, since they aremater

used to tonulats a It of historical pedic-
listtions--the cyclical pattern of carats

t a riginq poduotlvity of labor,developen ,
the increasing centralisation and mncentration

nullof capital--which have Ln tact been quits
confirmed.

llhethsr or not he would agree with much a
positive evaluation or Il.ara'a views. it la a

ht. latpity that Routh does not deal with t 1
Ilouth says ‘we would not aspect careeraa ,

economists to subscribe to llaraiat doctrine.‘
1or, one oust add, even to take it serious y

h to study it This is not just becauseenouq .
of its subversive content, but also because its

f ano-asthod and spirit are alien to those o ec
hetarodox as well as orthodox. llarxianI1CI|

theory is not a new, improved economics, but a
critique of the field. an attcpt to do away
with it theoretically as a contribution to
doing away with the phenaaena it deals with

actically llaraian theory stands quitsPl‘ I

outside of and opposed to the dminant ideology.
even oost oi‘This is why radical economists,

those who call themselves Marxists, tend to
the theory of value and capital accuIu-abandon

lation that forms the core of Marx's work: just
inas, conversely, so many radicals are ever age

d to study bourgeois econa.ics- For allrawn
his difficulty in stepping beyond the circle oi‘

Inseconomic thinking, liouth'a book has great vs
because it demonstrates thoroughly that this
pseudo-science must be left behind it we are to

1i inunderstand, and change, the world we vs .

Paul llattick, Jr.
June, 1978
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CORRESPONDENCE
Dear Friends,

I'm not sure where to start. Root a Branch
5 was very interesting, in addition to being
readable and well produced. It covered well
the subjects Root G Branch is strong on-—the
working class (as an actuality), Marxism as
viable theory, etc. But you had no articles,
or even mention, of a whole range of issues and
politics that you just don't seem interested
in--national and sexual oppression being the
obvious exples. so if you're serious about
‘discussions about the nature of capitalist
moiety, the origins of the present crisis, and
the future possibilities of creating a new
socialist moiety," then this should be changed.
In fact, it sea to me that all of the articles
have the same focus, the sane types of conclu-
sions. Now I know how hard a first issue is,
but doesn't this reflect a certain political
narrowness?

Anyway, it also seems like this narrowness
has produced the articles on the "Revolt Against
Bork" and ‘A New class Theory"--polemics really,
and the latter reminded me of Trotsky! I think
the important point, incidently, about the
Bhrenreichs' articles is their focus on the
problem of the New Left, where Al came from.
Although their historical and class manipula-
tions fell short of supporting their argument,
there is something there of value for socialists
in 1978. If I can quote from an introduction
to Pannekoek's workers‘ councils that Root &
Branch members wrote, ‘There is no discussion
of problems raised for the movement by divisions
between the sexes or races within the working
class, nor the role of such growing sectors as
students and white-collar administrative work-
ere." Is Comrade Roth writing to solve this
problem, or to attack the Ehrmreichs as lousy
Marxists?

mt the bulk of the first issue is devoted
to the growth of the CN1‘ in particular, and the
“New Workers‘ Movement“ in general. Interesting
enough. You're wrong, of course, to say that
the leninists think that the socialist revolu-
tion will come in stages, but I'll get back to
that later. I think it's interesting that you
devote half the issue to Spain. What about
similar articles on other countries and the
U.5.A.? I feel, actually, that the one thing
that is needed in America is a journal talking
about the U.S. working class in a concrete way.
You have yet to do that.

And of course this is a broader point: to
quote from International Socialism 61, ‘People
often talk about the need to ‘develop theory‘ .
In fact, Marxist theory is not developed on the
basis of some qenerdl wish to theorize. It
grows in response to actual problems facing

Marxists." Absolutely true. It's an easy out
to rely on year-old material from Spain, when
things like the coal miners‘ strike are happen-
ing here in the 0.5. But for you to criticiz
Leninists ta nice broad term) for not relating
to the U.Ei. working class seems rather absurd.

You haven't presented, either in this
journal or at your forums in Boston, an overall
critique of Leninism. I gather you feel the
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 was a putsch.
This is an old argument. It isn't helped by
your insistence that only those who are ‘neither
leaders nor bystanders but . . . part of the
struggle‘ are of consequence when, of course,
leadership will come precisely out of those
struggles! As a Marxist I believe the Bolshe-
viks faced certain material conditions that
made it impossible to create a workers’ state
(ravaged economy, civil war, etc.) and helped
the growth of Stalinism. Stalin, I'll grant
you, believed that stages were necessary, but
Lenin and Trotsky both rejected it. All I can
do, since neiflier of us will be convinced, is
refer you to Deutscher's biography of Trotsky
and kny Cliff's biography of Lenin.

I can't seem to pull together a critique
of Root 5 Branch only because there isn't enough
there. I will always find Mattick's writing
valuable, and the politics of “council commun-
ism‘ need to be pursued. mt I feel it's a
good likelihood that events, always the final
determiner, will leave you behind as you
anxiously read obscure: Pannekoek. As Stevie
wonder said, "Trying to tell us from right and
wrong . . . but you haven't done nothing."

Kent Worcester

ROOT E BRANCH RESPODDS

We wish you would "pull together a critique
of Hoot s Branch‘ sometime: so Ear the charge of
“political narrowness“ seems to include: a lack
of interest in nationalism and sexism, a lack of
articles on the American working class, a polem-
ical attitude towards the Bhrenreichs, and an
unjustified dislike of Leninism- Our reactions
to these points are, respectively:

1. It's true that some of us are less
interested in the issues of national, sexual,
and racial oppression than are most leftists.
In part this is because we feel that emphasis
on such sectional struggles has obscured the
general problem of the working class. we have
therefore gut our energies into exploring
issues generally ignored, although we are aware
of course that these sectional issues exist.
Hence the interview with Hujetes Libres in E
5; and, it is partially for its discussion of



the “3ti°"a1 question that we are publiahlnq
Paul Matticl-:':| article on Rosa umemburq in
this issue. In general, however, as we are not
Clflilliflq to be a vanguard party, we don't find
H’ "eceisafy to have a line on every question
°f U10 585', nor to say somethznq about every-
thiflq 1" every issue-

‘ 2. The other lacuna seems to us more
:::1::;-It I: fact it E easier for us to find

the minGrs$ etmzzkeilz mu“:-ment kn Spain thanBoston has ‘B I e re. Noni! of us here in
what an ccess tn inffirmatlon nthgr than

yone else could glean from the n@w3p,,_
pere, and it seems pointless to present, in
5::m::":;::1:nleft treditlon, the usual facts

sis. We used min gnurely predictable analy-_easy out _ but Z BPBCIJ For Spain not as an
I 1 ecause thls was materlal

qulte unavailable in the U.s.

Ehrenjéicggf ifzzflfitwe rim not stress the
their novelty dmqm: on uh? New Left is that
lished similar ldea ilmpress Us since we Fib-
in our book in '97‘? I‘! ll 1 (1969. reprintedhis motives aq fang; ‘Comrade Roth describes

- s.

they raised "hi-1.0 ailnnwlerlge fl1e questions
framework of thei T” "W apart the theoretical
that "anus definiti-"svmrm It seems to meand more accurate than of class is more useful

Bhrenreichs’ for whit ti‘: One used by the
to address the I t:1 e 15 theory can be used
reichs. frm.w°‘::“° *°"“=‘- they ask, the Ehren-
fLIIl(:lli.Onj_ng of thefiannob explain the overallsystem unless one drops any
pretense °f 1°91¢i1 Guns! stency. Why use a
§:rb:€“§:;5: :3‘-lfilto describe the division of
Ml!-nus orlqinal thass model for economics when

991')’ ¢-in do both?

fair The Ehrenrei¢h$' articles have received 8'll"°\1flt of attention because they tried to

r Y

Scuswcz for the Psopus
2 bimomhlv Pub|‘ic.;m.m

In recent issues:
_D'U8 Abuse and Social Cm-mnl
—Who Needs Nuclear Power?
—Women and Agribusiness
—-Recombinam DNA: Dues the Faull

Lie Within Our Genes?
-Sociobiologvz A Seam fiynthesis
Srirnro for the Fenple magnme is published by uhe
0r||,an|zation ul the name name. a nalional Iroupmi
0' PH-Iplv working fm pmgreulvn serial change in
many areas n! snenre mrl icthnololy.
Subscribe now! Send Sb ior a 04-|e»year subncripllnn rm
muen iu Science Fm the People. 891' Main Sin-ct,
Cambridge, MA 02139

*7 4
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axplaln nmne of tho mare dagtvoulnq Ilffil-1. or
New Left p>llt\cr-All lnnllurm and up Artur-
Uon U, [,Cy,,,D<-r@t\L~ ya;-nun: uf nnr\al!Q- Ila!
their nnluurn nlan ftoynoml a new ray of I-!\l|1I'
lnq capitallut I1r_‘lnl.'y- It ll )\.JsI --n nun

that X unnrml u» nrqun nth thou, ‘How|nlnt I
does nne qu about nnalytlnr) ¢'l|=l!41-lat
nnclo[y'I". I don‘? 1*:-nu:-.Inr thin !u ho I
narruv or nimply |I'>lrvlIlr‘dl lama. ‘W110. lhll
la what |'nl1.r1r:4\l debate In pnrtlrullr, ande All
thlnkinq and rrunnrlmsurmln In qvnernl, ll‘
about: "How ‘In In qn nh<:.|! Iuklnq :1-vnnn rm!
the world we live 1117'.

l nlnn nnvnr Iuqqunln-1 tha! Ir ~\.-r hmhnr
with rmfa, Claln, or '|I)h nllnun lumen. only
that the Ehrunrou-hn° dlnrrunnlnn ll -wt n very
helpful cnnrrlhurlnn.

4. Rn-qar-llnq lmnlnlam, many non-1 ~-rnlquol
(c.q., by Pulln Iuanmiurq. Anton |'0r1r\l'i4>0l, firm
Ruhle, Paul Hnttlvlz, and Claude» Ba-rarer) hnvv
already been |-uhllnhnd, and old moan can null
h ld trun (Those who unpuqn mrqum-ntn on0 .
qrounrls of nqe ahnul-1 rammnlwur that I:~n|n's
arguments are of necessity oven nldnr than

1 sue 0'those of hln critical) On the lnlnnf s ..
the "staqes theory,“ a glance at the fifth

1 should endchapter of State and Revolut on
doubts that Lenin cspnuucd It. Since we aim
are Marxists, K.vl.'s nentunce on the limits of
the Russian revolutlon and an on Lenlnlm in
its original context sum: up our position very
well. we do agree, however. that Lenlnlm will
require thorough-qolnq crlticlaln as long as lt
is kept alive as a potential threat to workers
taking social power the-meelveu.

1b conclude, we hope that in vlew of the
tasks required, KJI. will help fill mm of the
gaps he has indicated by wrltlng articles for us
or further |:O1Qlll1CB like his welcome letter.I ThanksAnd this goes for the rest of you too
for writing.
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ROOT & BRANC
with the 19602 the eternal prosperity, the

managed economy, and the attendant "death of ideology"
of the post-florid War II period cane to an end. The
so-bination of unelployment and inflation in the
capitalist West and the inability of the State-tun
systems of the East to satisfy their working classes
are prqduging unsettling effects throughout "indus-
trial society:" the deterioration of conditions in
the big cities, which nonetheless draw an increasing
proportion of the world's population; the bruta.li.za-
tion of the seelnin-gly permanent army of the unem-
ployed, which has been accumulating in these urban
centers; the instability of governments in the
democracies, in the absence of any clear policy
alternatives, inspiring a drift towards open author-
itarianism the development of opposition to me
party dictatorships in the Bast, both in the form
of liberalism among the intelligentsia and, more
significantly, in that of strike movements among
the working classes; and the continuing decay of
ideologies and social norms. All this testifies to
the basic character of the "limits of growth" that
modern society is coming up against.

whatever disappointments Nature has in store for
us in the future, the limits we are encountering now
are not ecological but social ones. It is not oven
socially caused, environmental disaster but the third
world war that most. directly threatens our extinction.
Thal: a fascination with zero—r;:rowth has replaced the
nineteenth century's discovery of eternal progressive
development is only the ideological form of the
experience of the bankruptcy as a social system of
capitalism and its state-run analog.

IL! yet we cannot speak of the existence anywhere
in the world of forces or social movements which
represent a real possibility of social revolution.
ut,while in no way inevitable, social revolution is

Cloflfly necessary if possibilities for an enjoyable
and decent life are to be realized-—and perhaps if:
human life is to he preserved at all. For this rea-
son we see the overthrow of the present order of
society as the_goal to which we as a group wish to
contribute. while the ideal we aim for has been
called by a variety of names--communism, socialism,
anBrchism—-what is important to us is the idea of a
system in which social life is controlled by those
whose activities make it up. Ceplmligg ha; gfqubggd
the heals of such a system by so interweaving the
production and oonsunption of all producers that
only collective solutions are possible to men: 1;}-W
producers‘ need to control the means and process of
Production and distribution. ‘Po eliminate the prob-
IEIB CB1-Lfied by the subordination of social producLion
to capital's need tor profit, the working class must
take direct responsibility for what it already pro-
duces. This means opposition not only to the existing
ruling class of capitalists and politicians but to any
future managers or party leaders seeking to hold power
in our name. Root 5 Branch, therefore, holds to the
tradition of the worker's movement expressed i_n the
Provisional Rules of the first International, begin-
niflq with the consideration "that the emancipation of
the working classes must be conquered by the working
classes themselves."

From the past we draw not only inspiration and
Still-meaningful ideas but also lessons on mistakes
to be 5‘-T0i\‘1Ed. The fundamental idea of the old labor
1"°"<=fl'#¢fll1, that the working class can build up its
EOFCEB 11" lame Orqanizations in preparation for the
“final Conflict“ has proven false. Whether the croon-

ization was that 0! reformist or of revolutionary
parties, producer or consumer cooperatives, or trade
unions, its success has always turned out to be a
success in adapting to the exigencies of survival
within capitalism. The Bolshevik alternative of the
small vanguard of revolutionaries preparing lo: the
day when they would lead the masses to the conquest
of state power has also proven useless for our pur-
poses. Such parties have had a role to play only in
the unindustrialized areas of the world. Whfiffi 1'31!!!’
have provided the ruling class needed to carry out
the work of forced econoic development unrealized by
the native bourgeoisie. 111 the developed countries
they have been condemned either to sectarian insigni-
ficance or to transformation into reformist parties
of the social-—deIr>crar_ic type.

While history has indicated that there can be no
revolutionary movement except in periods of revolu-
tion, the principles of such a future movement must
guide the activity of those who wish to contribute to
its creation. These principlcs—-in oontrast to those
of the old labor movement--must sslqnify a total break
with the foundation of capitalist society, the rela-
tion between waqc—la.b-or and capital. as our goal is
that of workers‘ control over social life, our prin-
ciples must he those of direct, collective action.
[Jirr_~.cL, because the struggle for control of society
begins with the strugqlc to control our fight against
the current order. Collective, because L-he only
successes which h.-w<- a future are those involving [if
only in principle} the class as a whole. We recoil-
nize that the working class does not have one uniform
identity, and thus experiences oppression under
capitalism differently according to age, sex, race.
natmnality, etc... However, what defines and thus
unites the working class is its exploitation by
capital, even if the character of Lhat exP1°5tfl\'-1°"
varies giving the appearance of separate problems find
thus separate solutions. While it is: true that the
struggle aqalnst capitalism will nOL by itself solve
these problems, overcoming capitalist exploitation
raises the possibility of their solutions. Thus, Each
working-cla:~.=:_= struggle, even if it does not add:-or-$= an
issue experienced by the class as a whole, must. be
aimed at. the real enemy, capital, and not other nem-
bers of the CIAGFZ, In the name way, "E think ""°1'k“;r5
must overcome in action the division between fl=P1°YEd
and unurnployed, between unionized and non-unionized
members of their class. Such a view automaLicallY
brings us into opposition to existinq qrganizatiofli
like trade unions, which exist by representiflq the
short-tenn interests of particular groups of wol'kEI$
within the existing social structure. similarly, "9
are in conflict with the parties and seCtB which flee
their ow-n dominance over any future movement as thv
key to its success.

He see ourselves as neither leaders nor hYE*’-and‘
ers but as part of the struggle- We are for a f10r-
escence of groups like ours and also for cooPEI"—i°"
in ccnrnon tasks. we initiate and participatc ill
activity where we work, study, and live. As a group.
we would like to be of some use in making iI15°m°t1°“
available about past and present strufi_=91E5 and in
discussinq the conclusions to be drawn from U’li5
history and its future extention. We orqanizc lec-
turns and study groups. Since 1969 we 1131'"? Published
a journal and series of pamphlets. We 11°99 °"11*'5
-will join us to discuss the ideas and the Inat1!Ii615
we publish and that they will help us to develop new
ideas and means to circulate and realize them.
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